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PRESIDENT’S ANNUAL REPORT
1989 “ 1930
Physical Plant:
There were no major repairs, improvements, or additions 
to the physical plant of the State University during the past year. The 
buildings have been maintained in good condition except for exterior and in­
terior painting end roofs.
In spite of an unusually cold January, the coldest month on 
record since the new heating plant was opened - with an average temperature of 
70 degrees which is eight degrees colder than any previous month, the coal con­
sumption was kept below the budget with an approximate saving of 400 tons of 
nearly $8000.00.
The campus is in good condition. A few shnubs were planted in 
a few places and a small amount of lawn was built during the year.
The golf course acquired in 1928 by the Alumni Challenge Athletic 
Field Corporation and reported on last year has been successfully operated and the 
nine-hole course has been extended to an eighteen-hole course. During the past 
year, a test well was driven to a depth of 300 feet at the south end of the 
course, but was successful in securing only about 35 gallons of water per minute. 
It is possible another well will be drilled next fall at the northwest” comer.
The target range and rifle and ammunition storage of the Reserve 
Officers Training Corps was moved from the lower floor of the Journalism building 
to get rid of a dangerous fire hazard and hoise in the building, but there is 
not sufficient funds to build a target range for this very important work in 
military science.
The Staff:
During the year, the following were on sabbatical leave: Franklin
0. Smith, professor of psychology, visiting some of the leading departments of 
psychology in Europe and collecting data and doing some writing on two books; 
Harriet R. Seaman, dean of wanen, studying at Columbia University for her master’s 
degree; Ann Platt, associate professor of home economics, doing dietetics work in 
New York at the Presbyterian Hospital and during the spring quarter at the 
University of Washington; Edmund L. Freeman, professor of English, studying at
1
Northwestern University; and Mrs. Louise Amoldson, assistant professor 
of foreign languages, spending the year in Europe in the study of foreign 
languages and literature. On leave of absence without pay, Brassil Fitzgerald, 
assistant professor of English, is doing creative work in New York and Boston.
The following members of the faculty resigned at the close of last 
year: Miss Lucy Heathman, assistant professor of biology; Edward Little, assistant 
professor of physics and radio announcer and operator; Miss Helen Groff, assistant 
director of Corbin Hall; Miss Margaret Maddock, assistant director of South Hall;
Snavely> assistant cataloguer. The following were appointed 
to fill the vacancies created by the resignations of the above members of the staff: 
in biology, Joel 0. Wahlin, B.A., Bethany College, and M.A., Ph.D., Kansas, assist­
ant professor; in physics, E. 0. Polk, B.A. and M.A., Indiana, instructor; in the 
residence halls, Miss Alda Torgerson, B.A., University of Montana, assistant director 
of South Hall; and Mise Lucile Brown, B.A., University of Montana, assistant dlreotor 
of Corbin Hall; in the library, Miss Myrtle Hollingsworth, B.A., University of Montana, 
assistant cataloguer.
The following were employed to substitute for those on leave: in
English, Ernest ErSkila, B.A.., State University of Montana, M.A., University of 
Oregon, instructor; Miss Eleanor Sickels, B.A., Whitman College, M.A., University 
of Washington, assistant professor; in home economics, Miss Jessie O’Keefe, B.A., 
University of Washington, and M.S., instructor; dean of women, Mrs. Mildred Stono,
B.A., State University of Montana, acting dean of women; in psychology, George 
Masselink, B.A., Yankton College, M.A., University of Iowa, graduate assistant,
Elmer Burch, graduate assistant in the department of psychology served as an in­
structor in the deparlanent this year.
Mr. John Crowder, B.A., University of Richmond and four years private 
study in Vienna, was appointed associate professor of music to take the place of 
Miss Berry whose services are on a part-time basis since her marriage. Mr. Calvin 
Crumbaker, whose sabbatical leave was extended for this year, will finish his work 
for his degree of doctor of philosophy this summer and plans to be back at the 
University next fall.
Owing to the tragic death of Miss Mary Laux in an automobile accident 
last fall, Mrs. Lillian McLure acted as an assistant in the department of physical 
education during the year.
Captain Tom Davis, associate professor of military science, was appoint­
ed to take the place of Captain R. M. Caulkins who was transferred by the War Depart­
ment.
During the year Miss Lucille Jameson, who has been in the Registrar’s 
office since 1922 and assistant to the registrar since 1923, resigned at the close of 
this year to get married.
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Eiose who were on sabbatical leave last year have returned to the 
University: Charlea W. Leaphart, dean of the law school, received his doctor of 
jurisprudence degree after spending the year in study at Harvard University;
Rudolph 0. Hoffman, associate professor of French, after a year of study at the 
University of Paris received the Diploma Superieur d'etudes de Civilization Fran- 
MfSS Winifre(i Feigbaer, assistant librarian, studied at the University of
lifornia; and Jesse P. Rowe, professor of geology and chairman of the department,
studied at Princeton University and spent the greater part of the year with the 
"Floating University".
r « » J w  f&liowia8 promotions were made: W. R. Ames, L. B. Mirrielees,
I. ft. Cook, E. R. Sanford, and J. H. Toelle were promoted to the rank of professor.
Robert Housman, J. W. Severy, M. B. Swearingen, and C. W. Waters were promoted to the 
rank of associate professor. T. C. Swearingen was made assistant professor.
Curricula:
Comparatively few changes were made in curricula. New requirements 
were passed during the year for graduation which will be effective September 
31, 1931. Under the new rules, in the period succeeding the quarter in which 
the student receives his 96th credit (i.e., junior and senior years), he must 
obtain as many grade points as credits for which he has registered. Courses 
dropped without a grade (i.e., courses in which a "W" is given) are not counted. 
Courses graded "F" (failure), "I" (unremovsd incomplete), "E" (condition), are 
given one negative grade point per credit. The negative grade points must be 
subtracted from the positive grade points earned to determine the number of grade 
points acquired toward meeting this requirement. In the case that a student who 
has failed to make a ”C" average during the first period is admitted to the 
second period, he must make up the deficiency under the regulations which are in 
force during the second period. However, deficiencies made in the second period 
cannot be removed by applying excess grade points earned in the first period.
When credits are accepted from another institution, grade points are evaluated 
at the time of transfer; however, a student must meet the above requirement on 
credits earned at this University as well as on his entire record.
The Department of Education was organized into a School cf Education 
but without change in staff.
The number of books purchased by the library was greatly reduced, but 
on the other hand, it was possible to catch up on the cataloging of books, reports, 
and periodicals and to rearrange the placing of the books in the stacks so as to 
for greater efficiency in the handling of books having the largest demand.
A
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Students: .
X   7ST-*
The total registration of students during the year was 2347, five less 
than last year. The number of regular four-year college students was 1518 as 
compared to 1551 last year. The loss was in the freshman class which was con­
siderably reduced in size— frcan 550 to 477. All the other classes increased in 
size indicating that the institution is becoming rather rapidly what is called a 
senior college. This is also indicated in the increase in degrees being granted.
Two hundred forty-six degrees were granted in 1929-30 as compared to 
221 last year, the largest number granted in any previous year. Eight were master 
of arts degrees, as large a group as have ever been granted the master's degree.
One doctor’s degree, honoris causa, was granted to Dean J. M. Hamilton of the 
State College at Bozeman. In addition to the regular degrees, 110 certificates 
of qualification to teach were awarded.
Summer quarter registration for 1929 was 450 as compared to 498 in 
1928; however, there has been a marked increase in the number of summer students that 
we enrolled to July 1, 1930, being 528 as compared to 424 last year. There has also 
been an encouraging increase in the number of graduate students in the summer school.
The greatest increase in students was from Cascade and Powell counties, 
and the only significant decreases were from Missoula, Ravalli, Mineral, and Still­
water counties.
There is comparatively little difference in scholarship performance as 
measured by grade points. There were a few more students dropped for scholarship than 
last year— 127 as compared juith 106.
The "Freshman Week" held in the fall of 1929 was successful owing to 
the excellent cooperation of the fraternities and sororities.
Disciplinary eases have been much fewer and less serious than usual, and 
the attitude on the part of the great bulk of the students has been excellent.
The general health record during the year has been excellent, there 
being no epidemics or serious occurrences of contagious diseases.
The Student Employment Secretary continues to aid the large number of 
students who are dependent on their own efforts for part or all of their college 
expenses.
Public Relations:
The cooperation with the Fish and Game Commission was continued during 
the summer of 1929, and a report covering the work was submitted to the Fish and Game 
Commission this spring.
4
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Very little specific provision is made for extension work other than 
correspondence study; nevertheless the amount done under the circumstances is extra” 
ordinary. The members of the staff give many talks and more formal addresses 
during the year to high schools, community clubs, and state conventions. This 
year at the annual Interscholastic Meet, 123 high schools took part, the largest 
number in the history of the meet. The contests were extended to include all 
the spring activities of the high school students and 674 individual students 
participated in the contests which is the largest number so far.
Special exhibits of painting, prints, and drawings have been prepared 
by Professor Riedell, some of which have been exhibited in other parts of the state.
The library has continued to loan books throughout the state, >nd the 
law library has continued to be of assistance to the legal profession.
The radio station, KUOM, was discontinued during the past year 
because of lack of funds.
Gifts:
Among the donations to the various departments of the University duriig 
the past year were two linotype machines to the School of Journalism, one from the 
Anaconda Copper Mining Company, and the other from the Great Palls Tribune.
Notable among the gifts of equipment to the School of Forestry was a 
tractor donated by the Allis-Chalmers Company of Milwaukee through the Northwest 
Equipment Company of Great Falls.
Needs:
Since the State University has operated for the last five years on 
merely a continuing budget, the needs of the institution are virtually the same as 
those of five years ago. The greatest meed is an increased appropriation for main" 
tenance. The amount per regular college student appropriated from state funds has 
decreased from $290 in 1921-22 to less than $230 during the last year. The amount 
expended for salaries and wages for the educational system, with inadequate salaries 
for those in long service in the higher ranks, has been maintained only by sacrific­
ing expenditures for capital equipment, including books and scientific apparatus, 
and for proper maintenance and extension of the physical plant, and by failure to 
provide for the development of certain highly desirable essential projects.
The offices of Dean of Faculty and Dean of Men should be expanded and 
two new general offices established to provide for personnel work and employment of 
graduates and for public relations and publications.
5
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In the Educational System, a larger staff is greatly needed to permit 
of more individual work, expansion of certain departments, addition of work in phil­
osophy, geography, and two years of medicine; the expansion of graduate work and re­
search; and the development of extension and correspondence study.
Certain members of the staff required for regular work in the summer 
scnool or ror investigative work, such as forestry, should be employed on an eleven 
months basis. Sufficient funds are needed to provide larger maximum salaries, retiring 
and disability allowances, larger amount of travel, research and publication, increase 
in books, especially for advanced study, and laboratory equipment, development of the 
radio station and museum, and for lectures, concerts, and art exhibits. It is desirable 
al30 that those interested in the State University secure endowments for such purposes 
as the affiliated school or religion, creative work and publications, library, scholar­
ships, fellowships, and loan funds, and lectures, concerts, and art exhibits.
The greatest needs for buildings are for a laboratory building to hoiB e 
the department of chemistry and school of pharmacy, for a journalism building, an audi­
torium, and another men’s residence hall. A practice house for home economics, a bac­
teriological laboratory, and a green house for botany are also urgently needed. In the 
near future, another classroom building for foreign languages, English, and history will 
be needed, and also a women’s building and gymnasium. The students have already made 
provision, as reported last year, for the construction of a student union building in 
the near future. Additional residence halls will also be needed but can be paid for from 
residence halls funds.
A target range and rifle and ammunition storage for the Reserve Officers 
Training Corps is badly needed since the former range and storage has been removed frcm 
the lower floor of the journalism building.
The 20 vacant lots within the canpus should be purchased at the earliest 
possible time. Although I believe that through the agency of the Alumni Challenge 
Athletic Field Corporation the state can be saved from the necessity of purchasing 
improvements of little value to the State University when the laHd is actually required, 
it is not fair to place too heavy and too long a burden on the alumni corporation. Fur­
thermore, the land to the north of the campus held under lease or by the alumni corpora­
tion should also be purchased within a short time.
Certain major repairs to the physical plant can be met by the special 
appropriation of $11,500.00 made by the last legislature, but it should be realised 
that this amount is not sufficient to do all the repair work that is necessary, but 
merely that which is most urgent. The most vital needs that will not be taken care of 
are t-he further repair and enlargement of the steam lines and the installation of a water 
system which will provide adequate irrigation and fire protection.
# # # # #
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DEAIT O F  THE FACULTY
Professor R, H. Jesse, Chatrraan
During the past year the Dean of the Faculty has devoted most of 
his time, not taken up with teaching and with the daily routine of his 
office, to discussing with the Curriculum Committee and with the Faculty 
a plan to divide the University Curriculum into two periods, corresponding 
to the Freshman and Sophomore years and to the Junior and Senior years 
respectively. Since this plan is doubtless embodied in the report of 
the Curriculum Committee only its general outlines need be out down here.
The courses of instruction have been divided into two groups, 
a more elementary group and a more advanced group. During the first period, 
naturally there are a number of students who can profit by the instruction 
who would not profit by that of the second period, it is thought. Accordingly, 
only those who have shewn ability to maintain essentially a "C" average 
are to be admitted to the second period. During this second period the
student must devote a large percentage of his time to the courses of tie
more advanced group and must maintain a "C" average for this period also.
This plan was adopted by the Faculty in March and will affect 
all classes now in the University, except the present Senior Class, and
all classes yet to enter the University.
a m ?  o f mot
Professor J. E. Miller, Dean
The Office of the Dean of Men funetined more smoothly during the 
past year due to the assistance of a part-time secretary with regular working 
hours. This help gave m  more tine for conferences with Btudents, and other 
non-routine setters.
I was able to undertake in a small way the location of remanent work 
for deserving boys.
Aside from cases handled by the Deans’ Conference, eleven more serious 
disciplinary matters were dealt with by this office, and in addition, one was 
taken up directly with the President.
More than sixty percent of the parents of this year’s freshman (not 
residents in Miosaila) wrote this office at least onco during the school year, and 
letters were received from approximately twenty-five percent of the parents of 
men students.
The difficulties between the eight masher-fraternities and the one 
fraternity outside of the mtorfraternity Council were adjusted, and the latter re­
joined the Council. I am pleased to report a growing willingness on the art of 
the fraternities to co-operate with the University, particularly in the matter 
of Freshmen Meek.
There was a notable increase in the number of students who car© to 
this office for advice in personal affairs, and the usual amount of assistance 
was iven in roatters of scholarship.
The greatest need of the Dean of Men at the present time 13 a more 
adequate office.
South Hall was under the direct charge of Mr. William B. Cowan, Manager, 
and Mr. George Martin, Asaistant-Manager. In general it was the most satisfactoiy 
year since I assumed the position of Dean of lien. Tho Hall was filled to capacity 
during the first two quarters. The policy of allowing a number of men permanent 
releases from the dormitory to live in fraternity houses was abend ned because at 
the small freshman registration this year. Such men as were permitted to move 
into fraternity houses were given only temporary releases.
Discipline was excellent, and the rooms were cleaner and rtore orderly 
than evor before. There was absolute order during the Interscholastic ’Yack 
Meet, and on only one occasion during the year was it necessary to discipline the 
men for use of liquor. Minor infractions of rules were reduced to a minimum.
Managers of South Hall for next year will be Mr. Frederic Veeder, 
tfibaux, Manager, and Mr. Wallace Vennekolt, Townsend, Assistant. Both men 
served excellently as proctors during the past year.
DEAN OF WOMEN - 
SOCIAL MANAGEMENT OF DORMITORI S
Mrs. Harriet R. Sednan, Dean of Women
Housing; Total number of women enrolled, 579; number boused in North Hall, 110; 
number housed in Corbin Hall, 82; number housed in sorority houses, 122; the 
remainder lived in private homes or with parents or relatives. All freshmen women 
whose homes were not in Missoula were required to live in one of the dormitories 
unless given special permission to live with relatives or to work for room and 
board.
The expense of board and room in the women’s dormitories was $36.00 a month for a 
double room a d $41.00 to $45.00; in private hoses $40.00 to $45.00. Rooms 
approved by the Dean of Women and convenient to the campus were at all times avail­
able for $10.00 per occupant for a double room and $15.00 for a single room.
Employment: More than a hundred girls worlced for part or all of their expenses
during the year. The kinds of employment were typing, stenography, working in 
private homes giving four hours of service daily in return for room and board, 
clerking, waiting on table and caring for children. The demand for girls to do 
odd jobs was very small this yoar.
Scholarship: The shholarship average of the women in the University for the first 
two quarter of 1929-20 was 19.76.
Associated Uomen Students: The organization sent the newly elected president to the 
Conference of Women Student Organizations held at the University of Wyoming.
They are also paying the expenses of the president of Mortar Board to that convention/ 
They made a serious effort to enforce the freshman rule permitting dates only on week 
end nights but were dissatisfied with the regulation and decided to make same change 
in it for next year. They carried out the senior privilege rule admisably.
Activities: The Big Sister plan as carried out during Freshman week was effective
and successful but did not interfere with the program or with registration. Mortar 
Board carried on a constructive program and added to its customary activities an 
Interseholastic luncheon given in compliment to winning girl contestants and their 
chaperones. The '7omen’s Athletic Association was active and had a varied well planned 
program.
Residence Halls: The girls housed in North Hall and Corbin Hall were under the super­
vision of Mrs. Theodore rantly and ':rs. F. K. Turner, respectively. The directors 
planned the social life, supervised study hours, cooperated with t e University nurse 
in matters of health and looked after the' general welfare of the girls in their 
charge.
Ad inistrative Discipline: There was an unusually small number of disciplinary
proble is. One girl, a resident of one of the dormitories was dismissed from the 
University.
REGISTRARS OFFICE
J. B. Spser, Registrar
The principal functions of the Registrar’s office 
have continued to be, 33 in previous years, as follows;
Correspondence with prospective students 
Evaluation of entrance certificates fro a high 
schools and colleges previously attended.
Registration (held four times each year)
Assessment of fees
Recording
Certificates of eligibility 
Statistics
Editing annual catalogue aid other publications 
Alumni records
Secretary of faculty and of several faculty 
eomraitteed, as follows;
Admission and Graduation 
Curriculum 
Graduate work 
Board of advisexs 
Deans Qonference 
Absence Committee 
Schedule Committee
BUSINESS OFFICE
■R. J. B. Spear, Business Manager 
The Business Office has continued the following
functions:
Collections of student fees, residence hall charges, 
sundry incane.
Requisitions (purchasing)
Preparation of payrolls 
Auditing of claims 
Bookkeeping 
Financial reports
Auditing student organizations, including several 
social fraternities
Preparation of budgets 
Inventories
A Central clerical service, telephone, messenger and 
mail service are maintained under the direction of the Business 
Manager.
The Business Manager acts as secretary and treasurer 
of the local Executive Board of the State University, Chairman 
Student Loan Co unittee, Secretary Faculty Committee on Certified 
Public Accountancy, Secretary Alumni Corporation. The Assistant 
Business Manager is Auditor of Student Organizations and also 
Secretary of the Alumni Association.
An auditing: service for social fraternities has been 
established during the year. Collections are iade, bills paid, 
books kept and financial reports prepared. No charge has been 
made for this service during the initial experimental period 
of the establishment of the plan.
ORH.ATJTZATION OF THE STATE inglV NiSITY
The State University comprises the following:
College of Arts and Sciences:
Deaprtraents: 3iology, Botany, Chemistry, Economies,
EdaSatTen, English, Fine Arts, Foreign 
Languages, Geology, History and Polit­
ical Sciences, Home Economics, Library 
Economy, Mathematics, Physical Educa­
tion, Physics, Psychology and Philos­
ophy, and Military Science.
School of Business Administration Graduate Study
School of Forestry Premedical Courses
School of Journalism Reserve Officers Training
School of Law Corps
School of Music Public Service Division
School of Pharmacy Biological Station(Flathead Lake)
The academic year covers four quarters: Fall Quarter,
12 weeks; Winter Quarter, 11 weeks; Spring Quarter, 12 weeks: 
Summer Quarter (192G-) 9 weeks.
(‘tip
DEP'TiT ENT OF BIOLOOT
Professor M. J. Elrod, Chairman
The department had 239 students in the fall quarter, 192 in winter, 204 in spring, 
and 17 in summer, a total of 652 quarter registrations. Many of these continued throughout 
the year. In the .Elementary Zoology 147 were registered in the fall.
No new classes were organized. Advanced classes were about the same in size as for 
previous jrears.
Dr. J. G. Wahlin, assistant professor, teachihg B cteriology, Physiology, and 
Hygiene resigned to accept a position in the Arkansas Medical College. His place ha* been 
filled by G. A. Matson, graduat of University of Kansas, with M.A. degree.
There are five student assistants. One is given to Bacteriology, the other four 
assist in the laboratory work in Elementary Zoology, in which there are five sections.
In fall quarter an extra assistant was necessary.
The summer session work for 1929 was conducted by Helen Griffin, a graduate student, 
now in the American College at Foo Chow, China. The work for 1930 is under direction of Dr.
J. G. Wahlin.
The instruction work during the year lias been of high grade, and culte satisfactory. 
Two candidates for M.A. degree were registered, one of whom completed the work for the degree.
The work in bacteriology has been hampered by lack of 3tea autoclave for sterilizing, 
and an incub tor of sufficient size to care for 30 students. These ite s will be provided 
and installed during the summer. The equipment will then be equal to the best for this work, 
except that microscopes will soom be required. At present there are 16 microscopes for 30 
students.
Equipment in physiology is low. As soon as funds are available this subject should
be placed on a frigher plane for laboratory work. This will require from 10 thousand to 1500
dollars.
Laboratory work was added to the class work in Evolution this year. No added 
equipment was. necessary.
Looking forward, the most urgent need is for graduate students to assist in the 
laboratory work in Elementary Zoology, instead of undergraduate students, as is now necessary. 
There is need for additional courses, as, Cytology, Economic Zoology, Systematic Zoology, and 
an additional course in Bacteriology. The present teaching staff has insufficient time to 
plan and execute a vanced work for advanced students and graduates. When expansion is 
possible th.es - things should be in the general plan. An additional member to the teuehing 
staff is very desirable.
The idea of a school offering the first two years of medicine should be kept in
mind. This will involve two instructors in addition to the present staff of thrr-e, and
perhaps additional space, When that time cornes Human Anatomy can be taught by use of human 
material, but by the present instructor, W. E. Schreiber. It is now given for students of 
Physical Education only.
BIOLOGICAL STATION
Professor B. J. Elrod, Director
The buildings and grounds of the Biological Station at Yellow Bay were 
used during the summer of 1929 by the staff of scientific man, mostly from the 
university, who were making an investigation of the water of Flathead Lake rel­
ative to the ability of the lake to supply more fish. This work was cooperative 
between the State University and the State Fish and Game Commission, and lias 
continued during two seasons.
In April a report was made to the commission comprising sane type written 
pages and about 25 photographs.
The biolgical station has been closed to students since 1921. It was 
opened at Bigfork in 1899. In the earlier days of the University this summer 
work was of great value to teachers who attended, to the state for the scientific 
work accomplished, and to the University for the recognition it received by the out­
side when the institution was practically unknown. The work of the first years 
of the station were without university money, by subscriptions of friends, and by 
gratuitous service. The land, 160 acres, was given by act of Congress; the building 
was constructed by state appropriation. It appears that university expansion and 
pressure of other work has consumed funds until the biological station was left 
without any appropriation. This is unfortunate, as there is need for the work of 
the station.
If it be possible, a way shaild be devised whereby the station may be given 
two thousand dollars for rehabilitation of the buildings, grounds, and boats, and 
fifteen hundred dollars yearly for maintenance, thus permitting continence of the 
summer Sield biolo ieal work.
About a thousand plants have been collected from the vicinity of the 
station. These should be mounted in the usual way for permanency. This will re uire 
about $150.00. For this and necessary upkeep an appropriation of ‘ 250.00 is 
requested, in the event the resumption of regular work cannot be immediately 
consummated.
DBBART ' a® OF BOTANY
Assoc. i-rof. J. w. Severy, Acting Ghainnen
During the regular session the Department of Botacy has had a total of 45* 
registrations, exclusive of withdrawals, and during the summer session of 1929, 36 students 
making a total for the current y ar of 490 students. We have had 12 students registered 
with us as majors during the past year. Of -these, three received the A.B. degree and one 
the M.A. degree at the June commenceioeat.
Due to the illness of Miss Esther Larsen, one of our regular staff members, we 
were forded to find a substitute instructor during the Autumn and ’.Vinter quarters. We 
were very fortunate in obtaining Miss Gary Brown, who was at the same time a candidate for 
the M.A. degree. Mss Brown took over much of the laboratory instruction while Mr. Waters 
and Mr. Severy carried the additional classroom load. Both iss Brow and J r. Waters are 
to be commended upon their loyal and unselfish service during this period.
Because of Miss Larsen's illness, nothing was done with regard to Dr. Kirkwood's 
collection until she returned at the beginning of the Spring quarter. Since that tine, with 
the aid of Miss Brown, iss Larsen has practically completed the sorting out of Dr.
Kirkwood's collections and duplicate material is ready to be sent out for exchange during 
the Autumn quarter. Arrangements for exchange Sav4n&ethernade with the Gray Herbarium of 
Harvard University, the Royal Herbarium of Kew Gardens, London and the Herbarium at the 
Shaw gr duate school of botany at St. Louis and wit., our sister institution, the State 
College at Bozeman, as well as limited exchange wit the herbaria of the institutions of 
Oregon and Idaho.
At this time with the possibility that more funds may be available for building
as well as budget purposes, it is fitting to call attention to same of the future needs of
the department. I rdalize that the e cannot be had at one time but they at least give 
objectives toward whic we should work. We have urgent need of a greens use for instruc- 
ti -nal purposes at as early a date as possible. Another urgent need is replacement of our 
wooden herbarium cases by steel herbarium cases to better protect our valuable collections 
again t penetration of dust and insects. While I suppose we are no worse off t. an other
departments, we have a r al need of more space to realize a raximum efficiency in instruction.
There is a real need of building up our library for work in all fields of botany but 
particularly in the field of systematic botany. I notice that we are far short of the 
State College at Bozeman in this respect. Miss Larsen inforis me that it would take at 
least "2000.00 to put the systematic library in good working condition! Aside from these 
urgent needs t ere are, of course, many lesser ones. Among them -/e should mention the need 
for increased appropriation for scientific apparatus, as soon as funds are available.
The mentioning of these needs is in no way the natktre of a criticism, since no 
one of us is responsible for the lack of funds and this department does not want to grow at 
the expense of other departments. I feel, personally, that the lac]- of a greenhouse is our 
biggest handicap at the present time.
DEPARTMENT OF CHEMISTS?
Professor P. H. Jesse, Chairman
The Department of Chemistry has operated during the 
past year with no change in senior staff nor in curriculum. 
The registration in the Freshman courses showed a decline 
corresponding to the smaller number of Freshmen in the in­
stitution as a whole. For the first time Chemistry 13 which 
requires a year of high-school Chemistry has become larger 
than Chemistry 11, the course for those with no previous 
training in the sabject. The lower registration in the 
Fre3hman courses has been offset by an increased registration 
in Sophomore and more advanced courses, especially in Organic 
and in Physiological Chemistry.
The need for an adequately constructed laboratory 
building is the same a3 it has been for yesrs.
DEPiKUMarr 01 economics
Professor Harry -Turney-High, Chairman
The following contains a brief report of the activities of the 
Department of Economics and Sociology for the academic year.
Changes in staff are, Professor J,- R. Wallin resigned. This 
place will be filled by Associate Profes or Calvin Crumbaker whoee leave 
will be terminated September first. Miss Hasseltine Byrd has resigned 
to resume graduate study. This po-t will be occupied by Mrs. Elizabeth 
Asendorf, M.S. (Kansas).
The process of modernizing the curriculum has continued end is 
now in a rather satisfactory condition. New courses for next year will 
be Agricultural Economics, a course of instruction which has been 
seriously needed for years, considerii^ the background and future 
occupation of lany of our studjĥ ts. This year we aade our first attempt 
to teach a course in advanced anthropology under the title of Ethnology 
of the American Indian. The course began with an enrollment of forty. 
Increases in enrollment occurredin most courses in the deponent, some 
of them increasing ver one hundred percent, taxing our teaching 
facilities rather seriously.
The sociology and anthropology division of the department has 
endeavored to cooperate with the National Research Cornell of the American 
Association for t e Advancement of Science in their efforts to put -American 
archaeology direction on a scientific basis. Part of our efforts in this 
direction will be making an archaeological survey of the stat9 of Font anal 
He are also as a whole trying to assist the Social Science Research Council 
in their endeavors to further research in all the social sciences.
A beginning has been made to make a museum collection of Montana 
Indiam materials for the use of this department and the people of the state 
as a whole. TJhile results have been necessarily slow, yet satisfactory 
progress has been made.
DEIERTSNT OF EDUCATION
PROFESSOR FREEMAN DAUGHERS, CHAIRMAN
During the year now ending the registration of students in the Depart ient 
has been approximately the 3a s- as the ye r before. The number of certificates 
granted to graduates during the year was approximately 140 - the largest in the 
history of the institution. The numeber of undergraduate majors in Education 
was about the sane as the year before. There are now approximately 55 graduate 
students who are actively engaged in workin; for the aster's degr e in 
Education, about 33 of whom are on the University Campus during the summer 
session 1930. The others are known tc have been actively at work during the 
last academic year. In the above list those who discontinued active work a 
year r two ago are not included, althoug some of then are still potential 
candidates for the /'aster’s degree.
These graduate students require additional atte/tion on the part of 
the staff. They register in advanced and se inur courses . aking a heavier load 
for the instructors, and require much more conference work dealing with the add­
itional work w ich must be done to obtain graduate credit, the determination 
of theseis subjects and the work connected therewith.
The need of additional staff should be again pointed out. P actically 
no additions to the staff have been provided for twelve years though the 
institution has doubled in that time. Naturally the quality of the work 
must decline under those conditions. The organization of the new School of 
Edue tion will help the training of teachers, principals and superintendents, 
but it will not compensate for 3taff deficiencies, In fact, it will, without 
doubt, make the need for additional staff still more pressing. The needs in 
this direction have bee t previously and repeatedly pointed out and need not 
be repeated here.
The Library facilities should be greatly increased, particularly 
the allowance for books and bulletins. The quality of the library facilities 
for t e Department and the new School of Education lias steadily declined over 
a period of years, as pe nted out last year. The trend continues downward.
This cripples our work very much as the lack of equipment and laboratory 
facilities would cripple any science course. The members of the staff have 
to spend an abnormally large amount for books, bulletins and reports and 
■magazines to keep up with the progress of their fields, but they cannot buy 
oaterial for student use. The work, therefore, suffers in this direction.
The needs have beer' pointed out in former reports and need not be 
repeated at this time. It is sufficient to state that the staff is rendering 
as capable service as can be given with the limited resources which the S&drtee 
places at their command.
DEPART! TENT OF ENGLISH
Professor H. G. Merrium, Chairman
The necessity for giving work toward the master’s degree 
presses hard upon the department of English. With the present staff 
it is impossible to offer a single course open to graduate students, 
only, and in general graduate students now must be handled on the 
margin of time and energy. The two graduate assistants of this year 
have not received excellent training. One interesting feature of the 
graduate work is the granting of the master’s degree for creative 
wilting, to Miss Alice Hancock for the writing of a novel in lieu 
of a thesiB.
All departmental activities, "outside" and curricular, 
have been carried on with energy and with what wisdom we ave been 
able to bring to our tasks - debate, dramatics, the 'ontana High 
School Debating League, the ittle Theatre Tournament, the 'ontana 
Council of Teachers of English, the Frontier, English Notes, the 
scheduled courses, "independent work."
This year Miss Eleanor Siekels and Mr. Ernest Erkkila have 
given able and devoted service during the absence of Professors 
Freeman and Fitzgerald. I regret not being able to retain them on 
tha staff. During 1930-31 Miss Lucia B. Mirrielees will be on 
sabbattical leave of absence; and Miss Alice Hancock has been 
appointed to an ins true tor ship to help carry her work. Mr. Hugh 
Lindsy, who has labored with fine intelligence and unflagging 
vigor to organize and stabilize work in speech and debate, 1ms 
resigned, much to my regret, in order to study law; to his position 
Mr. Darrell Parker (M.A., Stanford) has been appointed. Three 
graduate assistants, who will each teach one section of freshman 
composition and study for the master’s degree have boen selected - 
Mr. Vorne Busenbarry (B.A., State College of Montana), Miss Marion 
Peterson (B.A., University of Washington), and Mr. R. G. Lillard 
(B.A., Stanford).
The staff has been ordinarily engaged in lecturing both 
in Missoula and at oth r towns in the state and in editing and 
writing.
DEPARTMENT OF FINE ARTS
Professor Clifford Riedell, Chairman
Enroll :ent: Fall Quarter 90
Wlnter Quarter 115
Spring Quartor 95
Students’ Work - Estimated 15,000 drawings and designs passed 
during the year.
Exhibitions - Over 20 different exhibits have been held in the 
Art Gallery as follows:
"Stage Settings" by Sinclair©, Photographs by 
IC« 0 • Swan
"200 Seaman Prints", "Advertising Art". Riedell 
Collection
"International Children’s Art Exhibit". From 
Gar any and Austria 
"College Art Travelling Exhibit", "U.S.
Photogra hers Exhibit".
6 Exhibitions of oil paintings. Maj. Treichler 
Anton Piers, C.H. Riedell, McBain, R. K. Miller,
Mrs. 7.T. Young.
The Treichler collection of original Chinese cos­
tume designs.
Drawings by D’Orazi, Gillette, Gandy Ingersoll 
Reproductions of Italian Paintings. American 
Illustrators.
Mrs. Severy’s glass painting, as well aa the iany 
student exhibits, the landscape work for the Treichler 
Prize. The work&r the "idor, Schwalm, and Barbara’s 
Prizes, etc.
Lectures - by people outside the Department: K. D. Swan, McBain.
Talks by Maj. Treichler, Mrs. H. G. Msrriam, Dr. J.P. 
Rowe, Mrs. Wayne.
Competitions £ Dr. T.T. Ri hr Prize won by Alice Tucker Schwalra
Memorial Prize won by Gretchen Gayhart Major Treichler 
Prize won by Frances Faick Barbara* s Prize won by 
Frances Faick
Student Activities - George Snyder, Art Editor for Sentinel
Frances Faick, Awarded Carnegie Scholarship, Edna 
Tait, Art Class at Missoula High School.
Loan Exhibits - Echtbits were sent to the Wo. sen’s Clubs and High 
Schools, as follows:
Two to Lewistown High
Advertising Art to 'ashing! n State College 
Painting to Billings* Polytechnic,
Whitehall, Hysham, Darby and St. Ignatius
Acquisitions - Oil painting of a Mr. Morrison. Date about 1861.
Gift of Knowles Family.
3 Bound Portfolios. Gift of Mrs. Swanberg 
Art J 'agaz ine s. Mrs. Mo rr lam. Mrs, Swanber ■.
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Chairman has given several talks:
"History and Development of Color Theories".
As you Like It Club.
"Art in the Theater". Masquers 
"Appreciation of Fragments”. Missoula Women's 
Club
"Art History Survey". Missoula Women's Qlub 
"Seven Dont's". The Mountaineers 
"Relation of Art to Life" Commencement Address 
Darby High School
Reference Work - Survey and list of articles on art in the 
Encyclopaedia Britanica. By C. H. Riedell.
DEPARTMENT OF FOREIGN LANGUAGES
Professor F.C.Scheuch, Chairman
All the courses in the Department offered in the catalog 
for the year 1929-30 were taught. The enrollment in these 
classes was large— in fact the beginning classes have reached 
such, numbers that it will be necessary to obtain an additional 
instructor capable of teaching German in combination with 
either Spanish or French. The work in German is increasing 
rapidly and additional courses in higher work should be 
offered and taught. Both French and German are offering 
courses in scientific work. In the latter language the de­
mand is becoming rather heavy, and since these students are 
majoring in various sciences the work has to be individual.
There is a need of more books in the library, especially 
in'German, since at the outbreak of the war courses in this 
language were discontinued and were not reinstated until about 
five years ago.
Professor Rudolph Hoffman of the French section returned 
from the Sorbonne at xaris, France, where he has obtained a 
diploma for higher work in Civilization and Literature. Mrs. 
Arnoldson, of the French Department, was granted leave to 
spend the year in Europe to pursue studies at the Sorbonne.
DapAirrmre of geology
Professor J. P. Howe, Chairman
During tlie past year the Geology Department has re­
ceived gifts in the way of minerals, books, rocks and fossils, and 
has acquired through purchase a microscope, several topographic 
maps and completed the set of the G.S.A. reports. The" rocks in 
the basement have been reclassified and rearranged. The Paleontology 
room has been rearranged as was also the reshraan laboratory.. By 
the adjustment of cases the Paleontology room now offers a first- 
class lecture and laboratory room.
Professor Deiss has completed his report on the 
Bryozoans of Michigan and we will have the article published 
this summer.
The students who graduated during the past year have all 
secured good positions or fellowships :£br further study for the 
coming year. Langton goes to Cornell with a fellowship.
Lofstrcua goes to the Kenecott Mining Company in Alaska" as will 
probably also Tippett. Chute goes to the H.cla Mining Co _pany at 
Coeur d’Alene during the Summer and to the Butte School of*Mines 
for next year. Imlay is a fellow at lichigan now working on his 
doctor’s degree.
There should be made during the Sumaer a case as per 
specifications submitted by professor Deiss for Paleontology.
Also new rocks and minerals for the Mineralogy and Petrology 
laboratories, should be purchased.
The department now has seventeen majors and is badly 
in need of additional help. By all means, if the mill tax 
passes, an additional instructor should be employed for the 
year 1931-32.
DEPAHM5HT OS' KIST-'kY IIP POLITIC -L 3CITNCE
Professes P. C. Phillips, Chairman
During the past y.-ar the Department of History and 
Political Science has not sought to expand its work. The 
depart-ent has lost more than half the services of rofessor 
Tiller, who has bee eras Dean of Men, and no adequate provi­
sion has been made to replace this loss. Professors Ben ett 
and 'fright havo continued thair work as previously and have 
given satisfactory service. The department has been greatly indebted, 
however, to Mr. Carl oFarland, the President’s secretary, 
who has offered courses in American Government and Comparative 
Governments during the winter and spring quarters of the past 
year and during the summer session, and hie work has been very 
effective and has enabled the depart ent to more nearly meet t'e 
needs and da ands of students who wish to do work in the 
social sciences.
The Depart ent of History and Political Science has 
been particularly handicapped by the lack of funds to pur­
chase" necessary books. During the past year this lack hss 
been, so sariou3 that the depart ©nt hnB not been able to 
purchase the outstanding recent publications relating to tlie 
work offered in their courses. Requests have been mrjde for 
these books but the books have not been ordered. We 
respectfully urge that additional appropriations be pade 
the next year for library books in History and Political 
Science.
DBP-lRT 'ENT OF Hor ECONO?'ICS
Professor Helen Gleason, Chairman
The present school year has shown a satisfying increase of students in all 
courses. A study has been started to interpret the trends of interest of these 
students and how our courses are developin' then. We are hoping also that our study 
will show us how wide our field of service is to students outside of our Department. 
This study can not be completed until next year, '.’e hope that ttythat time to re­
organize some of the aourses so that they will include subject matter which will aid 
the student in increased facility of adju t ent.
We have been able this year to cooperate with the public health nurse in her
work with the young children of Missoula. We have been tiying to do this for several
years but only this year have succeeded in making the right contacts. Our senior girls 
have aided at the baby clinic, weighing the children, examining them, collecting dat« 
from the parents, and advising with the parents for proper diet and training. They 
have also visited the elementary schools with the nurse and helped in the measuring and 
weighing of the children there. Here to9t&hey have helped plan diets for the under­
weight. This has been of great value to our student group and they have thoroughly 
appreciated the chance to learn of this type of woik.
Our greatest need in planning our courses for the future should be to in­
crease the efficiency of the girls who go into the teaching field. We must establish 
a methods course soon. I would like to see such a course receive credit for certif­
ication and also be a part of the required hours in education.
We have also started a collection of old garments for an historic exhibit 
which will be permanent for the department. Also I am going to start a collection of 
china which I hope will be of interest to others besides just department majors.
We have received one gift during the school year - a stove with all modem 
attachments, from the Montana Power Company. This lias proved a great addition because 
our equipment i3 all very old and not modem in any respect.
As I have noted in ay annual reports of the past few years our department has 
been used by a great number of clubs and material in my files has formed a basis for 
many talks given before different club organizations of this city.
EEPABKaNT OF LTBRAHT BCONOM3f
Professor Gertrude Buckhous, Chairman
Four students graduated from this Department. Three 
of these were graduate students. Seven students completed 
the Junior year work and six of these will continue their 
work in Library Eeonomy next year.
There have been numberous requests from students 
to begin the course in Library Economy next year. Since 
this arrangement would place a heavy teaching burden upon 
the members of the Staff, it has been decided to postpone 
beginning courses until the fall of 1931.
There is an increasing interest on the part of 
students in the field of library work. It is evident that 
this Department could be developed to become one of the 
most important teaching departments in the Universityl
DEPABTM3HT OF ATHSI/a'ICS
Professor W. J. Leimes, Chairman
During the year pest nothing ndw has transpired 
in this Department. We have been carrying on our normal 
program in the ordinary way. Some projects undertaken 
a while ago are in part n aring completion and in part 
under way. The series of college texts which was under­
taken son© years ago is now very nearly compl ted. Dr. 
Merrill is at work on the invee talents side of math­
ematics md also statistics and Professor Carey is taking 
care of matters that lie near the engineering field.
We are in serious difficulty from time to 
time in that the normal three courses for instructors 
is not enough to cover the work that must be done and for 
that reason Miss Elisabeth Flood lias taught several 
courses during the y ar. This of course cannot continue 
indefinitely inasmuch as tie work is done entirely at the 
expense of individual members of the Department.
This see s to be abort all that is to be said.
g^j&TLSET 05' MILITARY SC IE: !CE
Major Frank W. Milburn, Chairman
A comparative report of enrollment as of October 1st and June 
1st for the past two years is contained in the following table:
BASIC COURSE AD7ANCED COL7TSE TOTAL.
Oct. June Oct. June Oct. June
1928 - 1929 431 309 15 16 446 325
1929 - 1930 377 249 23 31 400 270
The War Department program of instruction was complied with 
and due to fortunate weather conditions during the fall and soring 
quarters, but one day's out-door instruction was lost thru inclement 
weather.
The regular annual tactical and administrative inspections 
were conducted by 7/ar Department Representatives and the University was 
congratulated for the excellent grade, appearange and ability of the 
advance course students. No formal rating of the unit has been published 
but it has been informally stated that the Grizzly Battalion, of this 
year, made a most satisfactory impression.
Due to the large junior elass of this year, an increase of our 
present quote of twenty-two has been requested. Applications for the 
advance course have far exceeded any reasonable increase in allotment, 
which will permit this department to select only men of proven ability.
The War Department has nade a ciiange in our present uniform, 
adopting in brief, a tailored roll collar coat, long pants and an overseas 
cap. The new unifor is comfortable and presents an excellent appearance. 
It is believed t at this issue will greatly raise the morale of the entire 
unit.
DS ART ' CUT OF PHYSICAL 2DUC AT ION
Professor YI. E. Schreiber, Chairman
The outstanding event of the year 1929-30 in tlie department 
of physical education was the tragic death of Miss 'nry Laux, the 
head of the womens division of the department and my main assistant 
in the work of the Major division. As a consequence the major work has 
had to be divided among the other members of the staff already over­
loaded, resulting in a marked lowering of the standard2of the work.
Airs. Wood has not proven wholly competent to fill the piaee left by 
Mas Laux so on the whole the work of the womens division verged on 
failure.
In the mens division there is not a single trained teacher to 
assist me or to take over the work should anything happen to me. Most 
of our work is being done with student assistants and until such time 
as we can have a competent staff to work with it will not be of any 
higher standard than at present.
Our wark in the intra-raural athletics has been the bright 
spot of the year both in the mens and womens division. Interest is in­
creasing, competetion is keener and more students are taking part each 
year. Mrs. 77ood is doing a splendid piece of work along this line. In 
the mens division, however the work is getting to be too much for a 
single person to handle and we will soon av to add student assistants 
to the Adams force or narrow down the' field of competetion.
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depa r ::wr op physios
Professor G. D. Shallengeig r, Chairman
The work of the physics department during the past year lias been earried 
on by myself, Air. Polk, and various student assistants. As in former years, the 
greatest amount of instructional effort was spent in the elementary classes. There 
was, however, a marked and encouraging interest shown in advanced courses in this 
department. Illustrative of this point, it is pertinent to mention that the en­
rollment each quarter throughout the year was four in the class in theoretical 
physics.
Fro 1924 to 1929 this department assumed responsibility for the 
University radio station KUOM. During the summer of 1929 it m s  found that if the 
broadcasting were to be continued it would be necessary to remodel the transmitter, 
a job that would cost about 1,500, Because of the inability of the University to 
supply this sum for this pur ose, an attempt was made to raise it through the 
friendly offices of the Missoula Chamber of Commerce. The directors of this 
organization, while personally favorably disposed, could find no way of providing 
the amount needed. So KUOM passed out of existence as a broadcasting station.
The technical equipment, however, is used by this department.
Three tasks were performed by this department d ring the past year that 
were not directly related to class room instruction. The first was a study, in 
collaboration with Dr. ‘arker of the spotted fever laboratory, of the data of 
mortalitj'- of spotted fever in Montana, covering the past fifteen year;. This 
revealed a cyclic characteristic of the recurrence of the disease. The second was 
the collecting and the assembling of equipment into an effective public address 
system for the university. Most of the money for the purchase of this equipment 
was supplied by the A.S.U.M. The third was the investigation of the feasibility 
of the establishment of a powerful radio station to broadcast programs from the 
various units of the Greater University of Montana. It was found that from a techni­
cal standpoint this venture would be feasible; but fro an economic standpoint, the 
cost see ed prohibitive. At present rates, the plan considered would involve an 
initial expenditure of about $150,000 with a yearly operating char-e f about 
5225,000. Most of the later amount mrould be for telephone line rentals.
The needs ctf this department may be cataloged under three heads. First, 
considerable equipment is needed to natch human effort in making instruction in this 
science more effective. The greatest shortage is in the advanced courses. During 
the past few years we have felt it desirable to spend most of air limited funds for 
the purchase of equipment for elementary classes. Second, the large freshman lab­
oratory, room No. 8, should be equipped with a satisfactory heating system. This 
would involve an expenditure of perhaps four or five hundred dollars. Third, this 
need is related to the personnel of the department; Mr. ollc is to be with us but 
one year raore. It is imperative that his place be filled by a man of .good training 
and marked ability. In the faee of an evident shortage of physics teachers, i.t is 
estimated that such a man would demand a salary of three thousand or perhaps thirty- 
five hundred dollars. The tone of the presentation of these needs is tempered by the 
knowledge possessed by the writer of the inadequacy of funds for the support of the 
University. It is only a sense of futility that restrains him from making a more 
vigorous presentation.
be: :x..;ar of psychology
Asst. Prof. E. A. Atkinson, Acting chairman
The following table diows the distribution of the 735 registrations in 
the Department of Philosophy and Psychology for the year ending June 1S30:
Summer 1 Autumn Winter Spring Total
1929 1929 1930 1930
General Psychology 23 245 215 483
Experimental " 4 5 9
Adv. Erper. Psychology
Social Psychology 33 33
Abnormal Psychology 15 27 42
Applied Psychology 11 11
Psychology of Business 28 28
Logic 36 36
Psychology of Child Developjuent 22 22
Mental Measurements 18 6 24
Systematic Psychology 3 3
Problems in Psychology 20 7 6 11 44
Research in "
Total 76 267 229 163 735
303S total student credit hours.
2763 student credit hours , not counting summer session.
921 student credit hours per instructor per year.
307 student credit hourseper instructor per quarter.
A decrease from 68 (1929) to 28 (1930) in The Psychology of Business was 
due, in part, to a change in the schedule in the School of Business Administration; 
and a decrease in Problems in Psychology from 54 (1929) to 44 (1930) was due to a 
change in prerequisite.
Three majors in this department (two with honors) were ranted the B.A 
degree, June 1930. One was grant d the I .A. degree, August 1929. Five others ere 
majoring in the department.
The staff as planned for 1930-31 is as follows: Professors Smith (Chairmen),
Ames (half time), Assistant Professor Atkinson (on leave), Instructor Burch, and Miss 
Dorothy Bri -gs, graduate assistant.
We wish to mention again the extreme need of an instructor in philosophy.
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SCHOOL OF 3JSI3SSS ADMINISTRATION 
Professor Robert C. Line, Dean
1. Instructional Staff: The staff of the School has consisted of
the full-time service of Mr. Sanford and myself and the part-time service of Mr.
Badgley, Mr. Wallin, Mr. Ilouse durin part of January a d February and Hiss
Emily Maclay from the middle of February to the end of the college year. Mr.
Speer did no-t give his course this year.
Courses: An addition to the curriculum has been made by the
addition of shorthand and typing. This has been carried on by Miss aclay on 
a fee basis. The enrollment has been very gratifying.
3. Placement: e have continued our efforts to place our graduates
and by commencement day had been successful in placing all but two. Doubtlessly 
a satisfactory position will be found for them very soon.
4. Attendance at "eetings: During the Christinas vacation I 
attended the Pacific Coast Economic Conference held at the University of 
California at Los Angeles. I represented the School of Business and spolce (bn the 
program of the State Pharmaceutical Association, the Retail 'erchants Association, 
the Montana Coal Dealers Association and the Western “ontana Bankers Association.
5. lerchants Institutes: During September 1930 we held ten merchants 
institues in some of the larger towns of the southern central district of the 
state. In November we held five meetings in Western Montana. There was an at­
tendance of ov r fifteen hundred at our meetings, and a large amount of detailed 
service work was rendered to the retail merchants. This led to a considerable call 
for store service which has been rendered to individual merchants since then. An 
interesting result of this activity was a special meeting held in Missoula in 
February on store arrange ent which was attended by one hundred and fifty grocers 
of Western Montana.
3CH00L OF FORESTRY
Professor T. C. Spaulding, Dean
I need not reneat the statements made in the introduc ttay paragra, h of 
the Annual Report for the year IS28-1929. The conditions recited then have not 
been remedied, nor will there be an opportunity to chang^the ™ t: 1 10
funds are made available that we as a staff may be able to comply with tne 
S S t S t  demands upon us to do o r own share of the badly needed research and 
investigative problems confronting forest activities in this ^Sior. It is very 
difficult, if not impossible, to maintain high institutional standards and 
re nutation in comparison with other forest schools, when productive woric, public 
service, outside contact and external relationships must be done on contributed
rt the personal expense of the staff member,. This is, as you well know, 
the situation in this institution. Undoubtedly the university has the right to 
„+ +.1,0+ +vip staffs of the various schools and depart ’ents place then
— *
S S o f  of Forestry has been acre than willing to put in long hours and to expend his 
omuersonai resources in order to keep the School of Forestry from regression.
I see it, the staff has now reached the breaking point. It it a question eit
of additional funds for external relationships and constructive work in general, o 
of the adopt ion of a policy of withdrawing from a :y activity in the Forestry field
except that of teaching.
TKFTBBN-AL KSLATICNSIIIPS
1. Productive Scholarship
I am attaching a copy of the 1930 Investigative Program. The 
same eommsnts made in 1929 may be repeated for 1930. The majority o, 
the members of the staff are doing as much as it is possible for 
them to do, but we fail to measure up to the standards we nave 
set amongst ourselves. Uith your concurrence the following 
policy was declared during the year, and will be followed:
Instead of spreading our efforts over the entire field of 
forest research, we will specialize in forest utilization!
The need for specilization in this line is dominant with us.
The University of Idaho has in the past specialized in the prod­
uction of a forest crop and its management. If we leave tnat 
field to them, and except for the contributed research on the 
part of faculty members devote out hoped-for research funds in 
the field of utilization, and by-products, we will have acc­
omplished more both for the School and for the general forest 
problem.
2, instruction
I believe our instruction will measure up with the standards 
3et by the University, and is equal in capacity to that of 
any other forest school in the United States. Sound instruction 
depends, not so much upon the reputation of the instructor as 
ac-esearch man or publisher of numerous articles, as upon tne 
ability of the teacher to teach. Your own analysis of grade 
point valuation, and our own success in the Federal Forestry 
examineti ns indicate a gradual strengthening in our capacity to
teach.
EXTERNAL RELAX XONSi II PS
1. Tg,e Nursery
The success of the Nursery depends upon the activity of the 
Extension Service of the State College in stimulating the 
desire of Montana farmers for the undoubtedly important 
wind break and shelter belt plantations. Owing to the lack 
of an Extension Forester at the bead of the work and to an 
overburdening of the various county agents with numerous 
other problems, t e distribution of this class of stock has 
not been pushed except in conjunction with and as a corollary 
of other farm work. With an Extension Forester, eit «er on the 
staff of the Extension Service or as a mB.dber of the State 
FSrsstar’s staff, working in coop ration with the School of 
Forestry, the Nursery project would be pushed to fill the 
demands that would be placed upon it.
2. Tractor School
The second Tractor School was held in coop ration with the 
Caterpillar Tractor Company on February 3 and 4, 1930. There 
was a registered attendance of 125 men. This see is to fill 
a decide need, and whilo the instruction was not as sat­
isfactory as in 1929, I feel that its value as been estab­
lished and the project should be continued in the future, 
possibly broadening it to include instruction in the methods 
of handling other makes of tractors than merely the Cater­
pillar alone.
3. External activities of the Staff
A majority of the staff have been actively engaged in 
strengthening the position of the Forest School by part­
icipating in the solution of forest and management problems 
confronting the region, and in working with the various 
forest organizations and forest industry associations. The 
organizations and associations have been more than kind in 
asking them to appear at their meetings an to take active 
part in any discussions, and to act as officers and committee 
members. Yerr. funds available for travel, this influence 
could be extended not only to cover the entire northwest but 
also the United States as a whole, this to the undoubted 
advantage of building up the reputation and standing of the 
School of Forestry.
*
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I. Artificial Reforestation,
a. Nursery practice.
raOJSCT:
SCOPE:
STATUS:
FURTHER 
Y/QRIC:__
Date of 
COMPLETION:
continuation us c t
Outlined Heretofore.
Experiments in nursery practice.
For site and climatic conditions similar to those 
obtaining at Missoula
(a) The advantages of fall and spring 
planting, mulching, watering
(b) Seed storage
(c) The effect of seed origin on the quality 
of the nursery stoclc. (Emphasis laid on 
hardwoods)
(d) The effect of varying fertilizers and 
soil cultivation on the quality of the 
stock
The experimental work is restricted to the 5 cr 
6 conifers and 8 or £ hardwoods commonly adapted 
to the semi-arid conditions of the No l’thwe stern 
Great Plains region.
The studies have been carried on in conjunction 
with management of the State Nursery at Missoula, 
nil have been under way during 1927, 192S and 
1929 .
To be carried on until definite methods of 
practice have been established.
Indefinite. Completion to be followed by 
publication.
ASSIGNMENT: Skeels, and assistants.
I „ Artificial reforestation
’a. Nursery Practice
HiplECT;
SCOPS:
STATUS:
FURTHER
WORK:
Date of 
C0LPL3TI0N:
CONTINUATION PROJECT
Outlined Heretofore.
The stimulation or hastening of germination.
A study of methods of hastening or stimulation 
of germination of some 37 native and exotic 
trees, shrubs, and vines, with particular 
reference to the effect of bird carriage on 
the seeds. The species selected are frequently- 
distributed by birds.
The effect of the digestional and intestinal 
secretions of birds on the seeds are being 
studies by simulating these influences through 
the use of checmicals and bird manures. Seed 
so treated have been planted in plots which 
are under observation.
Compilation of test plot results.
Indefinite.
ASSIGNMENT: Skee Is .
Ill* Mane^gmoirc
b. Reproduction
RROJBCT: 
SCORD:
savins:
FURTtTCR
WORK:
Date of 
CO PLETIOIT^
CONTIimilOI' FROJBCT
Outlined He're'tofore.
Reproduction study on burned and cut-over land 
on the ye11on pine, larch and fir typos in 
vTostern Hontana.
To determine the degree of stocking, rates of 
growth, and the yield from those lands if placed 
under management. To determine whether or not 
private forestry can be practised in this type 
in the region.
At present the area of no growth has been roughly 
detemined by maps from existing timber cruises, 
sketch maps and plane table maps made the past 
summer. These will be compiled and placed in 
usable condition. The work was done in an exten­
sive manner, but is of sufficient accuracy to 
furnish the basis for total annual increment in 
these types. During the past year the timber 
boundaries were roughly drawn for the areas of 
the Clark's Fork River, the east side of the 
Bitter Root Valley, Skalkaho Creek. In addition 
some work was done on yields on cutover lands in 
the vicinity of Greenough.
Intensive studies of mill acre plots must be 
made to determine the degree of stocking «n 
burned and cut-over area?. Yield studies will 
be made to determine the rates of growth for 
various sites. This will require two field 
seasons for two men.
Indefinite on account of lack of funds to 
complete the work.
A5SIC-I3-E3NT: Mr. Fay Clark.
III. Management 
d. Thinnings
IfcpJSCT:
SCOPS:
STATUS:
Date of 
COMPLETION:
3m i  PROJECT
Effects of Tractor Skidding,
Silvicultural effect of tractor skidding in 
comparison with horse skidding in regard to 
destruction and injury to residual stand. 
Brush disposal and hazard. Soil disturbances
Two students working on problem for senior 
thesis. Tractor used on School Eorest as a 
thinning machine with effective results.
Indefinite.
ASSIGNMENT: Cook and students.
IT. * Mensuration, 
a. Form
d. Vo lime
PROJgCT:
SCOPE:
STATUS:
FURTHER
TORI-::
Date of 
COMPLETION:
CONTINUATION PROJECT
Outlined Heretofore.
The empirical use of the form quotient for 
cruisinG timber.
To work out a satisfactory method of quickly 
determining the volume of standing timber 
without the necessity of making numerous field 
checks of existing volume tables, but applying 
them to the timber in question.
Method used: Representative form quotients are 
determined from volume data. From these form 
quotients, the factors obtained to be added tc 
the diameter, breast height, which, divided by 
two, will equal the top diameter of the average 
log in the tree. To date, 835 western ye Hot; 
pine trees have been checked with a deviation in 
individual timber classes, as great as 11%, but 
with an average deviation of only .&%. Work has 
also been done on 400 Douglas fir from the Potomac 
region; on 25 larch from the Lolo region with as 
equally good results. Work is now being done on 
the Coast fir and Sitka spruce. The work on the 
spruce and the fir has not progressed sufficiently 
to give an indication of results.
Further work must be done on the Coast timber 
and from the other regions.
The date of completion depends entirely on 
opportunity of getting reliable students to 
undertake this work as their theses in the 
Junior Forester examination.
ASSIGNMENT: Clark.
IV. Mensuration
b and c. Growth: Yield
COHTIITUATIOIT rmrag y  
Outlined Heretofore.""
PROJECT: Sample plot measurements in Western Yellow
Pine.
SCOHS The determination of growth and yield on
permanent sample plot in western Montana.
STATUS: Permanent plots established in Marshall Gulch,
on lit. Sentinel, and along Clark’s Pork River 
in 1926 and 1927. Those established in Marshall 
Gulch somewhat damaged by fire in 1927. Supple­
mentary data obtained from temporary plots in 
the Rattlesnake Valley, near Seeley Lake, and 
in Pattee Canyon. The project has been combined 
with project entitled: "Preparation of a normal 
yield table for Western Yellow Pine in western 
Montana," and separate reports will hereafter 
be discontinued.
IV. Mensuration
e. Yield
PROJECT:
SCOPE:
STATUS:
FURTHER 
WORK: _
Date of 
COMPLETION:
CONTIIlPATIOr PROJECT
Outlined Heretofore.
Preparation of a normal yield table for Western 
Yellov7 Pine in western Montana.
A study of even-aged stands of Western Yellow 
Pine in western Montana, directed toward the 
compilation of a normal yield table for three 
site classes.
55 plots were studied in 1927, 14 in 1928, 
none in 1929.
Study of more plots until sufficient data is 
obtained to warrant compilation for three 
site classes.
Indefinite, Lack of time and funds has prevented 
work during 1929, and will probably do the same 
in 1930.
ASSIGNMENT: Clark, and assistants.
VI. Products
b. Properties
2. Physical
PROTECT:
SCOPE: 
STATUS:
FURTHER
W0RK:__
Date of 
COUPLET I PIT:
C 0ITTIMUATI ON PROJECT 
Out 1 ired Heret ofore.
Determination of the fiber saturation point in 
Western Yellow Pine wood.
Previously reported.
The results reported in 1929 were based on the 
facts that wood shrinks as its moisture content 
falls below the fiber saturation point, and 
also increases markedly in strength. Those re­
sults indicate the fiber saturation point to be 
about 31%. Measuring the moisture content by 
the electrical method indicates the fiber satur­
ation point to be about 26%. This discrepancy 
maj1- be due to a considerable difference in the 
moisture content of interior and surface layers 
of the blocks in the shrinkage and increase in 
strength methods, becauso of the lack of an 
effective method to keep the moisture content 
thoroughly diffused.
This depends upon the obtaining of a suitable 
apparatus which will maintain a thorough diffu­
sion of the water in wood at all moisture con­
tents, When this can be done the work will be 
repeated and extended to include the electrical 
method al£o.
Indefinite,
ASSIG-MENT: Ramski 11.
VI. Products
b. Properties
2. Physical
9
PROJECT:
SCOPE:
STATUS:
Date of 
COOLETION:
ASSIC-IttiEHT:
COITTIITUATION PROJECT 
Outlined Heretofore.
Electrical measurement of moisture in wood.
To develop a practical apparatus and method for 
the electrical measurement of moisture content 
of wood.
The apparatus has been developed to the point 
where accurate and reliable measurements of 
moisture content can be made of inch boards, 
when the diffusion of the water in each sample 
is practically the same. E#wever, at the same 
moisture percent, when the water is present in 
the interior layers, the results are-not com­
parable when the water is present in the surface 
layers. This has disclosed a need for a more 
thorough knowledge of the location of the water 
in wood seasoning under known conditions. 
Independent studies to disclose this information 
are now under way.
Indefinite.
Ramskill.
VI. Products
b, Properties
2. Physical
ERQ_raCT:
STATUS:
FURTHER 
WORK:__
IGU PROJECT
A study to determine the location of water in 
wood under conditions of hnown temperature and 
humidity.
The problem is being attached in two ways. So 
far material only one inch thicl: has been used 
for samples. Room temperature and humidity only 
have so far been used:
(a) To determine the relation, if any, between 
the average moisture content of the sample 
and the moisture content of the extreme 
surface.
(b) To determine the moisture content of small 
sections cut at regular intervals through­
out the sample as compared to the average 
for the entire sample.
Both Uestem Yellow Pine and Douglas fir are 
being studied by method "a’*. Preliminary results 
indicate that there exists a definite mathematical 
relationship between interior and surface moisture 
of which temperature and humidity are factors. 
Western Yellow Pine is being used in method "b!t.
Continuation of present study at room temperature 
and humidity, after which other temperatures and 
humidities vail be tried.
ASSIC-MCh'T: Ramshilll and assistants.
VI. Products
b . Properties
3. Chemical
PRO JSC T: 
SCOPS:
STATUS:
C0ITTINUATION PROJECT 
Outlined Heretofore.
Wood distillation*
distillation of mill run waste from Montana 
sawmills,for flotation oils and other products.
The project is dormant because of lack of time 
and funds for equipment.
AS SI GUI HUT: Cook.
VII. G-razing
o. natural Revegetation
PROJECT: 
SCOPE: 
STATUS:
FURTHER 
WORK:__
Date of 
COi ZPLLTION:
COITTIITUATION PROJECT
Outlined Heretofore.
The s.eed factor in the management of ranges.
As heretofore.
Over 700 samples have been tested as outlined 
heretofore.
A continuation of the work outlined. This 
year the viability analyses will commence, 
since collections are available varying from 
1 to 5 years in age.
Probably 1932.
ASSI.C-MvSHTT: Lommasson and assistants on collection. Spaulding
and Parle on tests and compilation.
A 4
IE.
VII. Grazing
c. Natural Revefetation
NSW PROJECT
— °- C- ; tianls0'7111' 4evel°5ment “ d extension of range
SCOPE:
STATUS:
£ Si - Srowth requirements, the develop-
255 P-fant, its flowering and seeding,
and the capacity for extension in the range 
plants oi economic importance in this region.
Ground has been secured for a field station 
and experimental range plant nurserv. This is
i S f ™ ?  n6?r tl?S UniversitvS A part has already been plowed. Area about 5 acres.
FURTHERWORK: The completion of the project
Date of 
COMPLETIONJN: About 1935.
AwSI^Chi: a cooperative project between the Office of
Grazing Northern District, U.S. Forest Service,
S S  lit ?^°° °f yor8atlr» Montana. Lommasson and opauldmg.
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VIiI, Ecology
a. Site Factors
COFTIHPATION PROJECTOutXined Heretofore.
PROJECT: The site requirements Of Western Yellow
Pine.
14*
SCOPE: A study of site adaptability in this species 
v/ith particular reference to its adapt ability 
to, and behavior on, sites of better quality 
than its shade intolerance normally permits 
its occupancy.
STATUS: Preliminary investigation in 1926.
FURTHER
T/ORII: Selection and study of suitable areas.
Date of 
COlPPIHTIOjf: Work on the project is indefinitely postponsed 
because of la cl: of time and funds.
-.3S IGIH'IOITT: SkeeIs.
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VIII. Ecology
b. Phenology
PROJECT: 
SCOPC:
STATUS :
FURTHER 
YORK:__
Date of 
COUPLET 10i\:
COITTIimTIOi; PROJECT
Outlined Heretofore*
Winter activities of Western Yellow Pine.
The physiology of Western Yellov; Pine during 
the normally dormant period.
This project has been abandoned for the time 
being for lad; of time and funds. lro work 
'has been done.
ITcne contemplated at this time.
Indefinite.
iUSSIGHvIINT: Slceels, and assistants*
Till. Ecology
b . Phenology
PROJECT:
SCOPE:
STATUS:
FURTHER
WORK:
Date of 
COMPLETION:
CONTINUATION PROJECT
Outlined Heretofore.
Root competition and tolerance of Western 
Yellow Pine.
A study of the effect of root competition 
and tolerance in Western Yellow Pine of 
western Montana.
Work has been done on stands in the Marshall 
Creek drainage east of Missoula.
Investigation of other stands.
Y7ork on this project is indefinitely post 
poned because of lack of time and funds.
ASSIGNMENT: Skeels.
XI. Sconomics
b. Taxation
h
17,
COj. T  IITU.!-.T I PIT pRQygj, 
Out lined" He re t of"ore
xtOJHCT;
sccrj:
a  study of tlie possibilities . for 
taxation system on forest soils in 
I ontar.a.
The
an adequate 
western
relationship of the tax revenues on for­
ests and forest soils to the total property
chc-ir effect font ana; possibility of shifting.
STATUS; Preliminary collection of dota has been under 
way during the season of 1929.
FURTHHR
HORH: a  rough determination of the average absolute 
forest soils on non-used cut-over lands, and 
on marginal cultivated soils; the relationship 
bet'.eer tax and stand, and tax and value.
Hate of 
CQmPLHTlOH: 1932 or later.
-IS IC r llC H T ; Spaulding.
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4
16,
KI„ Kconomics
d. Policy
COrfHTUATION PROJHCT 
Outlined "Heretofore.
PROJECT: A study of cooperative protection agencies.
The functioning of, the place and efficiency, 
of private cooperative protection agencies in 
the forestry program of the future, with par­
ticular reference to western conditions.
STATUS: The project is fairly well i:. hand. Preliminary 
report of conclusions was made at the meeting 
of the Northwest Scientific Association in Decern-' her, 1929.
FURTHER
WORK: One field trip made into Northern California and 
v/estem Oregon in June, 1929, to supplement the 
worlc of the field trip of 1928.
Date of 
COMHKTIOr Indefinite - probably 1932.
5 3
qmoo of jou ,t :aLI3:
Professor A. L. Stone, Dean
The year's work in the school of Journalism baa been en- 
rau-rasim? in two inraortant features - the standard of student work has 
heenhi3her, grading has been more severe and ja if orsnance has been 
^ratifyinfly °ood; e substantial beginning has been mado toward the 
Realisation of our long-cherished hope for a mechanical laboratory^
Ri Rnn-rh wiftB from the ribune Pullishing Company of Great Palls and 
o £ £ r  a * *  company, each of „Mch Saye to the eohool
a linotype machine.
There is a orobability that the equipment n e c e s s a r y  for t h e
The gifts already received represent a value of more than *5,000.
One new course lias been added to our curriculum, Newspaper
carries three erellts a garter for three garters.
Paaides the physical needs of the school, there is a necessity 
for the e x p a n d  of oTr work by the addition of three purely technical 
courses as soon as it is possible to add an instructor to our sta .
Co-operation of other departments in our endeavor to maI® the 
Journalism course as comprehensive as possible has been cordial a 
understanding.
SCHOOL 0? LAW
Professor C. W. Leaphart, Dean
To a certain extent the Law School has had to continue to mafck 
time during the past year becau.se of its small staff. Due to this students 
are afforded no election of courses. With the possible exception of six 
quarter hours every student in the School takes every course. Some students 
take all the courses. It is unfortunate that the School is not able to make 
the attempt to secure the services cf Mr. Frank ’.array who successfully 
served a one year appointment in 1928-29. Such an addition would cure this 
situation and give a slight opportunity for writing. During the past year, 
however, two members of the staff contributed leading articles to three 
nati nal law reviews. The faculty, deppite its limitations, proposes to 
unite in giving next year a special course to those who seek to graduate 
with honors. This course will also be open to others in the Law School and 
carries no credit.
The School has shown a considerable increase in enrollment av r 
the last year. There were sixty-two regular students as contrasted with 
forty-eight last year, and forty studnets taking acme work in the School as 
contrasted with twenty-two in the prior year. Judging from two years’ ex­
perience it would be better to give Business Administration students, who 
constitute most of these forty, a course in Business Law rather than our 
course in Contracts, whether the course be given in the Law School or not.
Higher requirements for entrance to the School have resulted, as 
would naturally be expected, in a better student body. After Sept ember 1st, 
1930, applicants for admission to the Law School will be required to offer 
as many grade points as credits earned. This furth r increase in require­
ments should have beneficial results.
By reason of the failure of those responsible for investing the 
Dixon Fund considerable embarrassment has been caused the Law School. As 
a result the increase in the number of volumes in the library has been only 
390. As it stands t ere are about 15, 976 volumes in the regular library 
and 7,000 volumes in the Anaconda Cop er Mining Company’s library.
To climax a fairly successful year the Law School graduated a 
class of fourteen of whom five, an unusually large number, graduated with 
honors.
SCHOOL OF MJS3D
3rofes or DeLoss Smith, Dean
The Faculty gave approximately 3560 individual lessons 
in applied music, There was a decided increase in the enrollment 
of students in theoretical subjects.
There were numerous student recitals held during the 
year, and the Band, Orchestra and General Clubs did excellent 
work.
The School furnished the raisic for Track Meet, 
Baccolaureate Service, Commencement exercises, end many other 
University functions.
The students of organ gave two public recitals in the 
Presbyterian Church. Iacuity recitals were held in the 
"Zest Auditorium. Five students were given their B.A. with a 
major in msic. All have secured good positions as music 
supervisors i Washington and ontana.
SCHOOL OF PHARMACY
Professor C. E. Mollett, Dean.
1. Enrollment and Degrees:
The total enrollment for the past year was fifty, of which thirtypnine 
were men and eleven were women. Nineteen degrees were granted in June of which thirty- 
three per cent were degrees in Bachelor of Science.
2. Additional Progress:
The proposê * four year minimum course in pharmacy, leading to the degree 
of Bachelor of Science which was recommended for adoption by the National Association 
of Boards of Pharmacy and the American Association of Colleges of Pharmacy to become 
effective in 1932, has already been adopted by eleven schools and made effective be­
ginning September, 1930.
The new Sanitary Corps Bill, dealing with the United States Publich Health 
Service, a civil service organization under the direction of Surgeon General Cummings, 
was recently passed by Congress. By passage of this bill, graduate phar acists are 
admitted to the Corpses commissioned officers with the same pay and rank as physicians 
and dentifets. The new Pharmaceutical Corps Bill which is intended to create a 
separate corps in the United States Army is still before Congress. Although o posed 
by Surgeon General Ireland, friends of the Bill in Washington predict that it will 
ultimately be passed. This will also give the pharmacist the same status and recognition 
in the United States Army as physicians and dentists receive. The above recognition will 
add ranch to the morale of pharmacy and assist greatly in helping it to its rightful 
place among the other divisions of medical science.
3. Buildings:
Three separate pharmacy buildings were completed during the spring. One 
at the University of Oklahoma at Noman, the second at Purdue University in Lafayette, 
and a third, at the University of Maryland, Baltimore, the latter at a cost of one 
million dollars. It is claimed t at these buildings embody the lat st in eonstruction 
and class room and laboratory facilities. The cornerstone of the all phar racy head­
quarters building was laid during the month of May. The building is to be located on
the Mall across from the Lincoln Memorial in /ashingtop, D.C. It is to cost
approximately two hundred fifty thousand dollars and will hav - an endowment of one 
million dollars for operating expenses.
4. Official Standards in Medicine;
The United States Pharmacopeeial Convention met in Washington, D.C. during 
the month of Ay and laid plans for the revision of the U.3.P.X. This authority con­
tains the government standards of all the official raedicin s; additions and deletions 
of our materia medica will be made in order to bring the authority up to the progress
of medical science. This revision takes place evory ten years.
5. Prizes:
The Kappa Psi prize for schol rship was awarded to Rex Whitaker, Ph. C.
’30, of Kalispell, grade point av rage, 2,47. He is also candidate for the Fairchild 
Scholarship prize. The Lehn and ink Gold edal was awarded to Earl Eck, P.S. ’30, 
Livingston.
6. Future Prospects:
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A special pharmacy bulletin will be issued and sent out to pros­
pective students; it will also be railed to the registered pharmacists of the 
State in order to assist in holding our prestige and to combat the advertising of 
better equipped schools. With the promise of better facilities, upon the passage 
of the b nd measure and mill tax, the school of pharmacy is greatly eng on raged
LIBRARY
Miss M. G. Buckhous, Librarian
The Reserve Book room was used during two days of the week, Tuesdays and 
Thursdays, by the class in General Psychology for supervised reading. This arrange- 
ment was made at the request of Mr. F. 0. Smith, Chaiiraan of the Department of 
Psychology. The Librarian was doubtful as to the wisdom of this arrangement, but it 
was decided to try it for one year. The result has not been satisfactory as it was 
impossible to place an adequate number of reserves in this room, with the resalt that 
the larger number were placed in the General Reading Room. This resulted in over­
crowding in the General ending oom, especially during the evening hours, while the 
Reserve Book Reading Room was comparatively empty. Mr. Smith has been requested to 
find other quarters for supervised reading during the coming year.
M s s  Snavely resigned hereppsition late in the summer. It was filled by Miss 
Hollingsworth, a graduate of our own Department of Library Economy. MiS3 Hollingworth*s 
work has been very satisfactory.
The Library Staff has continued in its efforts to complete series of United 
States Government publica ions and also those of the various states. Considerable 
correspondence has been carried on with foreign exehang s in an effort to renew re­
lations with institutions which publish material considered of value to our collection.
The book stacks ara becoming over-crowded, the stack space being used up
very rapidly. It night be well to again state that it will be necessary to add to our
stack space in the near future.
The following series were cataloged and analyzed by the Catalog Department 
during the past y ar:
U.S. Kational museum. Contributions from the U.S. National Herbarium, 
Illinois. University. Studies in language and liter ture
Nebraska. University. Studies.
Nebraska. University. Studies inlanguae, literature and criticism.
Nebraska. University. Theses not ncluded in other series of publications.
Smithsonian institution. Miscellaneous collections.
Ohio state university. Educational research monographs.
Iowa university. Studies.
Michigan. University. ublications in history and political science. 
Washington. Un versity, Pullicat ons.
Torrey botanical club, New York. Memoirs.
Goheborgs K. veterskaps - oeh vitterhets - samhalles. Handlingar. 4th 
series and 5th to date. Ill the English, rench, German and Latin papers 
in this series were cataloged, and part of the Swedish.
The number of volumes added during the year were 3,799. The number of 
volumes re-cataloged were 1, 168 . 22,757 cards w re added to the catalog. The library
of Dr. Kirkwood was pure used for 250.00. This collection contained 225 books, 1,093 
numbers of periodicals, and 150 numbers of U.S. National Herbarium contributions. 270 
numbers of the various periodicals of this collect Lon were used to fill incompl te 
sets already in the library. The remainder, 823 pieces, are duplicates:
The following gifts were received:
Mrs. J. M. Keith, 360 Volumes
Mrs. Dr. T. A. Fitzgerald, 203 volumes, consisting of the medical library of 
the late Dr. Fitzgerald.
Mr3. mast Eeall, 12 volumes of Oeruan literature
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Mrs. Allen, 55 volumes.
Associations and various individuals have given books and periodicals.
KIBLIC S W I C E  DI7ISI0:
rofessor W. E. Maddock, C ha i roan
STATISTICAL REPOUT OF C0PBE5P0NDENCS 3HJDYY
July 1, 1929 - July 1, 1930.
Number of students on roll, July 1, 1929...................................... .
Number of enrollments,' July 1, 1929 .................    358
Number of new students registered from July 1, 1929 to July 1, 1930.............471
Number of new registrations from July 1, 1929 to July 1, 1930.................. 647
Number of expire ions, 1929-1930.......        96
Number of mfunds. ........................................ ,........... * * ] gg
Number of transfers.................................      [ 15
Number of courses completed......................     359
Number of registrati ns in force during the year..............................1005
Number of students registered in 2 courses during the year...................... .
” " " " "3 " n tt n..................  gg
" " " ” s" tt tt n it g tt tt tt tt ....... . , g
n ” ” ” ” 6 ” ” it tt ........... 1tt tt it tt t t y t t t t t t t t ^  ^
Number of registrations in force July 1, 1930................................. .
Number of students enrolled July 1, 1930...................................... .
Number of students enrolled in 1 course, July 1, 1930..............  337
n " » » "2 t» tt tt    ^
" n « tt tt 3 n tt tr  *.^......
tt tt it tt tt 4 tt tt 1
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BO AID OF BBSOMENDATIONS
Professor W. E. Maddock, Chairman 
STATISTICAL REPORT - JULY 1 - 1929 —  JULY 1, 1930
Number of teachers in the interest of whom service was rendered --------
Number of sets of confidential pap rs of teachers sent out *------------
Number 0f calls for teachers received at this office -------------------
Subjects for which calls were received:
English 65
Grade positions 38
Commercial 33
Social Science & HisMjy 30 
Mathematics 27
Seience 25
Coaching 22
Principal 18
Music & Drawing 12
Latin 11
Home Economics 11
French 9
Spanish 6
Manual Training 3
Public Speaking 2
Girls’ Bb&sical Education 2
Drama
Superihtendant 
Normal Training 
Journalism 
Rural
Colored Teacher with M.A.
■ 416 
■1949
• 298
PHYSICAL PLANT ADMINISTRATION
T. G. Swearingen - Maintenance Engineer
The routine work of the Physical Plant has been about normal. We endeavored
to save as much money as possible and so our repair work was cut to a minimum.
Teaching
The class in Forest Mapping was unusually large this year.
Heating Plant
We had a veiy cold winter. The month of January, with an average of 7°, was 
the coldest month that we have had since operating the new heating plant, "e burned 
700 tons of coal that month, which, considering the quality of the coal, is also a
rec* rd, January 15th had an ov rage temperature of -7° and we burned 32,5 tons of
coal. In spite of this ertre. te weather the total cost of the coal burned during the 
year will probably be about $16,000.00, which is quit a saving ever any proceeding 
year.
The union scale for engineers and firemen was raised 50£ a day, and we 
raised our scale to $170.00 per month, which, considering vacations and sick leave 
amounts to the union scale.
Repair Department
u This department has more work than it can do and 'hen money is available a 
full time assistant sko Id be added to the staff.
Janitor Service
The minimum scale for janitors was raised to $115.00 per month.
Night Watchmen
Mr. Meriraan resigned as night watbhman and was ive janitor work. T. H.
Eubank succeeded as watchman. The campus is entirely too large for one watch­
man to properly take care of and another man should be added to the 3taff.
Campus
A small amount of lawn was planted along the walk from Natural Science to 
North Hall, in front of the Library. This lawn will protect the oak trees now planted 
along this walk. Connell Avenue, from Arthur to John Street, and the roadway in front 
of North Hall wer oiled.
Undistributed Buildings
All of the rood floors in the Residence Halls were varnished. Some of the 
composition floors in South Hall were replaced by linoleum.
A new high pressur steam line was installed to serve the Womens Gymnasium.
The steam mains and return lines in this building were replaced and new type radiators
were installed in the main room.
The tile roofs on Natural Science and Forestry buildings still 1 ak. The 
Science hall roof was repainted with a heavy asbestos fiber asphalt paint.
Elec trical Rate
The Montana Power Company approved our request that we be charged for 
electrical energy on their whol sale schedule, Which is a demand plus energy charge. 
S i r  Jew rate rXuced our total light bill, including the Residence Halls, from 
$8,000.00 to 55,000. per year.
Golf Course
The department had charge of the maintenance of the Garden City Golf Course, 
ni+hnup-h not experienced golfers we were able to take care of the course in a
W .  additional doles « »  added to fee 000,00.
RESIDUNCS HALLS
Mrs. Monica Burke Swearingen, Business Director
. _ . , this year the department, under the direction of the Business Director
C™ ”0S8d °r arae fuU ttHe assistant doctors and a part time
. , . ^Th0 ŝocial, and disciplinary w>rk of the two women’s residence halls was con­
tinued under the directiontf the Dean of ’"omen, with a social director in each hall 
The salaries of the social directors and of all of the other hall staff -embers and 
employees were paid out of the receipts of the halls, as well as that of a part time
be o m c .  of the University Business Manager. The bookkeeper is employed 
time in the summer months and his full salary is paid by the Residence Halls.
The student manager system, with an assistant student manager end f ur student 
proctors was continued in South Hall for freshmen men. J - student
There was no public dining room in operation durin - the entire year.
. f ‘Q ,pate.°£ bofM  charSed dui*ng the year was §25.00 per month. The rate
should be increased for the men in South Hall as the food costs run higher for the
men thai for the w men. The room rate was continued the same as last year.
, ., , During lost of the year three full time women were employed in each hall
xitchen; each hall had a full time woman as housemaid; South Hall had a fill time
janitor; Corbin nd North had a janitor whose time was divided between each. An
additional woman was employed this year vdio worked half time in cleaning South Hall 
rooms and hal time caring for the linen at Corbin and North.
w Tte studnets employed regularly during the year in our department averaged about 
f°r u°rbin Hall, fourteen for North all and thirteen for South Hall besides the 
otuuent fMag r, the Assistant Student Manager, four proctors and the Uediesl
\ * ° U a  01 f0rty-three **«■*• employi ^  in the -iesiienoe Hulls besides others who are given occasional work.
. ,.The "P“blic Service" side of our department included the following functions
besid s the regular sumner session and regular year’s work. We prepared lunches for 
f s J week ana trips taken during the aimer session. These trips varied in length
varie^from f°r f°T fr0!J one to siz raeals* number attending
1929 - July Two or three times during the Sumer Session special tables for
luncheon or dinner in Corbin Hall Dining Room were arran ed for
University guests.
September -A picnic .Supper held on the campus during Freshmen Week for 250.
October -Faculty '.'omen’s Tea for town’s people held at North Hall.
A.W.S. held a tea at North Hall for reshien woman.
1930 - January A dinner for 65 was served at Corbin Hall in honor of the foot­
ball team.
February - A dinner for 120 members of th faculty was served at Corbin 
Hall.
A dinner was s :rvod to 34 in honor of the basketball team at 
Corbin Hall.
65
- At Dr. Clapp's request a special luncheon was served to 18 
members of the Executive Council.
A Kappa Tau dinner was served to 66 membera at Corbin Hall. \
- Aber Day luncheon for about 1,400 was served on the campus. 1
- A.’ .3. held a tea at Corbin Hall for Track ’ eet contestants and
chaperones.
Approximately 100 contestants and Hall guests w re cared for ’\
during the 3 days of Track ’’eet. JfcP
At Dr. Clapp's request a special luncheon for 35 was served in 
honor of Dr. Elliot.
- .Alumni Senior Faculty Dinner was served to 120 at Corbin Hall.
The esidence Hall staff helped with the President's Annual 
Commencement Reception by caring for the major portion of 
the arrangements with the help of the A.W.S. committee for 
serving.
The women on the Faculty met three tines during the year at 
inf imal buffet suppers held at Corbin Hall.
During the winter quarter we served Sunday Right Teas. These teas were held
at each hall in turn. ’Diis is the third year we have held these teas and they are
proving to be quite satisfactory. This year we continued the same method of inviting 
faculty members to assist at the teas and in this way it helps freshmen to become 
acquainted with their instructor*.
During the year the Residence Halls cared for about 45 nonresident students
in the sick rooms of the halls, their stay varying from 1 to 12 days with a total of
259 trays served to them. It is recommended that this service be not continued as it 
see;,is rather dangerous to bring outside students into the halls when there is chance 
of contagion, etc., to hall staff menhirs and studnets. It would see that with the 
ell equipped hospitals in town some arrangements could be made o that students living 
outside the halls would, not have to be admitted to the sick rooms. Care of the
outside sick students should not be added to the duties of the esidence Hall staff.
It is recommended that the hall residents or those outside the halls, (if this
practice be continued), be placed in sick rooms for no longer than three davr (if a
student is ill longer then throe days it would seem best to place him in a hospital 
where it is possible for him to be given the required attention.) The number of sic> 
trays served to resident stude ts from October to June was a total of 270 travs for 
Corbin, 300 trays for North, and 276 trays for South.
Besides caring for the routine work of the halls, the special dinners for the 
hall residents which are given once a quarter in each hall, and the public affairs 
noted above, the Business Director of the Residence Halls M s  continued to take a 
active part this year again in advising representatives of sororities and fraternities 
as to budgets an house management proble is. One group was specially given advice 48 
to financial problems. With active cooperation of all concerned the group -reduced its 
indebtedness on September 1st, 1929, of about #1,200.00 to about '200.00 on June 20th 
1930.
March
April 
1930 - May
June
If the University could affo d it and if the guoujjs ware willing to receive 
help and advise, much could be accomplished as to quantity buying, prop r diets, etc.
In such a case it TOuld be advisable to esrplyy a person properly qualified as an 
additional assistant in the Residence Hall staff. She sould care for these groups much 
the same way as the system how is used for the Assistant Directors of each Residence 
Hall.
Besides this new work with the sorority and fraternity groups, the 
Residence Halls are working on standardized recipes for each of the three halls.
Although two of the assistant directors were new to the work this year, 
everything has run along very nicely. There has been v-iy good coopora ion between the 
offices cf the Dean of fen and Dean of iloraen with all aemb rs of the esidence Hall Staff.
5TPD.WT TBSFWm&TS
Miss Anna Rommel, Student Employment Secretary
During the year 1939-30 there were 229 Jobs offered as against 
253 last year. 1b had the usual number of calls for *n to earn board 
and room but the odd jobs have not been ao numerous as in previous years.
The usual procedure at filling out the regular employment cards 
was followed in registering »n students for work. Fifty-six men 
registered for work as follows: 35 freshmen, 10 sophomore, 10 Juniors
and l senior.
Cards wore ailad to business firn and residents during tie 
fall quarter calling their attention to tho woric of the depart ant.
HEALTH SERVICE
Mrs. A. P. LeClaire, University Nurse
Visits to Office 4256
Colds and Minor Ills 3936
Dressings 662
Referred to Doctor 492
Sent to Hospital 102
Sent to Infirmary 187
Visits to Hospital 556
Visits to Infirmary 398
Visits to Homes 252
Operat ions
Appendectomy 11
Contagious Diseases
Chickenpox 1
Smallpox 6
Mump 3 10
Mental 2
Paid refunds on doctor bills:
Autumn Quarter 75$
7/inter Quarter 85$
Spring Quarter 100$
Hospital claims paid in full:
St. Patrick’s #1239.67
Thornton 652.50
Northern Pacific 16.50
REPORT OP DOCTOR’S CLAL.J3 APPROVED BY
HEALTH SERVICE DURING THE YEAR 1929-30.
Firm Amount
Thornton Staff #691.50
Western Montana Clinic 1571.00
Northern Pacific Firm 175.00
Bourdeau, Dr. C.L. 55.00
Flynn, Dr. J. J. 107.00
McPhail, Dr. W.N. 103.00
Ritchey, Dr. J. P. 322.00
Randall, Dr. J.G. 292.25
Turman, Dr. G. F. 477.00
Stone, Dr. Emerson 165.75
Willard, Dr. Asa 22.50
Spohr, Dr. C. B. 12.00
Peek, Dr. E. D. 41.00
King, Dr. W. N. 10.00
Smith, Dr. Louise 6.00
AMOUNT PAID TO HOSPITALS AND RESIDENCE HALLS,
St. Patrick’s hospital 1,239.67
Thornton ” 651.25
Pine View 242.00
Northern Pacific " 16.50
Residence Halls 183.55
Goiter Statistics:
69
Women
No. examined: 212
Thyroid defects: 59
Per cent " 27$
Men
No. examined 224
Thyroid defects: 21
Per cent " 9$
With the cooperation of the Dean of Women’s Office and 
the Dean of Men’s Office the living conditions in the 
fraternity and sorority houses have been mde much 
better than in former years.
SCHOOL QF RELIGION
Jesse Bunch, Director
During the year, four 0curses were offered in the 
School of Religion. Three of these courses w re available for 
regularly matriculated students above freshman standing.
These courses wore as follows: -
1. Essentials of Religion for Today:
A study of Christian teaching concernin'- God, 
Christ, Man, the Kingdom of God and other 
factors that are considered essential in 
religion for today.
2. Christian Bthios:
A study of the ethic of Jesus as compared with
other ethical ideals and with the view a£
detemining ones duty.
3. Social Message of the Prophets arid Josus:
A study of the social message of the Bible 
in the 11 ht of present flay social problems.
The fourth course was open to freshen only. The 
nane of it was undanental Moral and Religious Values, an 
examination of the fundamentals of Christian belief and the
result of such belief in character growth.
The total registration for t e year* was thirty-seven, 
an average regi tratlon of nine plus for each course*
fIMffiSB SESSION, 1929
President Charles H. Clapp, Director
While the registration fell off somewhat for the 1929 summer school, it
r lnthe summer scnool trips we-0 . - - t * in their work. The worst feature
was no coney to bring nationalisms lootnr.no
to Missoula.
Believing that „1, wsaho of aurner school is onough for the average teacher,
ItteS? « ”t^ » ’1pl“ « S T S L T - l S ^ S g  ofthS’thrkrot sin keh.'
period.
The nolicy of combining recreation and study was continued. This meant 
that atony possible means was used t<, tahe
S i S M . f S ’S . S  S  55 5  3  H  - e  stressed as was
the historical setting.
The program was designed for regular college students desiring to make up 
WOrk or to shorte^heir^courses f ^ t h o s e t o w a r d  
school graduates studying ~ ^ principals, superintendents, and other mature
°f reiatiQs senui*e study
to the problems of living.
a 4- +Vif> reads of the "credit hunter" as well as those seeking
light sad S a g S i o n , ; ^  -  “ o ^ l U e d  r S ^ t . ^ x ^ S T ^
: : ^ Spr“ a h  S S o S  in applied euaie, k d  this fee was reduced by one-half to listeners 
or if less than five credits were taken.
Montana was accented whenever possible especially in the courses in history, 
education/fine arts
S & J !  S S u S  literature, dramatic, and writing, painting and drawing, physical 
sciences, physical education, psychology, and religion.
otrstifm for the 1929 summer session was disappointing. The gross
r ; ; r = H  n H =  M . v s n K * ; ? - -
S d : the state - .1̂ . ,  ^  \ ™ b e r
continued to'increa.e; thereo,were 103 in the 1039 «— r school.
“ “ S  ^  Oor r . ascription wa s^en less th^the ^
scription: it was a , 286.45 in L92-9. It was P- expense, 586.45. There
S 5 S -  of national reputation.
t tv m n ^ r . r ^r i g o r s  C l « »  M  B. Bee, superintendent of schools, ui.soula Laora B.
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Flathead County High School, Education; John Mason rown, draiaatic critic, Hew York 
Evening Post, and associate editor of Theatre Arts, Frances Corbin, special lecturer 
in English at University of Montana, E. M. Hopkins, Professor of English, University 
of Kansas, English; Max Daehler, Professor of Piano, Coe College, Cedar Rapids, Iowa, 
Music,
The convocations held for the 1929 summer session follow: June 18, President
C. E. Clapp; June 213, lean J. S. Miller, "Plans raid Possibilities for iiorld Peace", 
vocal music by Gladys Price; July 2, Theodore Shank of the American Red Cross, songs 
by Miss Helen Smith; July 9, professor E. L. i m k a ,  "A Neglected iiUiiorist: F. M.
Colby"; July 16, State Superintendent Elizabeth Ireland, piano music by Max Daehler;
July 23, Professor E. M. Hopkins, "Boners and Boneheada", songs by Dean DeLoss Smith;
July 30, Professor Payne Templeton, "Some Types of Modem Adventuring", violin music 
by Miss Mary Shope; August 6, loan k. I,. Stone, "Old Trails .
Tii addition to the convocation programs, Rabbi Louis volsey gave two special 
lectures, and the English department conducted a series of six lectures on American 
literature. The Fine Arts studio had a different art exhibit every week, some of which 
were of extraordinary interest. Lectures were given from time to time in connection 
with the art exhibits; and several concerts were given by University and town talent. 
There was no admission charged to any of the lecture or concert programs. Summer 
school dramatics was under the direction of Mr, William Angus. One three-act play,
"MAry, Mary, Quite Contrary", ’was presented.
The social program for the summer school was under the direction of Miss 
Ami Reely, of Lewis and Clark High School, Spokane. There was a summer session tea 
for students and townspeople, a mixer, a number of informal dancing parties at North 
Hall, a swimming party', and a hard times party. The education department managed 
several education picnics and a schoolmen's dinner.
The summer school trips were stressed in all publicity material. There were 
well attended and successfully managed. While only 117 people attended the 1929 trips 
against 167 different people in 1928, more of the same people took the different trips.
The number of individual trips taken was 275. Three two-day trips were made: Seeley
Lake, Lake Honan, and Mission Canyon. Tent portions from the R.O.T.C. were used for 
the overnight trips, with bedding from the halls. An outstanding event of the trips 
was the campfire talk on Indian folklore by Mr. Frank B. Lindeiman at Mission Canyon. 
However, one or two mishaps at Mission Canyon has made it necessary to discontinue 
this trip in the future.
The one day trips were: Mt. Sentinel, Bonner Mills end Blackfoot /alley;
Biscu Range; Sleeping Child; Lolo Hot Springs. The week-end trips were self-supportiAg. 
All bills'were paid at the end of the summer, and the snail surplus was spent in com­
pensating Lawrence Toner in some measure ($15.00) for his work on Saturday afternoons 
and Sundays without pay, and the rest of the surplus (about Vo.OOj was spen^ ..or 
photographic supplies for the trips.
The staff people who normally went along on the trips were J. 37. Severy who 
managed them, B. E. Thomas, assistant, Carl cFarland, and Ann Reely; although no® 
and then additional -people were taken such as Dean Stone to tell stories, Professor 
Phillips to relate historical incident, and President Clapp for geology.
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C01ffiCm?jSS Cg? ADMISGIOII AID G-I TRATTOII
Professor P. C. Phillips, Chairman
The voxfc of the Committee on Admission and Ir duation is purely administrative 
and has beco'se so systomntizod ti t it is largely routine in character. The Chairman 
and the Secretary of the c omit tee meet daily to conadier matters concerning admission of 
new students, advanced standing of students, adjustments of credit, requirements for 
graduation, and all apeoial cases involving lot rpretation or exceptions to the faculty 
rules no int rprot tiia to apply to any exceptional rasoo. In cose of appeal from 
the decision of the Chair nan and tho Secret 17 of fro co naittoe, an extraordinary Coraa- 
ittee on Admission and Graduation, consisting of the Dean of the Fee Ity, the Dea< of 
Men, the Doan of '/omen, and anot- r onber at th faculty, with tho Chalrim of the 
depart ent in vrhic t xpetitionin- student is taking his wor’r rad the .egistrar of t o 
University, passes finally on the case. This c a m  it tee has boa- very sinful, although 
during the pest year only two cases hero boen raforrad to it. One of t osg caoes in­
volved allowing a student to graduate with 1-333 than the required number of residence 
orodito, and tho other Lxrvolvad a student who aougl to graduate without the renu red 
work in hyoioal Educa tion, In both canes the opinion of the Chains and Secretary 
of the comaitte was sustained. Thia ca-raltteo has been very helpful, because in cases 
involving appoal, it may be sui monad cjiickly and the ca30 disposed of, wbsieas the old 
habit of referring such cases to the faculty invol ed long relay, and ifcen it came to 
the faculty, it was vory difficult to g t serious consider'tion of the meesuwa.
In one case during the past year the President and Chancellor ove ruled the 
Chairman of tie co-mitteo regarding the application of a student who had had a course 
in Economics. The Chairmen of the committee ruled that since these courses wore 
duplicates, the sutdont should not recAive mo it than th: matiu”. nunfcer of credits 
allowed for this work. The President and Choncollor ruled, however, that since the 
student was not properly advised, the credit would be allowed. The Chairman, however, 
©frill belicv s that the reversal of his decision is a bad precedent, for t re tire any 
number of eases where students nay got bad advise, particularly when they are seeking 
it. The Chainna . also believes -feat allowing cr dit for taro duplicate courses is 
bad oduc tional policy and might impair tho ©due tional standing of the In'v rsity.
econtly the Secretary of the comittee, Miss I ucille Jameson, who was also 
Assistant eglatrar, re signed her position aft r e w  ral ymra of effective work. 'Tbs 
is suooeoded by iso Isabel kvrohlson, who has attacked tho proble s of this committee 
with discrimination and intelligence.
COI'J.HTTEE OF A. V I 3I<S
Professor R. H. JeBse, Chairman
During the present y::ar the advisers have been following the plan 
that has obtained for many years.
During the next session fee to the adoption of the Lower Division- 
Upper Division plan toe advisers will have added responsibility. The 
leader class advisers will have to emphasize the upper division courses.
The upper division advisers will be given more lattitude and responsibility 
in the number of hours allowed on a student’s program. The old, standard 
of 16 credits is still kept as the basic programs. How ver, in order to 
make possible a mixture of up er class courses with a limited number of 
lower division courses on the prograi of the upper class students, the ad­
visers nay permit up to a maximum of 18 credits to such students of 
dir.tinctive ability and up to 30 credits to students with Honor Roll 
standing.
M u s a r . :n d  a u c b iv  s  com  i t t s e
Miss M. G. Buckhous, Chairman.
Theib is nothing unusual to report in this Department. 
The collection was re-c eclced and re-arranged last year. The 
usual additions have been made fro.i material available.
CQM%ETTEE ON ATHLETICS
Professor ff. E. Schreiber, Chairman
The Faculty Athletic Committee has in addition to its 
regular duties this past year made some important decisions; 
which decisions may have a decided reaction on future inter­
collegiate athletics. The most important was the one santion- 
ing the game with West Point for 1931 and although the game 
did not materialize the approval of an intersectional game 
by the Committee establishes a precedent.
The athletic situation is not entirely satisfactory 
at the present tine. The action of the Conference at the last 
meeting endorsing the acts of the graduate managers is pretty 
conclusive evidence that, at least so far as the northern 
schools are concerned the associated students graduate managers 
are in control. The State University of Montana is facing 
the problem of either; 1. Withdrawal from the Pacific Coast 
Conference, or 2. Putting athletics on the same plane as the 
other members of the Conference. Added to this is the apparent 
lack of interest of alumni and others in any University contests 
with the exception of the one with Montana State College.
BUDGET AND POLICY COM 'ITTEE
Professor M. J. Elrod, Chairman
Owing to stringency of finances and the lack of opportunity for ex­
panding, the committee has had few meetings. These have been called by the 
president to discuss restriction rather than expansion of activities, leaves 
of absence of faculty members, matters of general policy, problems arising 
in connection with a restricted budget, etc.
The committee is advisory, and takes up only such natters as are 
submitted by the president.
ca m pu s  d e v e l o p  J r r  co  i i i t t s b
Professor M. J. Elrod, Chairman
The committee has held several meetings during the year, as necessity arose.
The small appropriation has been carefully allotted, to meet the most urgent needs.
Son* of the trees, planted during previous years, have needed replacement.
The memorial row of pines is now in h althy condition with the exception of five trees.
The double row of oak trees from Natural Science building to North Hall ha3> 
now successful planting with the exception of eight trees. The t2>ees of vari us species 
about the residence halls are making good growth wherever tne lawn issprincledduring 
the summer. Except for replacements no new planting of trees was laade. :.o adlitio.nl
shrubs were planted.
Y/hile there is much need for new lawn in some places, the expense is too great 
to undertake anything other than the very essential. A lawn strip on each side o, tne 
walk from the library t<b Arthur street was made, partly to improve the m a m  approac.., 
partly to save the oak trees that are started.
In order to make the tennis courts of larger size, the conmittee approved
extending two courts near Natural Science building twelve feet father south, thus 
g m ^ l i x  feet extra on each end of the two courts. To do this nottrses were sacrificed.
Most of the money was used in making hew and necessary walks where paths were 
made by students. Perhaps 300 feet of walk has thus been laid. This includes a Curved 
walk from Craig Hall to Arthur street near South Hall, a walx along tne sid. ox ocie .
Hall toward Pinchot Hall, a cut off walk at the Northwest entrance, and a short strip at 
the north end of 'Sin Hall. Other needed walks must wait until some Suture time.
Authority was given the resident engineer, T. C. Swearingen, to have wounded 
trees treated, to time broken or dead limbs, and to spray for insect pests. It is the 
established policy not to time or dock the trees at the top. It is desired t .at t o. 
grow in natural shape.
The attempt made some two years since to grow a grove of flowering trees west 
of the library has not been successful.
The fact that this space is rocky, is hot during summer, and that the trees 
could not well be Aven enough water, may have been a serious obstacle to the experiment. 
5° Sp trees do notsland the winter;’ catalpas make a rather feeble growth; Jousts 
do better; Kentucky Coffee trees struggle, and may give some xunty trees. Under better 
conditions, later, this plan may be tried again.
j. W. Sevory was appointed on the committee T i e  J. E. Kirkwood, deceased.
C Oil .ITT JS Oil
rub ig account, jiby
a s s o c . Professor E. R. Sanford, Chaiimaa
Applications for examination were received and approved 
for two candidates for the State examination, in Nctoember 1929.
In both cases it was necessary for the University Committee 
to paos upon the credentials equivalent to a secondary sch ol educa­
tion, as required by Section 1 of tho Statute. Affidavits were re­
quired covering educational work pursued in recent years which the 
committee accepted as souivalent t high school work.
No certificates were issued during the year.
The C.P.A. Bulletin being almost exhausted, the Co littee 
prepared matter for mimeographing t e law and information, relative 
to the University requirements.
GRADUATE COMMITTEE
Professor P. C. Phillips, Chairman
During tho year 1929-30 the Graduate Committee baa sought 
still further to raise the standard of post-graduate work in the 
State University of Montana. It has sought to make the strictly 
graduate courses more advanced in character by imposing a higher 
prerequisite requirement. Candidates for ©draission to the Graduate 
Division must submit full credentials of their work, and before 
they are fully admitted, their preparation must be equivalent in 
character of work and in laajor requirements to those imposed by 
the State University. Candidates are also intervio.'ed for their 
personal fitness to do graduate work ana where it is doubtful if 
they are qualified to go on in the Graduate Division, their 
registration is discouraged.
The heavy work of the Graduate Division is in tho sumer 
session. Probably twenty-five par cent of tho summer school students 
are doing work raduate in claracter and mo t of them expect to 
receive Master’s degrees.
Last year I reported that the chief difficulty in graduate 
work is the lack of adequate library and laboratory facilities. Our 
library at the present tine is essentially for undergraduate students.
It contains vory few books that could be used by students engaged in any 
kind of research work. It is urged that as soon as possible so. © 
provision be made for a separate fund to be used for the purchase 
of books or enu'prent for otudento engaged in research work. It 
will be impossible for years for the University to undertake to 
provide general resources for research work, but if such a fund ::.s 
provided, help could be give ; to competent students to complete their 
research studies.
D U ' R s c s o i L A s m  ,-c o: m i t p e e
Professor J. P. Rowe, Chairman
The twenty-seventh Annual Interscholastic Meet was held 
at the State University on May 14, 15 and 16, This year’s meet was 
the largest in point of number of sekools and representation -that has 
ever been held. There were one hundred and twenty-three schools, rep­
resenting every county in the state and six hundred and seventy-four 
contestants together with numerous chaperones, coaches, and principals, 
making an attendance from the hi-̂ i schools of practically one thousand.
Either due to hard times or apathy on the part of tne citizens 
of Missoula, the c omit tee lost J875.00 on the Meet. The pre-sale of tickets down 
town, at the high school, at the public schools and at the student store on 
the campus was such less than in former years. The cash receipts for Friday 
amounted to nearly 5300.00 less than in the previous year. The only event 
in which the attendance exceeded that of previous years was the Little 
Theatre.
However, from every viewpoint except the financial the Meet was 
very successful. Another year there will have to be a curtailment 
of expenses and also an extra effort put on the financial drive for the 
pre-sale of tick ts in town. A special committee was appointed to take 
up the advisability of either dropping the Meet entirely or awaking the 
interest in the city.
A very favorable report from many principals as to the benefits 
of the meet were given to members of the committee. The committee feels 
that the Teet is very ben ficial to the high schools of the state but 
unless there is better financial aid it will have to be given up entirely.
LIBRARY COMMITTEE
M. G. Buckhous, Chainnan
Members of the Library Committee have taken considerable interest 
in the affaire of the library'. This is particularly frrue of Mr. Bateman 
and Mr. Line, as they drop in frequently to discuss ratters pertaining to 
the welftare of the library..
At a meeting of the Committee in April, a notion was passed re­
questing the Librarian to take up the matter of a renewal of the Rental 
System with the President. The President did not feel it advisable to 
initiate such an arrangement this coming year. This was reported back to 
the Committee.
Mr. Deiss made some suggestions regarding the stamping of plates 
and illustrations in scientific books, which should result in better care 
of such material. His suggestions were adopted.
Members of the Committee suggested that duplication of reserve 
book material be avoided where possible, in order that a greater portion of 
the library fund may be expended for new material.
PUBLICITY COMMITTEE
Professor A. L. Stone, Chairman
The work of the publicity committee for the year 
has been carried on along lines similar to those which have 
governed the work for several years past, except that it has 
been possible during the year to reach a greater number of 
weekly newspapers of the state.
University activities have been reported regularly 
to all of the daily newspapers of the state and to the larger 
and more influential weeklies. The co-operation of the news­
papers has been good; the university has received a greater 
amount of publicity than in any previous year. Not a few 
of the news stories sent out have elicited editorial comment, 
which has evidenced a friendly conee n on the part of the 
newspapers in the work and progress of the institution.
Until we are able to laintain a definite depart­
ment of publicity I can suggest no better means of placing 
the university before the people of the state than that 
whie is now being used.
RESEARCH CO’.' "ITTBB
Professor N. J. Lennes, Chairman
The following is a report of the Research Committee. I am a 
bit puzzled about what sort of a report to make which shall contain in­
formation that is not already in your hands. However, I have just surmised 
that yoxi may want it for an official report that you are making.
The work which Dr. Shallenberger and Professor Ranvgklll have 
been engaged in lias, I think, taken a somewhat new turn but promises to 
be useful though not exactly in the way that was anticipated. I have- 
not talked with these men this fall but that seemed to be the situation 
last spring.
Professor Phillips’ work on the Pur Trade has languished a bit 
due ±n no small degree, I think, to his undertaking minor pieces of work 
such as Historical Sketches on Early Montana for the press and also due 
to executive work which has been put upon him. I am very anxious that 
this piece of work should be finished up and that he should not fritter 
away his time with these incidental things which could be taken care of 
by others. I am going to see Dr. Phillips informally shortly to learn 
just what the situation is.
Various items of research are being taken as you know in the 
Forestry School though I do not believe anything has been broug t to 
a definite conclusion lately.
The work done by Mr. T.terriam is well known and I regard it as 
research in a high sense and I think this is progressing as well as we 
could possibly expect.
I have had a short talk with Professor Freeman but have not 
learned the real scope of the work on which he was engaged at north­
western though I understand from him that it is well under way.
In my own work I am sort of at a turn in the road. We are just 
finishing putting a text on the Calculus through the press and I have 
already begun work on Real Function Theorty. The immediate project there 
is to rewrite a little book which Professor Ve’olen and I did some twenty- 
five years ago. This book is now out of print and there seems to be a 
demand for it. Bringing that up to date and getting it in good shape will 
take some little time.
Professor Turney-High has in mind a project for an investigation 
somewhere in eastern Montana or western Dakota, I do not know the exact 
location and he does not want to reveal it. This I think he wants to try 
next summer and for that purpose somebody will have to find him some little money 
to cover expenses. I shall try to find that money somewhere for I would like 
very ranch to see him have a chance to find what he thinks is there. In fact, 
he says he knows it is there and knows where it is.
These are scattered items which I have in mind, In the early part 
of November I am expecting to call a meeting of this Committee to make plans 
for a canvas to find just what is under wayl
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This is just about all that I can think of in the way of a 
report and so far as y u are concerned it amounts to little if anything 
and that is the reason that I did not comply with what I regarded as 
a circular request somewhat earlier.
SCHEDULE COL! I ITT EE
Professor A. S. Merrill, Chairman
The work of the schedule co imittee for the year has be n largely 
routine work. This work may be classified in general under throoeh ads.
1. Preparation (during the summer) of time and room schedules 
of classes for the entire year. Before the beginning of each quarter, 
certain minor changes must be made in these, and If changes creep in 
during registration, these must be visaed.
2. General supervision of final examinations 0 making the 
schedule, assigning supervisors, and visaing all departures from 
announced schedule.
3. A general (but less detailed) supervision of sectionizing 
during registration.
The office situation is presenting somewhat of a problem, par­
ticularly in the departments of English and Foreign Language. It is 
not yeat clear how this situation can be met for next year. The 
general classroom situation is not acute although we are using several 
rooms which cannot themselves be considered satisfactory. Any considerable 
expansion, however, is sure to result in serious inconvenience and in a 
short time will aalce more class room space absolutely necessary.
SERVICE CO 'ITTEE
Professor M. J. Elrod, Chairman
The Service Committee was not aalled to meet during 
the entire year, because there was no occasion for a meeting. 
This committee has not had a meeting since Charles H. Clapp be­
came president, in 1921, which speaks very highly for him. 
Neither the president nor any member of the faculty has 
desired to refer a case to the committee, hence it has not 
met for years.
STUDENT LOAN COMMITTEE 
J. B. Speer, Chairman
During the year loans have heen made to 62 students (not 
counting renewals), 16 women and 46 men. Four of these students 
were graduates, 34 seniors, 18 juniors, 4 sophomores, 2 fresh­
men.
Loans were made from the following funds in the amounts 
indicated:
Number of -Amount
Loans Name of Fund {Total)
22 Montana Bankers..................  2,134.28
9 Elliott........................... 875.00
a Class of 1923..............    166.95
2 Anonymous .................   77.65
9 Associated '/omen Students......... 650.00
7 American Association of University
./omen, Missoula Chapter.....  600.00
23 Forestry Club..................... 1,090.11
1 0. E. S., Electa Chapter, Missoula 90.50
2 Scottish Rite Club, Missoula  112.00
78 $ 5,796.49
16 Less duplicates and renewals.
62
A report of the financial transactions of local student loan 
funds is included in the fiscal report.
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REPORT Oil THE MJSEOM
Professor M. J. Elrod, Chairman
As th re is no budget allowance, there has been 
little activity, A few specimens of lower forms of animal 
life have been added. These forms of animal life have bom 
in small part from collections resulting from class work 
and by the instructors.
The botanical collections, while generally included 
in museum material, are nearby in the department of Botany.
It is very desirable that $150.00 be allotted to 
the museum, for the purchase of glass containers and dis­
play boxes for collections as they aecumnaHate. It has not 
been the policy at any time to buy specimens. Some student 
is needed to put the material in order and do some cleaning.
STAgjf STA TISTIC S SHOWING INCREASE AM) D’RnR'EA.q'K!
Professors 
Associate Professors 
Assistant Professors 
Instructors 
Assistants
1928-29 1929-30
41* 45*
14* 15*
24* 17
17 20
!7** 19**
Increase
4
1
“7
3
2
113 H Q
1938-29 * Incudes 2 professors on leave ,1th half pay; 1 aa.oelate professor 
on leave witn half pay, and 1 associate professor on leave without 
pay; 1 assistant professor on leave with half pay and 2 assistant 
professors on leave without pay.
^includes 9 members of library staff.
1929-30—  Includes 2 professors, 1 associate professor, and 2 assistant
professors on leave ,1th half pay; 1 aseoolate profeasor, deceased; 
** instructor on leave without pay.
Includes 8 msabers of the library staff
SOMMER QUARTER 1928-29 1929-30 Increase
Regular 34
Special 11 37 37 -4
45 44 -l
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STAFF CHANGES TAKING EFFECT JOLY 1 ,  1 9 8 9 ,  t o  JULY 1 .  1 9 5 0
Resignations and Terminations of Contracts:
Name Position Date of Effect
Caulkins, Captain Assoc. Prof., Mil. Science September 1, 1929
Groff, Helen Asst. Dir., Res. Halls n
House, E. M. Instructor, Bus. Admin. February 21, 1930
Mat? lock, Margaret Asst. Dir., Res. Halls September 1, 1929
Snavely, Virginia Asst. Catl, Library t
Appointments:
Berg, Irene Grad. Asst., English September 1, 1929
Brown, Lucile Asst. Dir., Res. Halls tt
Crowder, John Assoc. Prof., Music ft
Davis, Captain Tom Assoc. Prof., Mil. Science t
Erkkila, Ernest Instructor, English tf
Freeburg, Roy Asst. Prof., Music ft
Hollingsworth, Myrtle Asst. Cat., Library «
House, E'. H. Instructor, Business Admin. January 14, 1930
Mefiure, Lillian Assistant, Phys. Edue. January 1, 1930
Maclay, Emily Instructor, Business Admin. February 21, 1930
Masselink, George Grad. Asst., Psychology September 1, 1929
O'Keefe, Jessie Instructor, Home Economics tt
Payzant, Marion Grad. Asst., English t
Polk, 0. E. Instructor, Fhysics tt
Sequin, Margaret Asst. Nurse, Health Service »»
Sickels, Eleanor Asst. Prof., English ft
Torgerson, Alda Asst. Director, Res. Halls It
Wahlin, J. G. Asst. Prof., Biology ft
Leaves of Absence: 
Arnoldann, Louise Asst. Prof., Foreign Languages
Calendar Year Ending 
September 1, 1930
Crumbaker, Calvin Asst. Prof., Economics tt
Fitzgerald, Brassil Asst. Prof., English II
Freeman, E. L. Professor, English t»
Platt, Anne Assoc. Prof., Home Econ. ft
Sedman, Mrs. Harriet Dean of Women It
Smith, F. 0. Professor, Psychology ft
P r o m o t i o n s :
Burch, Elmer 
Cook, I. W. 
Housman, Robert 
Laux, Mary 
Mirrielees, Lucia 
Sanford, E. R. 
Ssvery, J. W. 
Swearingen, Monica 
Swearingen, Tom 
Toelle, J. H. 
Waters, Chas.
Graduate Assistant to Instructor 
Assoc. Prof. to Professor 
Assistant Professor to Associate Professor 
Assistant Professor to Associate Professor 
Associate Professor to Professor 
Associate Professor to Professor 
Assistant Professor to Associate Professor 
Assistant Professor to Associate Professor 
Instructor to Assistant Professor 
Associate Professor to Professor 
Assistant Professor to Associate Professor
To: President C. H. Clapp
Dei Statistical Report of Registrar.
1929-1930
The statistical report of the Registrar for the year 1929-30 
is transmitted herewith. The report covers the period beginning with 
the su aner quarter, 1929, and ending with the close of the spring quarter, 
June 13, 1930.
The report transmitted herewith contains the following divisions:
1. Summary of registration 1929-30.
2. Registration of resident students by quarters, 1928-29 and 
1929-30.
3. Summary by counties and states.
4. Sum lary of major subjects (of students by junior, senior
and graduate students in the College of Arts and Sciences 
and all students in the Schools.
5. Summary of registration (including registration in the
College of Arts and Sciences).
6. Degrees granted 1929-30.
7. Preparatory schools and colleges of entering class, 1929-30.
8. Correspondence Study and Board of Recommendations..
9. (a) Grade point summaries (scholarship data) for spring 
quarter 1929 (omitted from report for 1929-29) and for the 
fall and winter quarters 1929-30.
(b) Relative value of departmental grading and distribution 
of grades for each of these three quarters.
(c) Indices for 1928-1929.
10. Probation and suspension report - suKEaary. This report will 
not be available until later.
11. Probation and suspension report for the Spring Quarter 1930- 
defrtil.
12. Statistics of class enrollment.
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GroSS KEG-ISTnAlIOB OF RESIDENT STUDEi.fS BY QUA. Ill .3
1928-29 and 1929-50
192&-29 1929-30
Men women Total Men Women Total
Summer Quarter------- -*
.-utuEin Quarter--------
Winter M.uarter--------
Spring Quarter---- ----
119
806
774
674
279
654
620
614
498
1459
1404
1288
** 121 
779 
739
658
329 450
655 1434 
617 1256 
619 1277
Total registration of 
resident students, 
1928-29 fcisl 1929-30, 
less duplicates---- - 988 102G 2016 962 964 1926
. “"'Summer Quarter 1928 
**3ummer Quarter 1929
STATE UllIVEKSJIY OF MONTABAMissoula
SUMMARY BY COUBTIES AED STATES 
1929-20
Beaverhead  ......... 15
Big Horn  ..... 14
Blaine.........    7
Broadwater,.............. 11
Carbon.............  £7
Carter ..................  5
Cascade. .............  U S
Choteau.......  22
Custer..........     32
Daniels.........    6
Dawson.................. 18
Deer Lodge...............,4.2
Fftllon  ...............  4
Fergus.................. 45
Flathead...........  42
Gallatin.................27
Garfield ................  1
Glacier... .........   4
Golden Valley............  7
Granite. ............. 12
Hill.....................28
Jefferson........    .14
Judith Basin............ 12
Lake.................... 25
Lewis and Clark......... 66
Liberty......    1
Lincoln.................. 14
Madison. ....   16
Meagher  ................  7
Mineral................. 11
Mi s s o u.la............... 561
Musselshell............. 25
Park.............   29
Petroleum.........  4
Phillips. ......  .18
Pondera..............   25
Powder river....,........ 1
Powell..................
Prairie.................  6
Ravalli.........  51
R i c h l a n d . 9
Roosevelt............... 18
iiosebud  .......... 19
Sanders .................
Sheridan................ 20
Silverbow.............. 118
Stillwater...........    .11
Sweetgrass.  ...........  9
Teton...................  8
Toole..............    12
Treasure ..............   6
Valley ........  15
Wheatland ........  12
Wibaux ^ . 4
Yellowstone ............ 54
Other States.......... 195
Other Countries......... 10
Total....... 1926
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1923-30
SBKJKRT OF aSGISTRATION 
Including
Seglatratlon In the College of Arts and Jclences
DBPA&fMSffS j
o a
General 
Biology 
Botany 
Chemistry... 
Soonomies... 
Education....
English......
Fine Arts....
For. Lang....
Geology.....
History....
Howe l!iC ......
Librarykcon.. 
.',;athaniatic8.. 
Physical .̂d. 
Fhyaiea......
Faychology... 
Pre-Bus. ad.. 
Fra-iogal....
Pre-fcedical..
Total, Arts 
& .jcionces...
*3 T; M W T: li W T: » W T: T: 11 « T: U W T:
: « : : : i i
2 2: : : 9 5 14: 33 36 69: 2 1 3: 44 44 88:
2 1 3: 7 F 15: 1 2 5: 5 “5: 2 T T* — “s 14 IF w .I 11 7 T ~T, F “ F. 2 2: "" “ I“ — “6 T 12:""* *** ”:10 - 10:12 I iF: 10 1 11: 6 I 7, : 38 3 FT:
2 w«W 2:11 4 15:15 6 IF: “8 1 IT, 3 3: ~ ”* ~  34 19 FF:
T 2 4:T 6 12: 5 4 “9s I 1: 2 ? 5: “ “ l IF 15 31:m I Ft 2 28 30: 2 14 16: I 31 28: 3 3F 3*. T 1 T: "T 114 123:-m T T: I T T *  I T T "4: T ~ “F: 7 “6 IF: — : 10 ~F3 “S3:m 5 ■5: 3 33 36: 2 23 25: 2 19 21: 3 22 25: m T T: 10 103 113:MW “ : 6 “ ~ 6: 5 ~ T: 4 4: 2 “2: IT U :I 2 3: 2 23 25: T 9 10: I 8 F: 2 I 3: *** “7 "43 50sMW _  _ _ _ *Ti “  io IF, w— iF 16, ““ 12 12: **“ — J 45 45:MW 4 4: ~ 3 3: 5“ T "5: 1 “6 T: MW T “F: ww> l 24 24:
T 1: 8 6 14: 4 2 6: F 2: 5 8 IF: ” — 18 IF 36:
: 8 12 20: 4 5 9s 2 8 10: 5 lT IF: “ 13 36 55:*** : 2 2: 1 1: I LJ*1 T: F “3: — — I* T “T:*“* •MU I I1 I I I1 •w» — 8 "T I: — : “T "7:— MW : : : 6F 10 7F: 79 27 10F: 2 """ F:141 37 178;
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S— 24 32:69 143 212.82 £ 168:156 151 §11ill 175 ill 5 2 7:505 561 1066:
SCHOOLS :
14 14s 33 33: 4
1 £:35 10 45:45 8_ 53:
F  3:21 21:23 SSt 
1 1 2:15 12' 27:24 4 28s 11 14 25 : 22 80 42:
F 1 '6:35 2 37:12 I 13:
 ----fT 5 “JfT 5 "6. '
 ----slF 1 17: 9 I lF: “F
Business Ad.
Forestry....
Journalism..
Law.........
Masic.......
Pharmacy....
Total,
University  16 26 44:192 171. S65&6 106 3d :169 162 321:266 211 477: £ 2 11:850 661 1519:
4 l i ~  To To! 
3 l T:l 1  12,
: 81 18 99:
4: W  W :
“: 73 5T 124:
52 4 "FF;
": 2 24 26;
: 39 11 5$:
STATE UNIV -HSITY OF MONTANA
M is s o u la
CUNAsAHY OF MAJOR SUBJECTS 
1929-30
D s P i E M m s , fri>r ^ * ' ; :-
General  .......
Biology ••••»••..• £
Botany .
Chemistry .......
Economics....... F
Education...  2
English......... “
Fine Arts.......
For. Language••••
Geology.........
History.......... 1_
Home Economics... 
Library Economics 
Mathematics  T
Fhysics* ••*.. 
Psychology... 
Pre-lagal.... ■
Pra-Medical.•■ Total, Arts 
&Sciences•■
2 2 : _1 3 : 7 8 15 s 3 2 5r r : F r  t : F — F—• — : IF II :l<f T IF—• 2 * 11 4 15 !10 6 162 4 5 6 6 12 : 5 4
IF F : F  2F 3F . F  IF
1 1 : 1 6 7 : 1 3 4F F : F  3 3 3F : I 2F 2F
: 6 6 : 5 5
2 3 ! 1 23 25 : 1 9 #•• “7 ~7 • IF
4 4 : 3 3 5 5MB r : nr I IT : 4 2 6
: 8 12 20 : 4 5 9
“ : ~~2 T : T T
: b b : _ 1 1
,i — = 13 13a• I T :Ii 1 15— — : — — — — — —
_  _J _  2 *582
! *12:11-23 
"  “ :T T 5 I“  ” :22 £23 
_=23 1£33 
_  -UJ. 12 2El: 4 48 52
: 2 10 12 : F 61 66I
1  -J-4 # #
3 24 32 69j. 143 112:82 86 168:
~  “ TS 12
:13 ~TT 21 
:12 1Z 23 
“ :~3- 3I* I  I  I
:13 13
J t t  i r e
159 253 412
SCHOOLS:
Business Ad* 
Forestry.... 
Journalism..
La 1$.........
Music .... *
Pharmae, .... 
Total
University...
i  _  ii
— : 
_  :
35 10 45j
11 21
15 12 27! 
35 2 37.“I  I T .
16 1 17'
8 53.
14 _ 14
11 14 254 28
33 3lT
: —
18 £6 44 192 17£ 365:196 105 301:33 21 54: 61 36 97 : 4 _  4.894;361 865
22 20 42
M M .  *
— IF IF
6 £ 12
81 18 99
_ Z E T H* : 73 61 124
' 2 24 26
r 37 11 50
DEGREES C&.iilUD
1929-30 *
Men Women TOtsl
DOCTOR OP LAWS (Honorary);   1 - _  1
MASTER OP ARTS;
Biology.................................  1 - -- 1
BOtany..................................  - 1 1
hnp II sh • *■ 1 1
History and Political Science ......  2 2
Latin  .... ............... . 1 1
Mathematics............................  1 1
Psychology  ....................... 1 1
MAST!® OP SCIENCE:
Forestry............................. — 1
Total master's decrees ____6______ 3_________ *T
Br, CHE LOR 01 ARTS :
B i o l o g y.......... .............. . 3 7
Botany.............................. 1 3
Chemistry.......................... - 4
Economics and Sociology.......... 2 3
Education.......................... 7 16
English............................. 15 15
Fine Arts.......................... 4 4
French.............................. 5 6
Geology............................. - 6
German ............................. - 1
History and Political Science.... 16 21
Home Economics.................... 6 6
Latin .............................. 7 7
Law;;;.............................. — 8
library Economy.... .............. 1 1
Mathematics........................ 3 6
Music............................... 5 6
Physical Education................ 11 20
Physics............................. - 1
Psychology......................... 4 4
Span i sh ............................ 8 9
Total bachelor's degrees
Arts and Sciences....... 98 154
BACHELOR OP ARTS IN BUSINES 1 D 1 4 IN IS T R  
BACHELOR OP ARTS IN JOURNALISM ••
S C O N C E  IN FORESTRY' 
JACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN PH.-RA CY. . .
■TION.
BHARMaC HIT t C Ai» CHEMIST ..........
UNIVERSITY CERTIFICATE OF QUALIFIC. TION
TO TEACH..........
16 7 23
9 7 16
19 1 1411 115 I
11 2 13
26 84 110
* July 1929-30
l o o
PREPARATORY SCHOOLS AMD OOLL1WT5SOP BHT'ERIMG CLASS
1929-30
SUMMARY
Men Woman Total1.Preparatory schools of entering 
olasB (Montana)  .  188 170 358
2.Preparatory schools of entering
class (other states)................. 31 23 54
3. Colleges of entering class   73 66 128
Total.................... gftg. A V r  fpJto
This list does not include:
1. Students enrolled for the summer quarter only.
2. Students registered as "unclassified" (2 men, 6 t o men).
3. Students registered as "Special* (7 men, 3 women).
4. Students registered as "Music Special” (9raen, 12 women).
This list does include;
1. Students who, previous to Aut .ran, Winter, Sprinr,
1929-30, had attended only summer sessions.
Students in attendance at some college for six weeks or less since 
their graduation from high school are oounted as entering from high school.
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1929*20
ed Lodge
Tort Benton
libj.ae
Anaconda
Bainville
Belfry
Belgrade
Belt
Big Gandy
Billings
Bowdoin
Brady
Bridger
Broadview
Broadwater County, Townsend
Brockton
Browning
Butte
Butte Central 
Carbon County,
Carter County 
Cascade 
Charlo
CLoteau county,
Clyde Park 
Columbia Falls 
Columbus 
Conrad 
Culbortaon 
Custer Couiity, Files,
Cut Bank 
Darby
Dawson County, Glendive
Dixon
Snail
•'ergue Com ty, Lewis town 
Flathead County, Kalispell 
Florenee-C arlt on Forsyth 
Francerg
Gallatin County, Bozeraan 
Glasgow
Granite Com ty, PLllipaburg
Graaa Range
Great Falls
Hamilton
Hardin
Karlowton
Eavre
City
Uen St'oaen Total
6 4 10
- 1 1
- 1 1
1 *» 1
2 E 5
mm E 2
5 0 8
1 mm 1
1 1 2
1 a 2
1 • 12 l 2
— l 1
«*» i 1
14 n 25
1 • 1
1 mm 1
1 1 2
2 1 S
1 — 1
1 1 2
mm 1 1
E — 2
E 2
m 2 £
a - 2
4 8 7
•m 1 1
1 1
' 5 5 10
mm 1 1
• 1 1
6 4 > 10
5 2 7
1 — 1
1 1 2
1 1 2
2 1 3
1 2 2
1 2 2- 1 1
11 7 18
2 •* 2
mm 2 21 w» 1
1 2 2
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HIGH SCHOOLS OP MTERIHG CLaSS ( M o n t  a. y\ *. )
1929-20
Name Ken v> omen Total
Helena 
Highwood 
Huntley-Project 
Hysham 
Ingomar 
Inverness 
Judith Gap 
Libby
Lincoln County, Eureka 
Malt**
Medicine Lake 
Missoula 
Moore 
Outlook
Park County, Livingston
Plains
Plentywood
Plevna
Poison
Powell County, heerlodge
-.ODier
Rapelje
Richey
Ronan
Rosebud
Roundup
Rudyard
Ryegate
Saco
Sacred Heart, Missoula
Soobey
Shelby
Sidney
Stanford
Stevensville
Stockett-Sand Coulee
St. Vincent Academy, Helena
Sweet Grass
Terry
Teton County, Choteau
Thompson Falls
Three Forks
Troy
Valier
7 8
1
2
Whitefish
Whitehall
Bhite Sulphur Springs 
Wibaux County, Wibaux 
Winifred 
V/innett
12
2I
27
1
•1
5
1
2
4
1
1
12
1
34
1
1
12
2
1 1
tm 1
- 1
2 2
- 1
1 1
2
S
1
1
2 2
- 1
2 -
1 1
1 1
- 2
4 1
1 2
1 1
2 1
1 —
- 1
1 1
— 1
1 -
2 2
— 1
1 -
1 —
- 2
6
15
1
2
1
1
1
2
2
2
2
171
1
2
5 
2 
1 
1 
4
6 
1 
1 
2 
1 
1 
6 
1 
2 
2 
G 
1
4 
1 
2 
2 
2 
2
5
3 
2
4
2
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HIGH SCHOOLS OP MIERL G CLASS { M  © v\ 1 fc >» «) 
1929-30
Hame Men women Total
Wolf Point 1 1 2
Worden 1 1
188 170 358
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HIGH SCHOOLS OF MTEEIHG CLASS (OTHER STA TES)
1929-SO
Name Men 'Women Total
Calif,— Anaheim Union ' 1
Burbank 1 -
Harvard School of Los Angeles 1
Huntington Pari 2
Los Angeles 1
Los Molinoa 1
Conn.— Dana Hall School, Boston - 1
The Choate School, Wallingford 1
Hotchkiss Scho 1, Lakeville 1
Idaho— 3oise 1
Hamiah - 1
Rathdrum - 1
St# Maries - 1
111.— Jennings seminary, Aurora - 1
Western Military Academy, Alton 1 
Iowa— Hew Hampton 1
Kansas— Ottawa 1
Louisiana— Baton Rouge - 1
Shreveport - 1
Minn.— Ghattuck Military school 1
Stephen 1
St. liar.tv-1 a Hall, Falrbault - 1
West E. s., Minneapolis - 1
Hew Jersey— Linden 1
E, Y,— Packer Collegiate Institute,
Brooklyn - 1
Horth Bakota— Monmouth 1
Sarles 1
Williaton 1
Oregon— Eugene 2
Miss Catlin’s School, Portland - 2
Pennsylvania— Wilkinsburg 1
South Dakota— Gregory - 1
Pierre 1
St. Lawrence - 1
U t ah- - n owl and Hall,' Salt Lake city - 1
Wash.— Broadway H. S., Seattle 1
Killyard H. S., Spokane - 1
Holy Names Academy, Spokane - 1
Lewis & Clark H. S., Spokane - 1
North Central H. S., Spokane - 1
Olympia - 1
Queen Anne H. S,, Seattle 1 1
St. raul's School, Walla Walla - 1
Wisconsin— Bay View 1
La Croase 1
nacine 1
Wyoming--Johnson Co. E. S., Buffalo 2
Midwest 1
Torrington - 1
ToraJs 105  '“ ST" "T2T "  ‘5T“
COLLEGES OF ENTERING CLASS
1929-30
Name %e-n
Agnes Scott College, Atlanta, Georgia 
Augustana College, Hook Island, 111,
Baker University, Kansas 
Betliany College, Lindsborg, Ka.
Billings Polytechnic Inst.
Carleton College, Northfield, Minn.
College of the City of Hew York 
College of Puget Sound, T coma, Wn.
Colorado Agricultural College— Branch 
Colorado Teachers1 College, Greeley 
Compton Junior College, Calif.
Creighton University 
Dominican College, can Rafael, Calif. 
Eastern Montana Normal school, Billings 
Gonzaga University, Spokane, V/n.
Hibbing Junior College, Minn.
Huron College, South Dakota 
Intermountain Union College, Helena 
Iowa State College
Kemper Military Academy, Boonviile, Mo. 
Manch College & Seminary, estVa.
Marquette University, Milwaukee, .is. 
Montana State, College 
Montana State Normal College 
Montana state i-ohool of Mines 
Mount St. Charles College, Helena 
National Park Seminary, Forest Glen, Md,
N. Dak. State College of Mechanical Arts 
N. Dak. State Normal, Dickinson 
Northern Normal Industrial school, Aber­
deen, S. Dak*
Notre Dame University 
Oregon State College 
Ottawa University, Kansas 
Pasadena Junior College, Calif.
Pennsylvania ,tate Forest school 
Reed College, Portland, Oregon 
River Falls otate Teachers’ College, V.is. 
Santa Barbara .>tate College, Calif.
State College of Washington 
St. Mary’s College, Leavensworth, Kan.
St. Olaf College, Northfield, ] inn.
The Prlncipia, St. Louis, Lo.
Trinity College, Washington, D. C. 
University of Alabama 
University of Buffalgt n . Y.
University of California 
University of California at Los iOigeles 
University of Chicago 
University of Georgia
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COLLEGES OF ENTERING CLASS
1929-30
Haines Men Women Total
University of Idaho 2 1 3
University of Idaho, Southern Branch 1 1  2
University of Iowa 1 1
University of Maine 1 1
University of Michigan 2 1 3
University of Minnesota 4 4
University of Nebraska 3 3
University of North Dakata 1 - 1
University of Oregon 1 1
University of Washington 4 2 6
University of Wisconsin 1 1
Valley City State Teachers’ College,
N. Dak. 1 1
Washington State College, lullman 1 1  2
Washington State Normal, Cheney 1 1
Wells College, Aurora, M K  1 1
Williamette University 2 2
Yorkton College, S. Dak. - 1 1
T'tf'fcJs 73 55 128
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STATISTICAL REPORT OF CORRESPONDENCE STUDY
July 1, 1929 - July 1, 1930
Humber of students on roll, July 1, 1929-------------------------   303
Number of enrollments, July 1, 1929-----------------    358
Number of new students registered from July 1, 1929 to
July 1, 1930------------------      471
Number of nev? registrations from July 1, 1929 to July 1, 1930-----  647
Number of expirations , 1929-1930— ---— --------- --- — — — -------- 96
Nunber of refunds— ---       —  69
Number of transfers-   —  16
Number of courses completed— —   — —     —  369
Number of registrations in force during tho year-— — --- — ----- 1005
No. of students registered in 2 courses during year—    129
tt tt h » » 3 st n » _________________ 22
» n m i* « 4  n tt tt T. r , -. . . q
« » h ” " 5 " " »_— _________ _ g
n a n  tt n q  n tt t» .. . . , ^
ft tf m n n y tt tt tt  ,■
Number of registrations in force July 1, 1930--------------------   455
Number of students enrolled July 1, 1930---- — ---- — ----------— - 390
No. of students enrolled in 1 course, July 1, 1930— — -------------—  337» Ft H ft ft 2 tf tf H It T T - „ - n„   - IL 42
" " « » « 3 ” * n n  ________  10
t» » t* tt i» 4 n n n n ^
Respectfully submitted,
W. E. MADD0CK 
Direction, Correspondence Study
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STATISTICAL REPORT OF TRE BOARD OF RECOMMITMTIOHS 
July 1, 1929 - July 1, 1930
Number of teachers in tiie interest of whom service was rendered-—  ---  416
Number of sets of confident!al papers of teachers salt out—   -----1949
Number of calls for teachers received at this officer— — — — — — -- —  298
Subjects for which calls were received:
English 65
Grade positions 38
Commercial 33
Social Science & History 30
Mathematics 27
Science 25
Coaching 22
Principal 18
Music & Drawing 12
Latin 11
Home Economics 11
French 9
Spanish 6
Manual Training 3
Public Speaking 2
Girls’ Physical M u  cation 2
Drama 1
Superintendent 1
Normal Training 1
Journalism 1
Rural 1
Colored Teacher with M«A« 1
Respectfully submitted,
7/* E. HADDOCK 
Chairman, Board of Recommendations
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GRADE POINT STATISTICS 
Spring Quarter 
1929
FRATERNITIES:
Alpha Tau Omega.... 
Delta Sigma Lambda.
Kappa Sigma.......
Phi Delta Theta.... 
Phi Sigma Zappa....
S igma 
Sigma
Chi
Nu.
Sigma Phi Epsilon. 
SORORITIES:
Alpha Chi Omega..
Alpha Phi.......
Alpha Xi Delta... 
Delta Delta Delta 
Delta Gamma......
Kappa Alpha Theta
Kappa Delta.....
Kappa Kappa Gamma
Sigma Zappa.....
Zeta Chi........
« • 
• •
Memo ers Pledges Total
Total Total TotalTo. Gr.Pts . Ave. No. Gr.Pts . Ave. No. Gr.Pts
41 733.5 17.39 4 ' 51.0 12.75 45 784.5
22 433.5 19.70 6 108 ;0 18.00 28 541.5
17 270.0 15.88 10 140*0 14.00 27 410.0
52 933.5 17.95 o 77 ;0 8.56 61 1010.549 797.0 16.27 6 73 10 12.17 55 870.0
30 442.0 14.73 2 45;0 22.50 32 487.0
42 795.0 18*93 12 233 .0 19.42 54 1028.0
29 497.0 17.14 3 48.0 16.00 32 545.0
31 466.5 15.05 8 141.0 17.63 39 607.5
18 334.0 18.56 8 179.5 22.44 26 515.529 724.5 24.98 5 85.0 17.00 34 809.531 664.0 21.42 4 32.0 8.00 35 696.0
27 641.5 23.76 27 641.5
27 438.5 16.24 5 42.0 8.40 32 480.5
33 606.0 18.36 5 82.0 16.40 38 688.0
29 638.5 22.02 4 56.5 14; 13 33 695.0
35 773.0 22.09 5 84*0 16.80 40 85 7.0
28 592.5 21.16 1 8.0 8.00 29 600.5
24 554.5 23.10 2 50.0 25.00 26 604.5
UNIVERSITY:
Total University Men..........................  638
Fraternity Men................................  3 73
Living in Chapter Houses...................  158
Living Elsewhere........................... - 205
Non-Fraternity Men..................... . 265
Total University Women................ . ...... • 547
Sorority Women................................  520
Living in Chapter Houses...........  119
Living Elsewhere  ...................  201
Non-Sorority Women...............   227
Total University Men and Women................. 1185
Total Fraternity Men and Women................  693
Living in Chapter Houses..................  287
Living Elsewhere.................... . .....  406
Total Non-Fraternity Men and Women............  492
Total
No.
University Men.....  638
University Women.... 547 
Total University 
Men and Women.....1185
Average
Hours Hours
9,781.0
’8,434.5
15.33
15.42
11.874.5
6.284.0 
2,529.5'
3.754.5
5.590.5
11.637.5
6.586.0
2.350.5
4.235.5
5.051.5
23.512.0
12.870.0
4.880.0
7.990.0
10.642.0
Average 
Grade Pts. Gr.Pts.
11.874.5
11.637.5
18.61
21.28
18,215.5- 15.37 25,512.0 19.84
.Average
17.43 
19.34 
15.19
16.57 
15.82 
15.22 
19.04 
17.03
15.58
19.75 
23.81 
19.89 
23. 76 
15.02 
18.11 
21.06 
21.43 
20.71 
23.25
18.61
16.85
15.06 
18.31 
21.10
21.28
20.58
19.75
21.07 
22.25
19.84
18.57
17.00
19,19
21.63
Index
1.214
1.380
1.291
1IU
GRADE POINT STATISTIC? 
Autumn Quarter 
1929
Members Pledges Total
PRATERNITIES: Total Total Total
No. Gr.Pts.Ave..No. Gr.Pts. Ave. No. Gr.Pts. Average
Alpha Tau Omega..... 30 562.5 18.75 18 253.0 14.06 48 815.5 16.99Delta Sigma Lambda. 26 471,0 16.04 12 131.5 10.96 38 548.5 14.43
Zappa Sigma..,.... 22 397.0 18,05 17 166.0 9.76 39 563.0 14.44Phi Delta Theta.... 36 565.0 15.69 26 414.0 15.92 62 979.0 15.79
Phi Sigma Kappa.... 40 562.5 14.06 31 276.0 8 ,90 71 838.5 11.81Sigma Alpha Epsilon 21 317.0 15.10 23 450 .0 19.57 44 767.0 17.43Sigma Chi. ........ 31 536.0 17.29 28 237.0 8.46 59 773.0 13.10Sigma Nu........... 20 338.5 16.93 25 297.0 11.88 45 635.5 14.12Sigma Phi Epsilon., 29 426.0 14 . 69 20 230.5 14.03 49 706 .5 14.42
SORORITIES:
Alpha Chi Omega.,.. 17 319.5 18. 79 19 280.5 14.76 36 600.0 16.67A1pha Phi•« 20 349.0 17.45 17 321.0 18.98 37 670.0 18.11Alpha Xi Delta.... 24 540.5 22.52 11 160.0 14.55 35 700.5 20 ..01
Delta Delta Delta.. 21 470.0 22.38 12 203.0 16.92 33 673.0 20 .39Delta Gamma..... 22 401.0 18.23 14 260.5 18.61 36 661.5 18.38Kappa Alpha Theta.. 23 459.0 19.96 17 329.0 19.35 40 788.0 19.70
Kappa Delta....... 20 362.5 18.13 15 255.5 17.03 55 618.0 17.66Kappa Kappa Gamma.. 24 506.0 21.08 20 333.5 16.68 44 939.5 19.08Sigma Kappa. ,. ...,. , 19 327.5 17.24 14 228.0 16.29 33 555.5 16.83Seta Chi .......... 23 424.0 18.43 10 125.0 12.50 33 549.0 16.64
UNIVERSITY:
Total University Men.... 11.183.0 15.17fraternity Lien..... 6,626.5 14.56Living in Chapter Houses... 2,510.0 13.49
Living Elsewhere. 4,116.5 15.30Non-fraternity Men., 4,556.5 16.16
Total University Women.. 11.259,5 18.83Sorority Women..... 6,655.0 18.38Living in Chapter Huuses... 2,276.5 13.51Living Elsewhere. 4,378.5 18.32Non-Sorority Women.. 4,604.5 19.51
Total University Men and Women 22,442.5 16.81Total Err ternity Men and Women 13.281.5 16.26Living in Chapter Houses... 4,786.5 15.49Living Elsewhere. 8,495.0 16.72Total Non-fraternity Men and Women...........
Total Average
9,161,0
Average
17.69
No. Hours Hours Grade pts Gr.Pts. Index
University Men..... 737 11,375.5 15.43 11,183.0 15.17 .983University Women.... 
Total University
598 9,366.0 15.66 11 ,259,5 18,83 1,202
Men and Women..... 1335 20 , 741.5 15.54 22,442,5 16.81 1.082
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GRADE POINT STATISTICS 
Winter Quarter 1930
TEATEENITIES:
Alpha Tau Omega. . . .- 
Delta Sigma Lambda.
Eappa Sigma.......
Phi Delta Theta....
Phi Sigma Eappa....
Sigma Alpha Epsilon 
Sigma Chi..........
S i $ma llu. ..........
Sigma Phi Epsilon..
Members Pledges To tal
Total Total Total
No. Gr.pt. Aver. No. Gr.Pt. Aver. No. Gr.Pt. Aver.
31 630 .0 20.32 18 298.5 16.58 49 928.5 18.95
22 440.5 20.02 16 267.5 16.72 38 708.0 18.63
26 526 <0 20.23 16 104.0 6.50 42 630.0 15.00
40 670.0 16.75 22 409.0 18.59 62 1079.0 17.40
42 641.0 15.26 22 230.5 10.48 64 871.5 13.62
37 659.0 17.81 8 126.0 15.75 45 785.0 17.44
36 633 .5 17.60 17 213.5 12.56 53 847.0 15.98
23 381.0 16.57 19 285.0 15.00 42 666.0 15.86
34 567.0 16.68 14 203.5 14.54 48 770.5 16.05
SORORITIES:
A1 pha
Alpha
Alph;
Delta
Delta
Omega.Chi 
Phi
Xi Delta  19
Delta Delta.
G a mm a.. < . . * »-.
Kappa Alpha Theta. 
ivappn .Aelta. ......
Kappa Kappa Gamma.
Sigma Kappa......
Seta Chi.'........
20 397.5 19.88 11 164.5 14.95 31 562.0 18.13
19 3 76.5 19.82 21 458.5 21.83 40 835 ;0 20.88
479.0 25.21 13 264.0 20.31 32 743.0 23.22
19 459.0 24.16 15 261.0 17.40 34 720.0 21.18
19 412.0 21.68 9 121.5 13.50 28 533.5 19.05
26 584.0 22.46 12 254.0 21.17 38 838.0 22.05
23 53 7. 0 23 .35 13 232.0 17.85 36 769.0 21.36
23 531.5 23.11 17 304 .0 17.88 40 835.5 20.89
23 440.0 19.13 10 153.5 15.35 33 593.5 17.98
21 475.5 22.64 13 208.0 16.00 34 683.5 20.10
UNIVERSITY:
Total University Men     711 12,004.5 16.88
fraternity Men    443 7,285.5 16.45
Living in Chapter Houses    163 2,480.0 15.2'1
Living Elsewhere   280 4,805.5 17.16
Non-fraternity Men......  -. 268 4,719.0 17.61
Total University Women.........................  559 11,558.5 20.68
Sorority Women................................ . 346 7,113.0 20.56
Living in Chapter Houses....................  122 2,632.0 21.57
Living Elsewhere  ..................... 224 4,481.0 20.00
Non-Sorority ’Women     213 4,445.5 20.87
Total University Men and Women................. .1,270 23,563.0 18.55
Total fraternity Men and Women..,   789 14,398.5 18.25
Living in Chapter Houses....................  285 5,112.0 17.94-
Living Elsewhere.........-....'..    504 9,286.5 18.43
Total Non-fraternity Men and Women   481 9,164.5 19.05
Total Average Average
No. Hours Hours  Grade Pts. Gr.Pts. Index
University Men   711 11,083.5 15.59 12,004.5 16.88 1.083
University Women..*.*. 559 8,731.3 15.62 11,508.5 20.68 1.324
Total University Men
and Women ......1,270 19,814.8 15.60 23,563.0 18.55 1.189
1 1 2
grade point summary
1928 - 1929
FRATERNITIES:
Alpha Tau On 
Delta Sigma 
Kappa Sigma 
Phi Delta TI 
Phi Sigma Kc 
AlphaS igma 
Sigma 
Sigma 
S igma
Nu
Phi Epsilon
SORORITIES:
Alpha Chi Omega ..
Alpha Phi .......
Alpha Xi Delta ... 
Delta Delta Delta
Delta Gamma .....
Kappa Alpha Theta 
^appa Delta 
Kappa Kappa Gamma 
Sigma Kappa 
Zeta Chi ...
• € • • *
UNIVERSITY:
Total University Hen 
Fraternity lien .
Living in Chapter House
Living Elsewhere .....
Non-Fraternity I,len
• « « a
Total University Women ...
S o ro r i ty Dome n ..........
Living in Chapter Houses 
Living Elsewhere ..... 
Non-Sorority Women .....
Total University Men & Women 
Total Fraternity Men & Women 
Living in Chapter Houses.
Living Elsewhere .......
Non-Fraternity Men & Women..
Averages by Quarters Averag 
For 
YearAutumn Winter Spring
16.23 22.23 17.43 18.50
17.35 14.89 19.34 16.98
13.03 15.235 15.19 14.40
16.89 18.29 16.57 17.24
15.38 15.88 15.82 15.69
11.14 15.243 15.22 13.68
17.55 18.15 19.04 18.21
12.94 19.3 9 17.03 16.43
10.13 13.13 15.58 12.92
16. 76 19.47 19. 75 18.63
20.41 23.21 23.81 22.50
18.30 18.28 19.89 18. 77
25.20 23.11 23.76 24.02
17.62 18.61 15.02 17.03
18.98 20.22 18.11 19.13
17.23 18.36 21.06 18.80
22.97 22. 74 21.43 22.37
19.00 21.38 20. 71 20.34
17.07 22.21 23.25 21.10
16.57 18.46 18.61 17.83
14.96 17.11 16.85 16.25
14.23 15.60 15.06 14.92
15. 66 18.29 18.31 17.40
18.81 20.23 21.10 19.98
20.06 21. 18 21.28 20.82
19.37 20.66 20.58 20.20
19.15 20.71 19. 75 19.08
19.50 20.63 21.07 20.39
20.93 21.91 22.25 21.66
18.09 19.65 19,84 19.16
16.84 13.68 18.57 18.00
16.03 17.69 17.00 16.88
17.48 19.38 19.19 18.83
19.77 20.95 21.63 20.73
1 1 3
The faculty has adopted, as the guide for the general
distribution of grades the following figures:
/oA P foC foDScH pFreshman classes 4-7 18-22 45-55 18-22 4-7
Sophomore classes 5-9 22-27 45-55 15-20 2-5
Upper classes 6-10 27-32 40-50 12-16 0-4
It has been impossible in these calculations to seg­
regate the grades into freshman, sophomore and upper classes. 
The actual departmental distributions for the Spring quarter, 
1929, based upon the total number of grades given, are as fol­
lows :
p foB p fcD&E P
Biology...................... 13.44 31. 72 40.32 14.52
BO t-:;ii.y 5.04 23.74 60.43 10.07 .72
Business Administration...... 4.88 31.10 57.92 5.49 .61
Chemistry.................... 7.75 16.90 51.41 21.12 2.82
Economics (alone)............ 12.30 35.25 41.80 8.20 2.46
Economics plus P. & E. P ..... 10.38 32.18 46.02 8.65 2.77
Education.................... 5.17 30.26 54.98 8.12 1.48
English..................... . 25.58 54.82 11.46 3.32
Fine Arts................... . 3.88 44.66 50.49 . .97
Modern Langua ge s............. 17.93 30.93 43.41 6.85 .88
Ancient Languages............ 7.14 42.86 44.64 5.36
Forestry..................... 10.11 37. 77 41.49 8.51 2.13
Geology...................... 5.19 25.97 35.06 28.57 5.19
History (alone).............. 5.03 28.49 49.72 12.85 3.91
History plus P. & E. P....... 6.94 29.19 49.42 10.98 3.47
Ho me Economics............... 8.70 27.83 60.00 3.48
Journalism................... 8.56 38. 74 49.55 3.15Law.......................... 7.44 27.91 41.86 22.33 .47
Library Economy.............. 7.14 28.57 57.14 7.14
Mathematics.................. 8.47 25.93 46.56 15.87 3.17
Military Science............. 12.70 27.62 58. 73 .32 .63Music........................ 7.89 29.61 55.26 5.26 1.97
pharmacy..................... 10.00 35.38 49.23 5.38
Physical Education (required). 8.02 26.89 57.23 6.13 1.73Physical Education (Major).... 3.47 37.50 59.03Physics...................... 15.00 32.50 40.00 12.50
Political Sc Economic Progress. 8.98 29.94 49.10 • 8.98 2.99
Psychology................... 12.94 22.35 49.41 14.71 .59Religion..................... 9.38 9 .,38 65.63 12.50 3.13
Total University............. 8.99 29.44 51.04 8.9 7 1.55
1 1 4
Average 
adopted
"by 
the 
faculty............
17.30
Actual 
Average............
20.64
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The faculty has adopted as the guide for the general
distribution of grades the following figures:
U c/oB <?cC f o W % F
4 -  7 1 8 - 2 2 4 5 - 5 5 1 8 - 2 2 4 - 7
5 -  9 2 2 - 2 7 4 5 - 5 5 1 5 - 2 0 2 - 5
6 - 1 0 2 7 - 3 2 4 0 - 5 0 1 2 - 1 6 0 - 4
Freshman Classes 
Sophomore Classes  
Upper Classes
It has been impossible in these calculations to seg­
regate the grades into freshman, sophomore and upper classes„ The 
actual departmental distributions for the Autumn quarter, 1929, 
based upon the total number of grades given, arc as follows.
p- ! $B #C £Z&EBiology.................. 11.34 24.37 42.44 17.23 4.62
jtotany ..... ............ 5066 28.93 43.40 18.24 3.77
Business Administration ......... 2.25 22.07 62.61 11.26 1.80
Chemistry  .............   9.22 17.73 45.39 19.86 7.80
Economics (alone) ............... 7.12 32.34 45.70 13.06 1.78
Economics plus P & E P .......... 6.32 27.20 44.64 17.82 4.02
education...............       4.66 25.64 49.23 19.49 1.03
English .......... . 4.50 23.29 47„05 18.32 6.83
Fine Arts ...............     1.22 41.46 53.66 3.66
Modern Languages  .... 9.54 21.69 51.54 12.77 4.46
Ancient Languages   .12.77 46.81 27.66 10.64 2.13
Forestry  .............     7.28 25.67 47.89 13.41 5.75
Geology     10.69 19.85 40.46 22.14 6.87
History (alone) ....---......... 4.09 28.65 44.44 16.37 6.43
History plus P & E P     4.49 23,03 43.54 21.63 7.30
Home Economics .........  ,13.51 32.43 43.24 10.81
Journalism     10,95 39.80 44.78 4.48
Law (all upperclassmen) ......... 4.72 21.53 46.31 27.14 .29
Library Economy ........,,, i,. „.. c,10.20 18.37 69.39 2.04
Mathematics 9.09 23.64 28.18 20,60 8.48
Military'Science . ;  8i72 31,40 56.10 2.33 1.45
Music ..............  12,78 23,33 60.56 3.33
Pharmacy ...„,0........ 9,32 33.05 52.54 5.08
Physical Education (required) ... 8.80 23.93 55.71 10.87 .69
Physical Education (major) ...... 6.35 23,02 59.52 11.11
Physics ..or...,.•.,«,..........,10.00 28.33 26,67 28.33 6.67
Political & Economic Progress.... 4.86 17.84 42.70 26.49 8.11
Psychology      5.41 22.01 50.58 20.08 1.93
Religion ........................... 33.33 66.67
Total University   7.50 25.39 49.44 14.42 3.24
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Average 
adopted
by 
the 
faculty 
 
17.30
Actual 
average 
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The faculty has adopted as the guide for the general distribution of
grades the following figures:
$ k fob foC #2&E P
4- 7 18-22 45-55 18-22 4-7
5- 9 22-27 45-55 15-20 2-5
6-10 27-32 40-50 12-16 0-4
Freshman Classes 
Sophomore Classes 
Upper Classes
It has been impossible in these calculations to segregate the grades 
into freshman, sophomore and upper classes. The actual departmental 
distributions for the winter quarter, 1930, based upon the total num­
ber of grades given, are as follows:
Business Afcinistration.
Chemistry.............
Economics (alone).....
Economics plus P. & E. .
Fine Arts..........
Modern Languages.... 
Ancient Languages...
Forestry...........
Geology............
History (alone)....
History plus P. & E.
Home Economics.....
Journal ism.........
Law (all upperclassm
Library Economy....
Mathematics........
Military Science....
Physical Education (required)..
Physical Education (major)....
Physics.......................
Political & economic Progress..
Religion.
Total
:/ok P P &D&E P
10.81 26.49 42.16 15.68 4.86
6.21 29.66 38.62 20.69 4.83
4.63 24.07 59.26 11.11 .93
10.91 24.85 44.85 18.18 1.21
7.07 30.71 50.27 8.15 3.80
6.56 30.05 47.36 11.48 4.55
6.36 31.78 45.76 15.68 .42
3.80 27.40 52.40 11.40 5.00
1.80 41.44 54.95 1.80
12.35 28.34 45.20 11.48 2.62
15.63 37.50 40.63 3.13 3.13
8.52 29.26 46.67 12.22 3 .33
10.58 25.47 34.91 23.58 5.66
2.69 33.33 51.61 11.29 1.08
4.09 31.06 46.59 14.71 3.54
12.00 25.33 56.00 6.67
14.53 35.20 41.90 7.26 1.12
4.92 24.86 45. 63 24.04 .55
14.29 41.07 44.64
8.09 16.76 50.29 20.23 4.62
10.62 30.97 46.02 12.39
11.54 23.72 63.46 1.28
4.27 29.91 59.83 5.98
6.86 22.87 61.28 8.08 .91
10.53 21.05 54.74 13.68
9.86 19.72 46.48 23.94
5.52 28.73 41.44 18.23 6.08
5.80 20.09 54.46 18.75 .89
38.46 53.85 7.69
7.90 27.40 49.87 12.66 2. 17
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The indices (grade points per credit) are given below by quarters 
and for the year 1928-29. These are based on the grade curve and 
it was assumed that the average student carried 15.5 credit hours.
Autumn •Vinter Soring Year 1928
Biology................. .975 1.098 1.414 1.162
Botany.......... ......... 1.056 1.152 1.216 1.141
Business Administration.. 1.083 1.248 1.335 1.222
Chemistry............... 1.107 1.066 1.028 1.067
Economics (alone)..,.... 1.339 1.459 1.443 1.414
Economics plus B.&E.J?.... 1.174 1.363 1.360 1.299
education............... 1.278 1.332 1.273 1.294
English................. 1.118 1.143 1.136 1.132
Fi ne Ar ts................ 1.417 1.447 1.515 1.460
Modern Languages........ 1.342 1.441 1.573 1.452
Ancient Languages....... 1.403 1.490 1.518 1.470
Forestry. 1.047 1.281 1.420 1.249
Geology................. .734 .883 .896 .838
History (alone)......... 1.077 1.163 1.139 1.126
History plus P.&L.P..... 1.022 1.208 1.217 1.149
Home Economics.......... 1.220 1.299 1.417 1.312
Journal ism.............. 1.541 1.428 1.527 1.499
Law (all upoerclassmen).. 1.245 r.320 1.135 1.233
Library Economy......... 1.500 .857 1.357 1.238
Mathematics.............. .873 1.150 1.13 7 1.053
Military Science........ 1.409 1.546 1.508 1.488
Music................... 1.406 1.372 1.342 1.3 73
X' harmacy................. 1.200 1.201 1.500 1.300
Physical Ed. (required).. 1.381 1.203 1.314 1.299
Physical Ed. (major).... 1.389 1.325 1.445 1.386
Physics................. .895 .966 1.50C 1.120
P. & E. 2 ............... .978 1.249 1.299 1.175
Psychology.............. 1,143 1.106 1.312 1.187
Religion................ 1.353 1.139 1.063 1.185
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July 10, 1930
Students Who iVere Dropped, Placed on Probation 
or Removed from Probation at the End of the
Spring Quarter 1930.
The following were dropped because of unsatisfactory 3chol- 
arshlp:
Ager, Howard C.
Armour, Gertrude 
Bartron, Esther A.
Beckett, Crawford 
Brown, Irene Jolly 
Bruckman, Joseph 
Burbank, Donald L.
Campbell, William 
Cardwell, Edward 
Cottles, Hazel 
Cozad, Viola L.
Curtiss, Frank 
Evans, Harry R.
Farnham, Harriett 
Fisher, Lorene 
Forgy, Frances 
Fry, Clyde 
Gannon, Erma 
Goggins, Jerry 
Horan, Lynott F.
Huston, Helen E.
Kerin, Kathryn 
LaCasse, Alphonse J.
Lantis, Lee 
McCarthy, Daniel E.
McGee, Clarence 
Marlow, Kenneth C.
Martin, James .
Martin, Teddie 
Mazey, Curtis K.
Mayo, Joe E,
Metcalf, George W.
Moravetz, Beatrice 
Morehouse, Robert 
Morris, Catherine 
Murchie, John J,
Murphy, Jessie 
Price, Helen E.
Priest, Foy F.
Robbie, Carl H.
Sanders, Wilbur 
Schell, Robert C.
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Sherick, -Joseph V.
Skahan, Mario B.
Soulsby, Arthur E.
Steele, Ralph 
Steinman, Caroline 
Struckman, Robert 
Vlasoff, William A.
Wallinder, William 0.
Winter, Frank L.
II. The following were placed on probation on account of 
unsatisfactory scholarship':
Anderson, Mary 
Barney, Catherine 
Bartlett, Lucile E.
Bergstrom, Esther L.
Birck, Ray 
Borgen, Thelma 
Breshears, Clem 0.
Bullard, John F.
Clack, Cornelia 
Cornell, Roscoe 
Coughlin, Catherine 
Crosby, Helen D.
Cyr, Lucile F.
Deschanxps, Rozetta 
Dunlap, Lola M.
Foster, Lillian 
Gunteman, William F.
Holmb e rg, Frank 
Howard, Lowell S.
Hoye, Oliver 
Johnson, Elsa 
Keith, Lowell M.
Kilroy, Horatio H.
Lamb, Franklin 
Lennes, Eleanor 
McCarty, Marion C.
Marrs, Don 
Mellen, Jeannette 
Mitchell, /innifred M,
Monaghan, Joseph 
Opie, Robert S.
Pepper, Gladys A.
Remington, Sumner A.
Simons, G. Calvert 
Sterling, George 
Thompson, Harold 
Vincent, Annie Jean 
Wilcox, George 
Wilkinson, William Ross
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II1. The following were removed from probation:
Allen, Robert H.
Archibald, Lucretia M. 
Armstrong, Ethel 
Breen, Robert W.
Brissenden. . Frederick 
Carroll, Fermit A.
Cole, Burnett 
DeBord, Theodore L.
Dyer, Eleanor 
Early, Eelen 
Fettcriv, Lewis 
Finley, John 
Fitz-8tephens, Joe 
Foster, arion 
LeRoux, Leonard 
McKay, John C.
Mellinger, Thaddeus 
Peterson, Russell H.
Powell, Clarence 
Rhude, FaroId 
Ryan, Jerry P.
Sanders, Donald 
Schwartz, Pauline 
Short, Gregory 
Simmons,- Dalton 
Stewart, Sidney 
Stillings, F. Irvine 
Talley, David B.
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SUM: ,RY OP STATISTICS OP CLASS ENROLLMENT. 1929-50 
INCLUDING SU L.KH SESSION 19 29'
*No. of No. of Student Percentage
Department Courses Reg] strati one Hours of Total
Student Hours
Biology 31 655 2909 4.41
Botany 23 506 24 36 3.70Chemistry 21 471 2189 t 3.32
Economics & Sociology 27 1109 4331* 6.57Education 31 1057 3828 5.81English 56 2083 7662 11.62Pine Arts 23 344 835* 1.27Foreign Language 67 2248 1102(>! 16.72Geology 20 346 14 79 2.24Histoxy He Pol. Science 34 1117 4460* 6. 77Horae Economics 21 243 926* 1.41
Library .Economy 19 178 403 ..61Mathematics 20 586 2910* 4.41Military Science 12 1025 1113* 1.69Physioal Education 44 2683 3282* 4.98Physi cs 17 199 959% 1.46Psychology 17 740 3005 4.56
Sohools
Business Administration 27 758 2785* 4.23Forestry 54 741 2251 3.41Journalism 36 618 2280* 3.46Law 50 1018 2686 4.07Musi c 40 721 980* 1.49
1.6UPharmacy 28 347 1063Religi on 4 39 117 .18
Totals... ... 722 19832 65916* lutr.TO
*1. Continuation of the same subject for more than one quarter
counted as a separate course (except applied rausio).
2. All research during each quarter counted as one course.
3. All Independent V,'of.k~ during oacF quarter counted as one course.
4. Courses repeated in other quarters counted only once.
5. "S" Summer Session oourses also given during regular session 
not counted twice.
6. Different sections of the same course during one quarter not counted.
7. Seminar and Departmental Club courses counted as one course each quarter.
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STATISTICS OF Cl^SS KVnOlIMEKT
1939-30
DEPARTMENT
OR
4 SCHOOL
DEPARTMENT OF ZOOLOGY:
BIOLO#: (Credits)
Autumn Winter Spring Summer 19S9
St
ud
en
ts
En
ro
ll
ed
St
ud
en
t
Ho
ur
s
St
ud
en
ts
En
ro
ll
ed
St
ud
en
t
Ho
ur
s
St
ud
en
ts
 
En
ro
11
ed
St
ud
en
t
Ho
ur
s
St
ud
en
ts
En
ro
ll
ed
St
ud
en
t
Ho
ur
s
llabc Mem. Zoology (5) 146 730 1E5 6E5 99 495
16 Protozoology (5) 3 15
17 Entomology (5) 6 30
19a Gen.iBacteriology (5) E6 130 E 10
19b PathA Bacteriology(5) 16 80
Elab Histology (4) 6 E4 8 3E
EBab Embryology (5) 9 45 7 35
33'Comp. Anatomy (5) 5 E5
34ab Physiology (4) E9 116 17 68
E5 Evolution & Heredity(5) E 10
S6 Gen. Hygiene 1-3) 63 189 6 17
114 Eugenics 3) 16 48
115 Evolution 3) 6 18
1E0 Immunology 5) 11 55
1EE Adv. Histology 2 ) 1 E
1E9 Biological Club 1 ) 7 7 10 10 7 7131 Biolo.ical Prob. 1-8 ) 3 IE 5 17 5 16 1 8
EOl Research 3-6) E 11 S 9 E 8 E 5
Totals.. Bier n  o 3 I9E 866 E06 T7 5§“
DEPARTMENT OF BOTANY:
BOTANY:
s61 Intro.to Systematic
Botany 2f—4) 13 46
ila Gen- Botany (2-§-5) 109 545 30 150 El 69
llbc Gen. Botany (5) 107 535 9S 460
14 Economic Botany (5) E5 1E5
Elb Plant Histology (5) 8 40
EE Plant Physiology (5) E7 135
31 Forest Pathology (5) 6 30
51 Plant Ecology 5) EE 11075 Botanical Prob. (2-5) 3 IE 1 E 5 15141 ab Comp.
Morphology (5) 4 EO 4 EO161 abc Systematic
Botany 3-5) 6 30 6 38 8 38168 Microtechnique 3-3) 1 3 1 E175 Botanical Theses E-3) E 5 1 E
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STATISTICS OF CLASS EKtOmiEM
1929-20
DEPARTMENT
OK
SCHOOL
(credits)
Botany; (contld)
SOI research (2-6)
lw Independent Work (2)
Totals,
DEPARTMENT OF CHEMISTRY; 
CHEMISTRY;
llabc Gen. Chemistry (5n) 
12abc Inorganic Chera.
& Qual. Anal.(bn)
Autumn i r n s a
■a 3 £
Ji ssa
151 747
5)
5)
5)
5n)
2)
15ab Qualitative Anal.
17 Quantitative iinal.
19 Crganio Chemistry
101 Carbon Compounds
102 Organic Qual. Anal.. 
102 Physiological Chem.(5 
106 Physical Chem.
110 Organic Indust.
Chem.
111 Technical Anal.
112abo Journal Club
(5 n
(5)
(1-4)
(1)
Totals,
DEPARTMENT OF ECONOMICS: 
ECONOMICS;
11 .be Political & Eoon.
Progress (5)
40 200
54 270 
9 45
22 160
7 25
6 17
6 6
2
155 762
27 185
29 195
12 60
29 145
29 145
6 20
8 18 
7 7
154 7<53 lVT~ 785''
spring | Summer 1929
2
164 802
26 180 
29 195 
15 75
10 20 
27 1222/2
10 50
5 10
8 8
T X T  V T T Z / Z
CO 'tJ -P o 
C H  
O HI S
+= a
CO pfl
+3
§  CO 
XJ f-<
-POCOM
1
1
6
2
26 124
12 Survey of Econ. (&&-S) 
14a Principles of Econ.(4n) 
14b Principles of Econ.(4)
61 Social Problems (4)
62 Social Origins (2-g—  4)
75 Economic Problems (£&-4)lOlab Money & Banking 12)
40 200) 28 190 26 120
(200 lOOOl) (188 940 (121 655) ^
(Load attributable to Economics computed according
t<? student hours given by instrut
12
122
60
522
82 222
58 174
h lectures an in Department
22
58 222
114 456 62
110 440
15
48 144
127
160
248
60
20
12
26
6
72A
48
21
STATISTICS OF CLA^S ESRQLIMEBT
1929-20
DEPARTMENT
OR
SCHOOL
(Credits);
Economics; (eont’d)
107 Modern Trust Movement 
127 Railway Transportation 
129 Public Utilities 
130ab Gen. Sociology 
131 Labor Problems 
151 Adv. Economic Theory- 
160 Family Case Work
165 Poverty and Relief
166 Criminology
167 Prob. of Population
173 Cooperative Movements
174 Ethnology of Am 
lw Individual Work
)
2)
4) 
2-2) 
3)
2)
3)
  2)
Indian(4)
(1-2)
4
4
3)
"Autumxf
CQ «d-P <DR r-><0 rH
•p R 
73 W
*■P73
Totals
DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION: 
EDUCATION:
sl2 School Law (IT)
s42 Schools for Individuals(1-4) 
sl40 Educational Guidance (1-4) 
sl45 Educ, statistical 
Methods 
14 History of Education
18 Principles of Educ.
19 Educational Psychology 
22 The High Sohool (&J
26 Observation <1 Teaching (2-g— 5 
30 School Hygiene (2-2)
66 Hist, of Am. Educ. (4)
105 Teaching of Composition(3)
16 64
7 28
14 42
7 21
14 42
"35? T?SB
Winter'
CO >© 
© 
a r*
© r-t
3 8c
03 K
■P
§
Xi
$
73
23 69
6 22
10 40
14 42
03 03 +3 ©
■§§
oo m
+3c©TJ
03
19 76
17 51
19 57
42 168 
1 2
3 22
59
65
28
106 Teaching of Literature 
124 School Supervision 
150a Educational Admin. 
150b Educational .-.drain*
152 Educational
Measurements 
154 Education, Seminar
3) 
1-4 
1-2
2)
( 8J - 4 )
(1-5)
99
226
260
127&
26
2 11
128
31
92
56
22
147£
279
224
66
12 26
17 68
45 125 
53 212 
42 168 
47 219
22 66
12 39
14 45
Summer T O W
to 'O
•p ©
R1-1
© r-t 
X) QR k+3 a
m r~'
+>
a
© to cti u
a a
•P o  
73 W
13
1
7 10i
38 101
26 78i
4 
26
27
19
20 106i 
20 55
22
13
25
11
71
4
89£
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STATISTICS OF CLASS MRQXIMENT
1929-30
DEPARTMENT
OR
SCHOOL
(Credits)
Education; (cont1d):
156 School Finances 
158 Educ. Sociology 
162 Prob. in El era. Educ. 
166 Hist. Am. Education 
275abc History of Educ. 
280 Seminar 
lw Individual Work
Totals,
DEPA .TMENS OF ENGLISH: 
ENGLISH:
s29 Lectures
s82 Tennyson & Browning 
8157 Adv. Shakespeare 
sl60 Adv. Stage Craft 
sl69 Literary Criticism 
s'177 Contemporary Theater 
sl90 Teaching of English 
11a Freshmen Composition 
lib Sophomore Co; position 
20a Principles of Speech 
21 Argumentation 
23a Oral Reading 
20b Extemporaneous
Speaking
23c Acting
25a World Literature
25b Greek Lit. In English
30 Composition
32 Story Writing
52 Periods of World Drama
56 Social Thoughts of Lit.
Ken
’Autumn-
CO X5 
• p  © 
a r-i
© r-<
■SB-p c
CO B£J
-P 
o ©
3 a
w n
6 24
1 4
1 3
205 810£
1)
1-3*)
i - 4  >1-4)
H )  x
i-ajr)
1-2J-)
1-4)
4-5) 177 885
1-4) 105 315
5) 32 160
3)
(6) 13 65
3)
1-3)
5) 21 105
(5)
(4) 19 76
(4)
(4) 12 48
(1-2)
1 2 9
Winter Spring Summer T9IST
CD XS■H CJ
x} o d A
+3
s©T3a+3
CO ti
10 40
1 4
1 4
243 868^258 972
CD X)+3 ® +»§r-> Cr-C CO CD 
13 O t )  L,
» K  raw
21 84
4
92 460 
58 174 
25 125 
8 24
7 21
16 80 
22 88
127 635
H12 347
35 175
5 15
24 72
78 390
26 104
rat*■p © £j<—1 Or-JfCJ Oa
-P S3CO«5
4J 
S3 © » 13 Ua a
CO
23
20
20
11
7
2
351 1177
22
11
1
11
4
6
29
8
16
11
31 65i
9 15
STATIC ICS OF CLfeiS
1929-30
DEPARTHKH?
OH
SCHOOL
(Credits)
Englishj (cont’d)}
67 a Shakespeare 
67b Shakespeare 
08a General Literature 
68b General Literature 
59ab .jaeriean Literature 
62 Dramatic Presentation 
69abc Oral Interpretation 
78*1)0 Literary C0&positiojt(l-2) 
78a Contemporary Lit*
79 English -.ending
80 Literary Thought of
the 18th Cent. 
l'iOabc Creative Writing 
160b Creative Writing 
164 Chaucer
178 Tragedy
179 Comedy 
184 Influence of the
Classics 
189abc Currents in 19th 
Cent* Lit.1 92 S t u d ie s  1- |or
liter?
198 Studies in English
199 Oeraiaar 
Iw Individual ork
ii
1-4)
4)
1-4)
l|-8n)
4)
1-3)
1)
ii4)
(4)
Totals*.
DEPAHflOSnT OF FIKE ARTS 
FXHE ART8i
12a .Hemontarj Drawing 
12b Elementary Drawing 
12c Elementary Drawing 
ISabo Elementary Design
i-3)
(3)
(3)
(1-2)
38 152
30 120
44 176 44 176
20 120
02 252 53 212
14 28 16 32
38 76 28 56
8 11 9 19
Eutui/m  V/inter '~;/prii.g ~ u  ,merl92$'
ffl ra 
+> «
!Sh 
+> a
CO !»
S  CG 'O U
$ OM  M
-003 ffl -pH  R3
ct r-t Qj m
■3S
3-5 ♦*-«
» <o■p ffl +3 flr-* d fl i-l fl
43 s  ♦»COM COM M
64
9 9 12
15 60
68
18 72
(1-2) 23 69 21 63
2&-3) 5 15 6 18
2-3) 2 5
1-3) 12 30 13 25
2) 1 2
666 2609
20 60 
2 6
22 44
520 1959
12
21
39
63
17 34
48 192
35 140
14 28 
23 46
15 20 
39 156
1 2
4
16 64
28 84
8 24
4 10 
6 14
648 2323
6 18 
6 18 
16 48
12 26
4 *  ffl
n a
29 99£
10 22& 
17 23
7 7 
2 2
11 27
10 21 
1 2& 
3 5
249 571
16 15|
18 24
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1929-30
DEPARTMENT
OR
SCHOOL
(Credits):
Fine Arts: (oont1d):
17ab Advertising 
23a Advanced Drawing 
23b Advanced Drawing 
23c Advanced Drawing 
28 Advanced Design 
31a Hist. & Appreciati 
Slabc Hist, of Art 
41 Teachers' Art 
123a -advanced Painting 
123b Advanced Painting 
128o advanced Painting 
Iw Individual Work
on
Autumn V.'iht er Summer
raw
19 38
9 27
8 24
11 33
6 12
22 60 
4 12
13 37 10 29
3 9
Totals........  ~ M ~ 2s£"“lTE~'2W W~24lT T S ”
DEPARTMENT OF FOREIGN 
FRENCHI
11a Elementary French 4-5n)
lib Elementary French 5)
13a Intermediate French 4-5) 
13b Intermediate French 4-5) 
14 scientific French 3-5) 
15a Adv need French 4-5)
15b Advanced French 5)
117 French Grammar 5)
119 General Survey of
Fr. Lit. (5)
121 Fr. Lit. of 17th
Cent. (5)
123 Fr. Lit in 18th Cent.(5) 
lw Individual Work (3-5)
Spanish:
11a Elementary Spanish (4-5)
lib Elementary Spanish (3jg~5)
13a Intermediate Spanish(S)
110 550
50 250 
80 400 
5 21
37 185
31 155
19 95
5 23
103 515
46 230
1
45 225 
95 475
49 245
87 435 
35 175
30 150 
4 18
57 285 
76 380
45 225 
75 375
14 61
50 250 
34 170
30 150
28 140 
5 20
5 17
8 32
8 32
33 165 
64 320
n
15 63£
12 48
12 47&
STATISTICS OF GLASS EBTHOLLJISST
DEPA RTM EN T
OR
SCHOOL
.,929-30
" AutunoT
(Credits): co K  ro
SPAK.U1: (cont1 d):
13b Intermediate Spanish 
15a dv need Spanish 
15b ..dvanced Spanish 
Ilf Applied Phonetics 
117 Spanish Grammar 
119 General Survey of Sp.
Lit.
121 Spanish Drama
123 Sp. Lit. of 18th Cent.
Iw Individual .ork
GERMAN:
11a Elementary German 
lib Elementary ^rman 
1 St. Intermediate ernan 
13b Intermediate German 
14 Scientific German 
15a Advanced German 
15b Advanoed ermin 
117 German Grammar 
119 Gen.Survey Gen. Lit.
Iw Individual Work
LATIB & G ;EEK
llabc Elementary Latin 
ISabc Intermediate Latin 
15i~b College Fresimian Latin 
17b Second. Year College
Latin 
115 Advanced I*.tin 
159 Luoretiua & the Poetry
of science 
141 Annals of Tacitus 
lw Latin
11a Elementary Greek 
lib Elementary Greek 
ISab Intermediate Greek
( W
2^-5) 
5 
1 
5
6)
St2-5)
2|-5n)
4-5)
5)
3-5)
5 
5 
5
5
2—5)
ISi
(6)
(3-5)
(1-4)
(5)
(5)
(3)
49 245 
17 85
13 65
17 85
2 12
68 340
16 80 
13 66
7 23
2 15
8 40
17 85
6 30
10 60
6 28
3 9
inter ' opring ’ 'Jammer T92T
CQ rO CO X ) 03 ■tJ
© 43 © •p *» © +S
a  i—• a  h 3  I a r-l 1©  r - l oa> ©  r-l ©  CG © r-l ©  CO
i s•U c co f Otrm
Xi O
I S
"CS u.
3
CO tstf
•p
, CO
2
1
2 s
50 250
48 240
16 80
18 90
2 7
26 130
57 285
19 95
11 55
2 10
9 39
6 30
8 40
5 25
9 45
10 50
2 6
50 250 
14 70
4 4
16 80
27 125
2 4
18 90
35 176
6
14
1
1
29
70
6
5
8 30
6 30
9 45
15 75
1 1 
5 25
3 10£
13 50&
11 41$
4 16
22
16 57
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i.utumii ..inter I Spring Summer 1929
DEPARTMENT
OR
SCHOOL
(Credits): St
ud
en
t 
s 
En
ro
ll
ed
St
ud
en
t 
Ho
ur
 
s
St
ud
en
ts
En
ro
ll
ed
St
ud
en
t
Ho
ur
s
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
St
ud
en
ts
En
ro
ll
ed
St
ud
en
t
tf r
tM 
vi n
CQ*J+j© +i
c m  a0 Or-) fl i»-l -do fn
3 +>3 -P O d co&i cq tel
LATIN & GREEK: (cont’d);
15a Intermediate Greek 
lw Individual Work (3)(2-5) 1 2 1 2
2 6 ' 
1 2 1 5
Totals. 745 2702
• • - ■ " 
777 2868 612 2008 112 442i
DEPARTMENT OF GEOLOGY
GEOLOGY:
1!?!) General Geology 
14 Forest Geology 
16 Geog. So Nat. Resources
of Mont. 
22ab Historical Geology 
22 Stratigraphy’ of N. Am. 
24ab (a) Mineralogy 
26 Petrology 
25 Field Geology
101 Economic Geology
102 Petroleum Geology 
102ab Mineral Deposits 
105 Geological Law
lllab Invertebrate Paleon­
tology 
lw Individual Work
(5)
(5)
(3) 
(3n) 
3)(4n)
(4) 
(1-2)
(5) 
(3)
ii!
SI)’
94 470
22 69 
8 24
5 20
4 4
5 25
2 15
65 225
22 69 
7 21
5 20
1 2
5 25
2 15
2 10
25 125
26 108
4 12
10 50 
4 16 
2 6
4 20 
4 12
2 15
Totals.. 142 627
132
111 488 92 264
STATISTICS CF CLASS 3NR01LM.GHT
1929-30
DEPARTMENT
OR
SCHOOL
DEPARTMENT OF HISTORY 
HISTORY AND POLITICAL
AHD POLITIC
301 EHC ":
( Credi ts) ̂   *.
Autuanrotr---- <¥>— ----P~gra n  a c
•V r - l  C  a O  r - l ©
ra O  '© f- rd O  xJ3 u a M 3-p c ! -p c  p  a p
CO Bo CO EE 03 S3 CO
nl SCIENCE:
Sum mold. 9 29
® r-l O  ®*2 p TJ3 U -J 3
P C  P  OCO m  CO W
llabc Political & Econ­
omic Progress (2^-6)
(Load attributnb] 
student hours; I
160 800 
j v ? y j a &
oth lectures 
tors in tho
13abc English History (2)
15 Greek HiBtoiy (4)
16 Roman History (4)
17 Am. Gov't. & Pol­ (22 -4)
itics / /. \
18 State ftloonl Gov't. (4)
20 Comparative Gov'ts. (4)
21a U.S. History (4) \
21bc U.S. History (4) /
23 Latin American Hist. (Sn)
29 French Revolution & (4)
Napoleonic ira (
30 a Europe in 19th cent. (3)
30b Europe in 19th cent. (3)
33 Medieval Europe (3)
34 Renaissance & Refor­ •
mation (3)
35 The Old Regime (3)
101 Teaching of History (2)
102ab HiBtcry of the North 
west
-(2-3)i
103 Contemporary U.S.
History (2--4)
104nbc3eminar (2'-6)
107 International rela­ f
tions (3n)
113 Representative Amer­ (4)ican History
IW Individual Work (1-4)
49
11
25
37
147
44
100
148
150 750
188) , 940computed acoo
and quizz sec
Department of
52 156
105 525
131 655)rcunfr to
tl one, 
History.) 
24 72
Totals.
25
14
15
75
42
45
25
343 1426
11
28
38
11
13
10
13
10
10
44 . 
112
152
33
39
30
38
29
30
346 1413
17
Oi
68
45 180
12 36
33 132
25 75
21 42
14 42
10 30
_ J  _!f
316 1242
35 122
20 71
21 78
23 77
23
10
77
26£
112 379"
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STATISTICS OF CLASS BNROLLMBNT
1929-30
SIPABTMBNT 
OR 
SCHOOL
DSPART1LBNT OF HOMB HOOHOMIOS: 
HOMS BC0R-,1ICS:_______ CHiiMlMl
Autumn '»v Inter
to Td p © fl <~i
ffl r-lXS O
* bP a
m  r2
p
fl.
© in
cn §
Spri ng "SuriTer ly^y
m rri 
p  ©
* 8 -p acn cn
pafl CQ
flSP Ocn W
co -a
p  ip
s:
I s
fl CO TJ J*fl fl P ocn a
to -ap © C r-* 
ffl r-l
I Icn iw
pfl® m tj 
fl 
p
&
cn §
13 Food in Relation
to Health
14 Clothinp 
15ab Foods
16 Clothing Design 
18 Clothing 
21 Foods 
32 Millinery 
117 Textiles
119 House Planning &
Furnishing
120 Clothing
122 Nutrition
123 Nutrition in Disease
124 Horae Adrainistration( 2-§--5) 
133 Institutional Cook- -
sry (6)
135 Institutional Manage-
Ment (6)
138 Foods (4)
139 Readings in Ntttrition(3-4) 
141 Adv. Clothing Design (4) 
191 Problems in Nutrition(2-3) 
IW Individual Work (1-4)
(
(3)
Ui-3)(Bn)
(4) 
(3) 
(3) 
(3)
(4-5)
(5)
(4)
(5) 
(4)
9 27
12 36
26 130
12 48
24 120
17 51
9 27
10 50
10 40
34 102
10 30
9 42
7
4
5
II
2
1
35
20
26
7
2
24
Totals, 78 330
3 16
4 9
77 312
3 12
6 24
1*
5 IB}
68 234
10 30|
20 50}
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STATISTICS OF GLASS ENROLLMENT
1929-30
LuTuirm vHfri t  o r
DEPARTMENT
OR
SCHOOL
DEPARTMENT OF LIBRARY ECONOMY; 
LIBRARY ECONOMY: 
_____________________(Credit,3.1-
03 'C* 
-P ©
CO 53
fl
©  03 >d Ufl fl
-P oco W
CO -d
- p  ©
I B
- p  f l
CO sq
'd
■8CO
S p r i n ?
CO n3
■ P  ©
f l  r-i© H<d O fl h •P flco ta
- p(3© cc
%  H-P oco w
Summer 1929
CB a 
- p  ©  C H
©  r - l
■B8
-P fl
CO SeJ
■Pfl© m
•o S
Sl3 Or?anization & Adminis­
tration of Small Lib­
raries (1
12 Reference
14 Clo8sificetion
15 Librr ry Economy 
19 OatalOffuinfr
23 Reference 
25 Story Tallin?
26a Library Practice (1- 
26b Library Practice (1 
26c Library Practice (1 
29 Classification
38 Library Administration
39 Book Selection
40 public Documents
41 Classification & Cata-
lop-uinp
47 Reference
48 Library Administration 
54. Trade Bibliography 
57 Book Buyin? & Orderin,?
Totals......
-2) 
(3) 
PH) 
(2) 
(3) 
(3) 
(2) 
3) 
-3 
-2 
(3 
(3 
(2 
(3
(3)
(3)
(3)
(2)
(2)
11
11
11
6
5
7
5
4
33
22
910
14
15
8
49 111
13 26
11 33
11 33
11 22
3 5 1 3
4 7 3 3
5 11 4 4
11 33
4 12
4 12
4 12
4 12
6 12
57 128 44 114
II*
\ '
X
15 28
8
4
15
6
1
28 50
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STATISTICS OK GLASS 3HR0LLMET
1929-30
DiSPAHfMJWT
OH
SGHOOL
D3PABTU8HT OF 
MATH iiUATICS:
!.f ATHKMA TICS:
(Credits)
Autumn
a ts
p  ©C  r-4  
© r-<O
s i
■g
■p
a©<a
r/3
Tint'er
O  r tS  
P  © p
a  • - * «
O  r-l © 0
p  d P  c
co r a cn a
•d©05•Pa ©
X) o3 § P  c
W  IK
Pa
©  5Q
S  °
Summer 19 29
© T3
tj r2
tO !K
a
S t
3  S 
P  Ctop
10
11
12
13
16
19
20
Inter radiate Algebra (4^5) 
Solid Geometry (££-5)
Survey of College Muth.(2?;-E
Plano Trigonometry 
College Algebra 
Math, of Investment8 
Adv. Meth. of Invest­
ments
Plane Analytic Geometry(5) 
Differential Calculus (5) 
IntegralCalculus 
Statistics 
Adv. Statistics 
107abSalected Chapters in 
Oalcuius 
125 Solid Analytic Geometry(5) 
150 Seminar r (5)
IW Individual Work (5-8)
21
22
23
25
26
(6)
( E )
(5)
(6)
(5)
(5)
(5)
(5)
Totals.
DSPAHTM3KT 0? MILITARY SCIABC3:
MI LIT .RY S3RVIC3:
ll&bo Military Science (1)
12a bo Military Science (1)
ISabc Military Science (2|.)
14 abcMilitary Science (2-tV)
Totals........
70 350 41 206
6 30
)57 285 78 390
19 95
8 40
7
17
18
1
178
28
20
14
26
35
86
21 105
20
59
140
100
70
125
45
100
295
7 28
7 25
9 31£
I2 30
90
5
890
6 30
11 56
io 50
3 16
1 8 1 7 10
186 933 186 932 36
41
203 203 177 177 147 147
158 158 146 146 115 115
20 50 21 62f 19 47*
6 15 6 15 7 17f
387 426 350 390£ 288 297
J|37
STATISTICS OU CLASS HBROLLHBHT
1929-SO
DBPAHTMEHT
OH
SCHOOL
DBPARTMBNT OF PHYSICAL EDUCATION: 
PHY SI 0 aL BBU0 A TI ON:_________________ (Credits:)
mrtrmnr Wlntor Spri ng Summer 19 29
03 Td 
■P (D 
fl r-l 
03 r-l
W  KJ
o  co •O fl
B  S73 a
CQ -d 
•P a
■§ 8 ■p c73 S
■Pfla> cq >d fl
H'g.co a
oq -a
© r-l
3 8
73 -P
S 01'fl fl
co a
CQ xt -P ©
8 3  i  
*2 £ ^ p & £ ,wj
1 1
4 4
13 52
31 33
100 105
13 19
5 10 .
4 20
Athletic Training (1) 
Intramural Athletics (1
(4
32 
83
S37 School Gymnastics 
llabo)Physical Training 
12abc) (men) (1-2)
11 abo)Physical Training 
12abc) (Women) (1-2)
15ahc Adv. Gymnastics (1)
Human Anatomy (4)
First Aid (i-2)
Gymnastic Dancing (1)
Anthropometry &
Prescription (2)
Playgrounds (4)
Systems & Methods (3)
Kinesiology (5)
School Gymnastics (4)
Growth & Develop­
ment (1)
Corrective Gymnas­
tics (3)
[Squipment & Manage-
rae nt (2)
143abcPrinciples of Coach­
ing (men) ( 2)
of Coaohing(/4) (2 )
of Coaching(rt) (2)
of Coaoh- 
(women) (2)
Massage (men) (2)
Massage (women) (2)
Physiology of Bxer-
cise (2)
149 Physical Diagnosis (2)
Total s. .......
20abc
32
45abc
131
134
135ab
136
137 
139
141
142
143b prin. 
143c Prin. 
143abc prin 
ing
146 
146 
148
464 454 387 387 330 330
342 342 315 315 304 304
11 11 11 11 11 11
17 68 15 60 13 52
21 42
12 12 11 11 11 .11
8 16
22 88
14 42 14 42
20
11
17
22
34
15
14
13
45
28
26
16
8
6
13
14
6
10
17 34
925 1123 799 945 772
64
8
12
26
28
12
20
18
938
5 105 10
6 12
187 276i
I3f
STATISTICS OK CLASS ENROLLMENT
1929-30
D3PARTMER TOR
SCHOOL
DEPARTMENT OP PHYSICS: 
PHYSICS:
Tnrctum
CO T3 +j fl
3 2+* fl
W  Fr2
S3 CQ * fn
'S arf O•P w
CQ
imtef
03 fd
fl® © r-4
■SB
s a
CQ
■£© ® TJ
$CQ EC
■S p T T W urSTnePiyP'J
a >d
■p ©
fl r-l 
©  r-l
tt,
£ H
■p
fl©ra
la•POr/id
m rd+3 fl
f l  r - lfl 1-1
3 a
-p flto S
■p
'§ fl 
p  °co w
llabc General Physics I (5)
12 Household physics (5)
20ahc Gen. Physics II (5)
22 Gen. Physios (Forestry) (5)
114 Electricity (3)
115 Electrical Measurements (2)
122 light (3)
123 Optical Measurements (2)
152 Modern Physics (5)
170abcTheorotioal Physics (3df-5) 
180 Physios Seminar (1)
35 175 26 130 22 110
18 9019 95 17 85 13 6520 100
3 9
2 4
Totals,
DEPARTMENT OF PSYCHOLOGY; 
PSYCHOLOGY:
llabo GEHaral Psychology (2-g-4n)
12ab Experimental Psych. (3)
13 Psychology of Child (5)
Development (5)
14 Social Psychology (5)
32 Psych, of Business (5)
50 Logic (5)
102abo Problems in Psych. (1-2)
103 Applied Psychology (5)
104 Systematic Psychology ; ( 5)
115 Abnormal Psychology (2-5)
130 Mental Measurements (2-J-4)
4
63
20
303
3 9
3 6
3 154 20 18d:
3 3
73 355 63 301*3'
245 
3
980
9
215 
5
860
15
7
11
11
55
Totals..........  266 1055 229
6
3
12
15
902
22
34
30
37
11
29
6
169
110
170
150
105
19£
145
2 4
803£
23 87£
19 53
15
19
40
64
76 244|-
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STATISTICS ON CLASS M R O I L M M
1929-30
D3FAKTM8NT
OR
SCHOOL
SCHOOL 03 BUSIN'S S3 ADMINISTRATION:
Autumn
CQ 3 a  &P  © P p  0 P
a  1-1 3 3  r-l 3©  rH © ra ©  r-l © 03r© O f© 3 -3 0 33  3 3 3 3  3 3 3p  3CO W P 0 P  3 p O00 W co tSJ CO W
Wint o r Spring
03
p  ©
a  r-l 
©  r-l *  O 
3  M
£ 3
top53o
■§
p•»
!J
t i
Summer 19 29
■3
co ©
P  r-l C H  © O
p  3CO
p
S3
©  03 •a 3
3  3  
p oC O W
SI
11
12ab
21
22
50
113ab
114
115ab
124
132
133 
145 
151ab 
152 
154 
156
191abe
IW
Commercial Geography (1-4) 
Blem. Accounting (5 )
Intermediate Aooounting( 2|-_5)
m in-, a t c h  4 1 «  1
108 540
Typewriting 
Shorthand 
Retail Stores 
AAdv. Accounting 
Cost Accounting 
Auditing 
Insurance
Credits & Collections 
Corporation A- Finance 
Inc ome Tax 
Marketing 
Forei gn Trade 
Investments 
Business Cycles 
Bus. Ad. Seminar 
Individual Work
Totals.......
(1) 
0 (2 )
(3)
(4) 
(4) 
(4) 
(3)
(3)
(4) 
(4) 
(8n) 
(4) 
(3) 
(3)
(1-3)
(3-4)
25
39
8
39
11
230
100
146
32
117
23
958
87 435 05 325
25 25 22 22
15 30 8 16
20 60
21 84
17 686 24 4 16
46 138
26 78
16
8
56£
•- »- 
29
35 105
23 9224 72
12 3624 48 13 26
1 3 1 4
258 886 237 821
24
3_
33
11
120£
140
STATISTICS OF CL-OS EHROLILENT
1929-30
B EPA R TM EN T 
OR SCHOOL
SCHOOL OF FORESTRY:
(Credits):
Autumn Winter Spring Summer 1929
CO-cl +3
+* o a 
S  © a  © h  -n u
"2 9 a n -p o
■+= a coiai
CO H
(Q ro
-H © +3 
S3 r-l g
o h  © a  
-a  o  'c* b
£ 2
co M  co a j
a  t3
® +=
el-r* ' a© i-i © a
•0 .0  ■•d u • 3 n ad
•P c  ■+* o
co ;a  cn ca
llabo Gen. Forestry (2-3) 38 76 28 84 31 93
I E  Economics of Forestry (s) 10 30
l&abo Forest Policy & iidmin. (4) 13 52 12 48 3 12
22 Silvios 3) 25 75
221) Forestry Nursery ft) 14 28
23abc Silviculture 4) 10 40 10 40 10 40
24abo Forest Mensuration 3-4n) 12 36 10 30 9 36
25 Dendrology 4n) 23 92 21 84
26abo Forest Management 4! 11 44 11 44 11 44 •
S I  Wood Technology 4) 17 68
32 Forest Products 4) 14 56
35ub Lodging 4) 32 128 32 128
34 Lumbering 4) 10 40
36abc Logging Engineering 4) 8 32 8 32 7 28
37 Timber echanics s) 4 12
39abe Grazing Management 4) 2 8 2 8 2 8
41abc Surveying
2 !
35 106 31 93 27 81
42a Mapping i) 35 35 7 7 2 2
42b Mapping i ) 2 2 29 29 6 B
420 Mapping i ) 1 1 25 25
43 Topographic Survey 4) 23 92
46 Elem. Forest Engr. 4) 9 36
51 Slide Rule 1) 10 10 13 13
52 Forest Mapping 2) 4 8
101 Forestry Problems 2-5) 8 25 10 39 2 8
201 Research 1 5 1 5 1 5
213abc Forest Policy
f4 !
-2 8 1 4 2 8
224 Forest Mensuration f6) 1 6
£26 for. Management 4! 1 4 1 6 1 6lw Individual Work 2) 1 2
Totals... 267 782 275 852 199 617
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STATISTICS r CL..-a .
1989-ISO
bbpartkest
Oil
SCHOOL
SCHOOL OF JQURJTALISMj
(Grad.
ixutumn Winter ... "Summii* 197T<T
its)
CO ro■P CD
5 ^■d o 
flP £
GO MJ
fl <x3P +» ©« a r-l aj CO Or-) g M 'dp 3 fl fl £ p o +a a /j 53 to M
® *d
C  fl r-4 fl ca O r-id f. -do fl fl 3 fn P o an 51 50 M
tats♦» **© +3
Sa SlS 3 03'C- U rflo TJjtjfl » fl f-i fl =• +> O pfl oco a com sow
Jib Qoxmh-y Journalian 1 8 19336 Current JJrents 1-4) 18 68111a '•aeraOi t-i of Joum. 5 58 860 7 25
11 bo ISlemente of Journ. 5 i 47 235 40 20012abc survey of Journ. 5 4 80 4 20 7 35aiubo Adv. Reporting &
Editing 5 29 14b 27 136 23 115
26ab Bditoriul writing 3 29 7 82 66
ilia Kfelnln Laboratory 3 19 57 5 15 8 24
olb Kaiain Laboratory 3 3 9 9 27 1 3
31e Kaialn Laboratory 3 3 9 3 9 11 33
LLabo Prob. in Journalism a 17 £4 16 30 10 20
39a Lab. In Journalism £J 6 10 1 2 1 2
39b Lab. In Journalism 2' 2 6
39c Lab. in Journalism 8) 8 6Ala Lab, in Journalism 3) 12 36 1 3 2 6
41b Lab. in Journalism 3 1 3 10 30 1 0
41c Lab. in Journalism 3) 1 3 11 38
43 Public ©lations 31 24 7246ub Advertising 8n) 21 42 19 38
47 The Howspaper 2) 13 26
14Ca Senior Practice Lub. 8-6) 11 46 2 9 4 15
140b senior Practice Lab. 8-6) 1 4 12 49 8 11
148c senior Pr otic© Lab. 3-5) 9 39lv,' Individual tort 3) 2 6 3 10 3 10 18 70
Totals. 209 768 184 687 174 653 51 1721
14 Oc
STATISTICS o p class bhroluosht
1929-30
DEPARTMENT
OR
SCHOOL
SCHOOL OP LAW:
(Cred
Autumn winter Spring Sunimer T9U9
its): St
ud
en
ts
En
ro
ll
ed
St
ud
en
t
Ho
ur
s
St
ud
en
ts
En
ro
ll
ed
fl 
fl
n+
.
Ho
ur
s
St
ud
en
ts
En
ro
ll
ed to'dP  43 ©
rt ra e!r-» cj O H  ©  r-l ©03 
d  i 'O p  <v}U
P  M  4> C  -PO
W  ;0 rrj COW
Property X 3n) 27 81 28 84
Agency 5) 31 155
Torts 3n) 23 69 26 78 25 75
Evidence 3n) 16 48 15 45 15 45
Corporations 5! 13 66Irrigation Law s) 24 72
Contracts 3n) 66 198 65 195 63 189
Use of law Books In) 18 18 18 18
Equity Zn) 15 30 15 30 15 30
Propertyll 27 81
Conflict of laws En) 10 EO 10 20 10 20
Trusts En) 19 38 17 34 17 34
Sales En) 19 38 18 36 17 34
Constitutional Law 3n) 11 33 11 33
Criminal law & Procedure(4n-2) 25 100 26 52
Forma of Action 3) 27 81
Partnership 3) 12 36
Public Utilities 4) El 84
Pleading En) EO 40 18 36 18 36
Mortgages 2) IE 24
Suretyship En) 13 EG 13 26
Legal Ethics 2) 11 2 2
Wills 3) EO 60
Practice Court En) 13 26 13 26 13 26
Appellate Practice In) 13 13 13 IS 13 13
Tn+.nl K....- 341 903 368 901 309 882
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STATISTICS CN CLASS 3HR0LLMBNT
1929 -30
Autumn Winter
DEPARTilRNT
OR
SCHOOL
SCHOOL OP MUSIC:
to xi
p  ©
SS© M
3 8
+*
a©  ra 
xs ̂  
a d
(Credi ts) :
p d p otn co w
11
12
13
14
15 
17
19abc
21abo
27abc
29abc
31
33
35ab 
3 7a be 
41abo 
43a bo 
123ab 
125abc 
153ab 
155 &b
Voice
Voioe
Piano
Wind Instruments
Violin
Organ
Harmony
Harmony
Si ght Singing & Par 
Training 
Instruments & 
History of Music 
Music education 
Music Appreciation 
Orchestra 
Wo men' s Glee Club 
Mon's Glee Club 
Mu s i c 3 du ca ti on 
Counterpoint 
Adv. Appreciation 
Music Education
(*-2
(1-2(1-2
(1=
(1
(1
f
2
2)
(3)
Conducting( 2) 
(5) 
(5)
Totals.
SCHOOL OP PH RMACY:
11 General Pharmacy (5 n)12 Metrology (2-1)13 Pharmacognosy (3n)
15 Phe rma cop-nosy (3)21 ab Materia Medioa (4n)
22 Drug Analysis (4n)
25 Dispensing (4n)
27 Commercial Pharmacy (2n
Z^abc PharmacologyAbstracts (In( 238 Special Problems (2)IW Individual Work M
03 <0 p ©
©  1 -1*d o
co K3
la
© CO 
X 3  Pa aP o
co W
31 33f 22 24
48 58 . 44 507 .7 5 510 10 • 10 106 6 5 5
17 34 14 285 10 4 817 51 13 39
5 10 4 8
10 30 6 186 3 9 4jL
36 18 29 14i
17 8£ 21 10*5 15 4 12
5 10 3 62 6 2 6
£ 4
227 310 197 2524
Totals.............  121 366
15 75 15 75 12 60
15 30 15 1515 45 14 42 12 36
14 56 15 60 13 5213 52 13 52 13 5211 44 11 44 10 4013 26 15 30 14 2812 12 11 11 10 1013 26 12 24 11 222 4
122 357
Spring ~ Summer1929
CQ XS 
p  ©
« r-i
©  I—I 
t3 o d (H 
P  dCO M
p
§ te
XSt-i
d d
cap
27
2
45
4
11
8
12
4
10
4
6
3
9
27
17
194 259?
95 300
COxS
p  ©  
d r - t
©r-i
■SB
rase
24
18
5
11
14
31
p
§  CD rCfd d p o
ra«
17
12
4
24f
32
69
103 158£
STATISTICS ON CLASS BUBOLLMP.HT
1929-30
B12’>ARTIS?NT
OH
SCHOOL
SCHOOL OF RBLICrlOH ^(Credits):
riutuan v/inter Spring Summer1929
a  *o
tJ q ♦»f l  r-l J-
® H  © CO
1 2  I 1’>> K +-> Oco >- p-j a 
»
fl <0ti © +»
f l  r-i fl 
© r-) © ®
*§§ I Sa o
03 k  w  a
I
St
ud
en
ts
En
ro
ll
ed
St
ud
en
t
Ho
ur
s
CQ ro
ri® fl
O r-) O ffl 
•Cl O  tJ fl
sa m  to w
24r ;-R aentii.ls of Religion (3)- 
26r Christian IthioB (3f 
26r Social Message of the P t< J(3) 
29r Fundamental Moral and > i  
Religious Valuee (3)
TOT ,  • • A
3 9 
3 9
16 45 
16 46
i
14 42 
7 21 *>
21 63
%
f
**%-
7 £ez
